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Disclaimer

The Flood Estimation Handbook and related software offer guidance to those engaged in rainfall
and flood frequency estimation in the UK. The Centre for Ecology & Hydrology (CEH
) will maintain a
list of FEH errata/corrigenda accessible via the CEH website at www.ceh.ac.uk/feh and readers are
encouraged to report suspected errors to CEH.
Your use of the Flood Estimation Handbook is at your own risk. Please read any warnings given about
the limitations of the information.
CEH gives no warranty as to the quality or accuracy of the information or its suitabilityfor any use. All
implied conditions relating to the quality or suitability of the information, and all liabilities arising from
the supply of the information (including any liabilityarising in negligence) are excluded to the fullest
extent permitted by law.
The appearance of the names of organisations sponsoring the research and its implementation does
not signify official endorsement of any aspect of the Flood Estimation Handbook. Neither the named
authors nor the Centre for Ecology & Hydrology nor its parent body have approved any instruction that
use of Flood Estimation Handbook procedures be made mandatory for particular applications.

Cross- refere ncing

Cross-references to other parts of t he Handbook are usually abbreviated . They are
ind icated by the relevant volume number preceding t he chapter, sect ion or sub-section
number, with the volume number in bold (eg 4 2.2 refers to Sect ion 2.2 of Volume 4).
Cross-references convent ionally prefixed by Chapter, Sect ion or § are t o the current
volume.
The Flood Estimation Handbook should be cited as:
Institute of Hydrology (1999) Flood Est imat ion Hand book (five volumes).
Cent re for Ecology & Hydrology.
This volume should be cited as:
Reed , D W (1999) Overview. Volume 1 of the Flood Est imation Hand book.
Cent re for Ecology & Hyd rology.
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Notation
The follow ing are the symbols and abbreviations used in this volume of the Flood
Estimation Handbook:
AEP

AREA
B
BF
BFI

CORINE
D
DTM
EA

FARL
FEH
FEH CD-ROM
FORGEX
FSR
GCM
GEV
GL
HadCM2
HadCM3
ICE
IE Australia
IH
IHDTM
ITE
LAG

m
M
M5

MAFF
Micro-FSR
N
NERC
OS
PMF
PMP
POT
Pr(.)
PROPWET
Q
QBAR
QMED
QMED,

O
Q,
r

Annual exceeda nce probability
Catchme nt dra inage area (km)
Nu mber of ba lanced resamples
Baseflow (m?s ')
Baseflow index
Co-ordination of information on environme nt
Dur ation (hou rs)
Digital te rrain model
Environment Agency
Index of flood attenuation due to rese rvoirs and lakes
Flood Estimatio n Handbook
A software package of particular relevance to the use of
Vo lumes 2 and 5
Fo cuse d rainfall growth extension
Flood Studies Report
Global climate model (or general circu latio n model)
Gene ralised Extreme Value
Gene ralised Logistic
Hadley Centre climate model developed in mid 1990s
Hadley Centre climate model developed in late 1990s
Institution of Civil Engineers
Institution of Engineers, Australia
Institute of Hyd rology
Institute of Hydrology digital te rrain model
Institu te of Terrestrial Eco logy
Measure of lag time between rainfall and runoff (hours)
Numbe r of years of record
Design life o r period of interest (years)
5-ye ar return period rainfall depth (m m)
Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and Food
A so ftware p ackage relevant to use of Volume 4
Numbe r of sample values, e .g. in annual maximu m series
Natu ral Environment Research Council
Ord nance Survey
Probable m aximum flood (m?s ')
Probable maximum p recipitation (mm)
Pea ks-over-threshold
Symb ol de noting probability
Ind ex of proportio n of time that soils are wet
Flood flow (m?s')
The (arithmetic) mean annua l maximum flood (m? s ')
The median annual maximu m flood (m?s ')
Estimate of as-rural median annual maximum flood (m 3 s·1)
Annual maximum flow for year t (m? s' )
T-year return period flood (m?s ')
Risk probability
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RMED
SAAR

SAAR,
SEPA
SOIL
SPR
T

T, 1,

T

Ta,

Tp
URBEXT
USBR

usu
WINFAP-FEH

, 3,
x,
X

x,
X sam

X true

3

y

xii

Median annual maximum rainfall (mm)
1961-90 standard-period average annual rainfall (mm)
1941-70 standard-period average annual rainfall (mm)
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
Index of winter rainfall acceptance potential
Standard percentage runoff (%)
Return period or target return period (years)
Particular return periods (years)
Return period on annual maximum scale (years)
Return period on peaks-over-threshold scale (years)
Unit hydrograph time-to-peak (hours)
FEH index of fractional urban extent
United States Bureau of Reclamation
Utah State University
A frequency analysis package for use with Volume 3
Input variables in a joint probability problem
T-year return period growth factor
Variable or statistic of interest
Lower percentile value of X, derived in resampling
Value of X estimated from original samp le
True value of X
Upper percentile value of X, derived in resampling
An output variable in a joint probability p roblem
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1. 1 Foreword
The Flood Estimation Handbook is a new publication . It represents the outcome
of a 5-year research programme at the Institute of Hydrology to develop and
implement new generalised procedures for rainfall and flood frequency estimation
in the UK.
Flood frequency estimation is synonymous with flood risk assessment. The
former focuses o n estimation of the peak river flow (in m?s ') of a given frequency
(i.e. rarity). The latter strives to assess the risk (i.e. probability ) of a flood occurrence.
Gauged records are rarely long enough to allow direct estimation of the average
interval between major floods at a site, other than very approximately. This average
interval defines the retur n p e riod at which flooding occurs.
The UK is blessed with relatively extensive flood data and , by world
standards, a relatively benign climate . Flood frequency estimation is, nevertheless,
a persistently difficult problem in the UK. There are two main reasons for this.
First, major floods are largely natural phenomena which occur highly irregularly
in time . This caprice of climate makes it inherently difficult to judge flood frequency.
Second, many communities, though sited close to rivers, are intolerant of flooding,
and are protected by flood defences against frequent inundation of p roperty.
Consequently, the return periods of interest in UK flood design are often as long
as 50 or 100 years. Even in cases w here extensive gauged flood records are
available , special techniques are required to estimate floods of such extreme
rarity.
Specific flooding incidents, or unusual sequences of floods, can lead to
great public concern and anx iety. In some cases, it may not be environmentally
and economically sustainable to improve defences to further reduce the frequency
of inundation . Nevertheless, flood risk assessment is required to support the
decision, and to advise landowners and their insurers. The mapping of flood risk
areas can also be important in the design of emergency plans to deal with a major
flood catastrophe .
The Handbook seeks to contribute to improved decision-making about
flood risks in the UK. Responsibilities for flood defence are summarised in ICE
(1996a).

1.2

How the Handbook came about

The Handbook largely supersedes the Flood Stud ies Rep ort (FSR) and its
supplementary reports. Almost 25 years have elapsed since publication of the FSR
(NERC, 1975), and organisational factors alone suggested that new guidance was
required.
Updating of the FSR in 1977-1988 by eighteen Flood Studies Supplementary
Reports (IH, various) became progressively more intricate and the effective
disse mination of revised guidance became less assured. These trends reflected
the practical difficulties of succinctly explaining updates to updates, and of ensuring
that supplementary reports reached all those holding copies of earlier material.
The difficulties were exacerbated by the successful penetration of FSR methods
into other guides. The methods had been adopted or taught in many settings,
including hydrology textbooks, engineering guides, teaching notes, and the internal
docu ments of agencies and consultants. In consequence , stating that a design
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calculation was based on FSR procedures no longer carried the assurance that the
most up-to-date method had been used.
There are phases in the research response to a major publication such as
the Flood Studies Report. Reaction to the FSR was intense and varied. Detailed
criticisms provoked further studies to review or resolve perceived weaknesses.
Many training courses were held, and interactions with practitioners further
stimulated research. FSR methods were adapted to special cases such as floods
and reservoir safety (ICE, 1978), urb anis ed catchments (IH, 1979) and stormsewer design (National Water Council, 1981). Subsequently, UK floods research
became rather more diffuse . Studies considered entirely new approaches to flood
frequency estimation , sought to better understand physical processes, or considered
neglected topics such as the design of pumped drainage systems. In this phase,
advances in flood frequency estimation led more to contra ct reports and research
papers than to engineering guides.
Following external review (Ackers, 1992), and subsequent discussions, the
Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and Food (MAFF) adopted a new strate gy for
flood estimation research. Centralto thisstrategy was the consolidation of research
in rainfall and flood frequency estimation, to develop new general procedures for
application in river flood defence . The Flood Estimation Handbook research
programme was conceived to meet this objective , and an Advisory Group formed
in 1994. The 5-year programme gained financial support from MAFF, the National
Rivers Authority (subsequently, the Environment Agency), the Department of
Agriculture Northern Ireland, and a consortium led by the Scottish Office .

1.3

What the Handbook intends

The Flood Estimation Handbook aims to provide clear guidance to practitioners
concerned with rainfall and flood frequency estimation. Where possible, all directly
relevant information is provided with, or accompanies, the Handbook, including
extensive datasets in digital form. The form of p resentation promotes p ractical use
of the procedures by putting the methods first, and the supporting rationale and
results second. The whole intends to be more nearly a handbook of estimation
methods than a report of flood studies.
The Handbook does not dwell on the alternative methods and options that
might have formed the basis of new guidance . Rather it presents a unified set of
procedures for rainfall and flood frequency estimation that have quite general
application. Nevertheless, various devices are employed to ensure that the user
remains aware of the inherent uncertainty in estimating event magnitudes that are
rarely observed . The user is exhorted to query data quality, to refine generalised
estimates of flood frequency by reference to local data, to appraise historical
information, and to think clearly about the use to which estimates are put.

1.4 Structure of Handbook
The Flood Estimation Handbook comprises five volumes:
1
2
3
4
5

2

Overview
Rainfall frequency estimation
Statistical procedures for flood frequency estimation
Restatement and application of the FSR rainfall-runoff method
Catchment descriptors
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Table 1.1 gives a first ind icatio n of content.
Table 1. 1

The Flood Estimation Handbook: an indication of structure

Overview (Volume 1)
•

Guidance is provided on the choice of proc edures, and the uses to which estimates are
put.

Rainfall frequency estimation (Volume 2)
•

A generalised procedure is p rovided for rainfall depth-duration-frequency estimation;

•

The method is presc riptive and, in general, the incorporation of local data is not
recommended .

Statistical procedures for flood frequency estimation (Volume 3)
•

Th e T-year flood is estimated as the product of the index flood, QMED
, an d a growth
factor, x,, in single-site as well as poo led analyses;

•

On urbanised catchments, flood frequency estimates are derived as if the catchment
were rural and then adjusted for urbanisation;

•

A special procedure is presented for growth curve estimation on permeable
catchments;

•

Data transfers are encouraged , with special emphasis given to transfers from donor
catchments directly upstream or downstream of the subject site;

•

Methods are provided to construct a design hydrograph to be consistent with the
preferred estimate of the T-year peak flow.

Restatement and application of the FSR rainfall-runoff method (Volume 4)
•

All information about the FSA rainfall-runoff method and its application is presented in a
single volume;

•

Data transfers are encouraged, with special emphasis given to transfers from donor
catchments directly upst ream or downstream of the subject site.

Catchment descriptors (Volume 5)
•

The FEH CD-ROM provides catchment descriptors for mainland England , Wales,

•

The catchment descriptors are based on digital data, and use the IH digital terrain

Scotland and Northern Ireland , and Anglesey and the Isle of Wight;
model (IHDTM) to define catchment boundaries;
•

Descriptors for catchments draining to sites in Northern Ireland are adjusted to reflect
the different mapping conventions and formats used there.

Use of the FEH is supported by software packages. A sp ecially designed freque ncy
analysis package, WINFAP-FEH, supports the statistical p rocedur es of Volu me 3.
The Micro-FSR package is relevant to application of the FSR rainfall-runoff method
(Volu me 4) . A third software e lement, the FEH CD-ROM, fulfils two functions:
imple me nting the rainfall fre q uency estimation p roce dure (Volume 2) , and
prese nting catchme nt de scripto rs for 4 million UK sites (se e Volume 5).
The so ftware produ cts a re likely to be updated within the life time of the
text. Conseque ntly, the Handbook p resents o nly brief introductions.
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1.5

Only a guidebook

Some authorities may mandate that Flood Estimation Handbook ( FEH ) methods
be used in particular applications. Standardisation can be valuable in promoting
consistency across a class of design problems. It is rarely practical for defence
works to eliminate flood risk entirely, and one can never be sure that the intended
level of protection is attained . When financial resources are limited, a laudable
objective may be to aim for consistency from location to location rather than to
carry out separate, very detailed, studies at each problem site . Use of standa rd
p rocedures can also promote technical efficiency in calculating, checking and
agreeing estimates.
Nevertheless, it is recommended that common sense should also be a guide.
In sizing minor infrastructure works - such as culverts under forest roads calculations based on the FEH should not necessarily take precedence over those
based on simple r formulae . Inherited exp erience within a particular organisation
provides legitimate and valuable local information.
There is a point beyond which a guidebook can become a cookbook. In
the FEH, this boundary is most closely approached for the rainfall frequency
estimation procedure, which is fully prescribed. In contrast, the procedures for
flood frequency estimation are open-ended . There are choices to be made between
methods and there is scope to improvise to make best use of the particular flood
data available at, or near to , the subject site.

1.6 Structure of Volume 1
Volume 1 has tw o main functions. Chapters 2 to 6 introduce the Flood Estimation
Handbook p rocedures and their use, with particular reference to the choice of
method (Chapter 5) and finding data Ch apter 6) . Later chapters review specific
topics, such as climate change (Chapter 7) and flood risk mapping (Chapter 9). An
interlude to the main text provides a reminder of potential pitfalls in practical
problems.
To aid readability, some technical material is consigned to appendices.
Readers may w ish to note that the first section of Appendix A introduces the
concept of return period. Appendix D is of a different character, presenting a
bibliograp hy of technical guidance in related aspects of flood defence.

4
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Cross-referencing

Cross-references to other parts of the Handbook are usually abbreviated. They are
indicated by the relevant volume number preceding the chapter, section or sub-section
number, with the volume number in bold (e.g. 5 7.2 refers to Section 7.2 of Volume 5).
Cross-references conventionallyprefixed by Chapter, Section or § are to the current
volume (e.g.$2.2refersto the section "Maxims for flood frequency estimation"
)

2. 1 Approaches to flood frequency estimation
The Handbook provides two main ap proaches to flood frequency estimation : the
statistical analysis of peak flows (Volume 3) and the FSR rainfall-runoff method
(Volume 4) . Statistical analysis is a direct and natural approach to flood frequency
estimation , and will generally be the first-choice method when there is a long
record of gauged floods close to the site of interest. The FEH terminology is to
refer to the site of interest as the s ubj ect s ite.
The rainfall-runoff approach is less direct. It estimates flood frequency
from rainfall frequency using a hydrological model to link rainfall to resultant
runoff. The ap proach is conceptually appealing because it provides a model of
flood formation. Moreover, it yields a hydrograph of river flow rather than just an
estimate of peak flow . The rainfall-runoff approach gives scope to model important
features explicitly, for example when catchment flood behaviour is influenced by
reservoirs or by an u nusual configuration of tributaries.

2.2

Maxims for flood frequency estimation

Six maxims summarise the Handbook viewpoint on flood frequency estimation:
1 Flood frequency is best estimated from gauged data;
2 While flood data at the subject site are of greatest value , data transfers
from a nearby site , or a similar catchment, are also very useful;
3 Estimation of key variab les - such as the index-flood ( QMED, Volume 3)
or the unit hydrograph time-to-peak Tp , Volume 4) -- from catchment
descriptors alone, should be a method of last resort; some kind of data
transfer will usually be feasible and preferable ;
4 The most appropriate choice of method is a matter of experience , and
may be influenced by the requirement of the study and the nature of the
catchment; most importantly, it will be influenced by the available data;
5 In some cases, a hybrid method - combin ing estimates by statistical and
rainfall-runoff app roaches - will be appropriate;
6 There is always more information; an estimate based only on readily
available data may be shown to be suspect by a more enquiring analyst.
Although these maxims are stated formally only here, they underlie both the
recommendations about choice of method (Chapter 5) and the suggestions for
finding data (Chapt er 6). The maxims should be borne in mind when using the
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statistical and rainfall-runoff procedures for flood frequency estimation presented
in Volumes 3 and 4.

2.3 Data transfers
A data transfer is recommended when the subject site is ungauged. The term is a
shorthand description for the process of adjusting a generalised estimate at the
subject site by reference to how the generalised procedure performs at a nearby
gauged site, or a more distant gauged catchment thatis thought to be hydrologically
similar. The rationale for such a transfer of information is the relative imp recision
of generalised estimates (i.e . from catchment descriptors) compared to specific
estimates made from gauged data.
The Handbook reinforces Flood Studies Report (NERC, 1975) recommendations to analyse 'local data', by distinguishing two kinds of catchment from
which data may be transferred:
do nor cat chment is a local catchment offering gauged data that are
particularly relevant to flood estimation at the subject site . The ideal
donor catchment is one sited just upstream or downstream of the subject
site . More typically, it will be sited some distance upstream or
dow nstream, draining an area rather smaller or larger than the subject
catchment. A similar-sized catchment on an adjacent tributary can also
make a good donor if the physiography and land-use of the two
catchments are broadly similar.

• A

• An a na logue ca tchme nt is a more distant gauged catchment that is

sufficiently similar to the subject catchment to make a transfer of
information worthwhile. Judging a suitable analogue requires
hydrological understanding and experience .
Advice on the choice of a donor/ analogue catchments is given in $3.3.

2.4 Summary of resources
Effective use of the Flood Estimation Handbook draws on resources of three
types: text, data and software . These are summarised in Figures 2.1 to 2.3.
2.4.1 Text

The Handbook presents three main sets of procedures: one for rainfall frequency
estimation (Volume 2) and two for flood frequency estimation (Volumes 3 and 4).
Volume 1 has a co-ordinating and sweeping-up role, while Vo lume 5 presents
digital catchment data supporting the main procedures.
2.4.2 Data

The main data resources accompanying the text are indicated in Figure 2.2.
Flood data

Summaries of flood peak data are presented in appendices to Volume 3. The FEH
flood peak datasets accompany Volume 3 (Statistical procedures for flood frequency
estimation) on the flood da ta CD-ROM . This provides a frozen record of the
flood peak data used in the research underlying Volume 3, and is a convenient
source of flood data for teaching and incidental research.

6
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TEXT
Rainfall-runoff
method

Statistical procedures

Overview -

1 2

3

4

5-

Catchment
descriptors

Rainfall estimation

Figure 2. 1

Text resources
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The FEH flood peak datasets are also sup plied with WINFAP-FEH, the
frequency analysis package which supports use of the Volume 3 procedures.
Though initially identical, the WINFAP-FEH versions of the datasets will evolve
over time. They will be updated or superseded when datasets are revised and
extended by, or on behalf of, UK gauging authorities (see §6.2). Users of the
Volume 3 procedures should check the FEH web pages (see $2.8) to ensure that
they are using the most up-to-date and reliable versions of UK flood peak data.
Summaries of the FEH flood event data are presented in an appendix to
Volume 4, and on the floppy disk accompanying that volume.
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Catchment descriptors
The digital catchment descriptors used in the estimation methods are supplied in
several ways. Tw enty descriptors for each of 1000 gauged catchments are tabulated
in the appe ndix to Volu me 5, and also included on the flood data CD-ROM. With
minor exceptions, the se docume nt the descriptors used in the FEH research .
Catchment descriptors for UK sites, gauged and ungauge d, can be obtained
fro m the comp anion FEH CD-R OM , available from the Institute of Hydrology.
The initial version su p plies catchment descriptors for all mainland sites in England,
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland - plus sites in Anglesey and the Isle of
Wight - w hich drain an area of 0.5 km? or greater. The FEH CD-ROM provides
so ftware to help the user locate the site of interest within IHDTM, the Institute of
Hydrology digital terrain model. This s ubj e ct-s ite loca tor tool illustrates the site
location and catchment layout relative to major drainage paths, urban areas, and
FEH gauging stations. An image of the catchment boundary is displayed and the
required catchment descriptor values retrieved.
Digital catchme nt data, and digital maps of catchments, should be seen as
complementing information fro m paper maps. Users should always refer to OS
maps of an ap p ropriate scale to the size of the catchment, both to verify that the
subject site has been correctly located, and to check for unusual catchment features.
In some cases, it may also be appropriate to refer to p aper maps of soils, geology
or hydrogeology .

2.4.3 Software
The FEH p rocedure s are su pported by three so ftware packages (see Figure 2.3) .
Use of the rainfall frequency estimation p rocedur e (Volume 2) is relativ ely straightforward . The re levant software tools and parameter values are given in the rainfall
frequency part of the FEH CD- R OM. Rainfall frequ ency calculatio ns can be
p erformed eith er for a specific p oint or for a typical point w ithin a catchment. A
further option allows app lication of an areal reduction facto r to yield frequency
estimates for catchme nt rainfall. Tools provide the rainfall depth for a given return

SOFTWARE
WINFAP-FEH

Micro-FSR

12 3

4

5

I I I I

FEH CD-ROM

Figure 2.3
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period and duration, and the return period corresponding to a given rainfall depth
and dur ation .
Use of the statistical procedures for flood frequency estimation (Volume 3)
is supported by WINFAP -FEH . This frequency analysis package implements the
Volume 3 p rocedures for single-site and pooled frequency analyses.
Use of the FSR rainfall-runoff method (Volume 4) is supported by M icroFSR . At the time of publication , the most recent version (Version 3) is not fully
compatible with the Handbook. In particular, there is a requirement to update
Micro-FSR so that:
• Rainfall frequency estimation can use the Volume 2 procedure ;
• Unit hydrograph time-to-peak ( Tp) can be estimated from digital
catchment descriptors.
It is possible that an updated version of Micro-FSR may specialise more
exclusively on supporting the FSR rainfall-runoff method, and provide software
for flood event analysis. Pending such development, code is supplied for unit
hydrograph derivation (both for single events and by event superposition) and for
unit hydrograph transformation by the extended S-curve method. Code is also
supplied for reservoir flood routing. The relevant source programs -- writt en in
FORTRAN- accompany Volume 4 on the miscellaneous floppy disk . These
miscellaneous programs are offered without warranty or support.

2.5 Duty of care
Despite the opportunities for data transfers, and for combining estimates, there
w ill still be times w hen the exp erienced analyst feels constrained by instructions
to follow the Handbook: whether these are explicit or implied . In such cases, it is
recommended that the user records the departures openly and clearly. While the
Handbook is intended to give detailed guidance it cannot absolve the user from a
duty of care . For example, it is the user's responsibility to provide enough
information to allow estimates to be understood and validated by a suitably
experienced third party.
Where public safety is at risk (see Chapter 10), it is essential that the
superintending engineer verifies that calculations have been carried out correctly.
The greater automation afforded by the FEH is intended to allow more thoughtful
and discriminating flood estimates, rather than to promote flood estimation by the
non-specialist. Automation increases the user's obligation to take care , and, in
cases of doubt, to seek advice from a suitably qualified expert.

2. 6 Dig ital catchment data
The Handbook is pioneering the use of digital catchment data in flood frequency
estimation. The delineation of boundaries via the IH Digital Terrain Model is
central to this. Catchment descriptors are supplied on the FEH CD-ROM (see 5 7).
Catchment boundaries based on digital terrain data are inevitably approximate and differences can be important. Cases where discrepancies are most likely
to arise include : small catchments, areas of low relief, braided rivers, and catchments
where natural drainage paths have been diverted. Catchment boundaries are readily
influenced by drainage works and by embankments: for example, those associated
with flood defence , mineral extraction, agricultural practice, urbanisation, canals,
FLOODESTIMATIO
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railways and highw ays. It is esse ntial that the user confirms that the boundary
base d on digita l data adequ ately portrays the effective catchment. Boundaries
inferred from co ntours on paper maps can also be problematic, and a site su rvey
may be necessa ry.

2. 7 Learning from mistakes
Rainfall frequen cy estimation and flood frequency estimation are relatively subtle
tasks, providing scope to tackle the wrong question or to answe r the right question
by the wrong m ethod . An interlude to this volume takes a sidew ays look at ways
in w hich estimates so metimes go wrong. It is inspired by a similar interlude in
Acton ( 1970) . It is hop ed that this candidness encourages use rs to share w hat they
come across in their travels through flood frequency estimatio n: the good as w ell
as the bad , the inge nious as well as the inge nuous. The motive is simple: "... in
o rder to learn from p revious mistakes and ove rsights and to p reclude similar
eve ntualities in the future " (Murphy, 1993) .
Th e focus throughout the Handbook is on UK circumstances and p ractice ,
and so me parts of Volu me 1 - not least the interlude - inevitably app ear parochial
w he n compared w ith the mo re so cially important flood estimation problems faced
e lsewhere . Litigious and blaming attitudes are a feature of weste rn culture at the
millennium , fro m wh ich the flood defence industry is not exempt. When serious
flood damage occurs, it is rather easy to blame the hyd rologist : flood freque ncy
estimation is in herently uncertain , and there is inevitably greater scope to unde restimate than overestimate . Yet a good hydrologist is no le ss a p rofessional than
the good e ngine er or hydraulician . There is material in the inte rlude that may help
the hydrologist avoid the mire .

2.8

Revision policy

Subject to fund ing, it is expected that parts of the Handbook will b e revised ,
based on user fe edback, sp ecialist comment and additional research . It is anticipated
that revisions w ill take the form of amended paragraphs, sections o r chapters.
Revisions are likely to be announced and made available by e lectronic media
rather than in paper form. The addresses of World Wide Web pages providing
official update information for the Flood Estimation Handbook w ill be advertised
through the Institute o f Hydrology's homepage : http:// www.n w l.ac.uk/ ih.
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Chapter 3 Using the Handbook procedures
3.1 Scope
The scope of the Handbook p rocedures reflects the rainfall, flood and catchment
data used in their formulation and calibration.
3.1.1 Geographi c al limits
The various estimation p rocedures are generally applicable to sites throughout
the UK. Initially, the procedu res are fully implemented for application in mainland
England , Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, plus Anglesey and the Isle of
Wight. For brevity, this amalgam is sometimes referred to as "mainland UK".
3.1.2 Catchm ent limits
The frequency estimation procedures can be used on any catchment, gauged or
ungauged, that drains an area of at least 0.5
The flood estimation procedures
can be applied on smaller catchments only where the catchment is gauged and
offers ample flood peak or flood event data.
The FSR rainfall-runoff method (Volume 4) is less suitable for application to
catchments larger than about 1000 km?. This reflects a selection criterion used in
calibration of the method (NERC, 1975), whic h in turn reflected a concern that UK
flood-producing conditions (i.e . antecedent wetness and storm rainfall) span very
large catchments only infrequently.
Floodplain storage is known to influence flood frequency in the middle
and lower reaches of larger UK rivers. An unresolved issue is to develop an
effective index of floodplain storage, and to consider its use in flood frequency
estimation . It is therefore necessary to be wary when applying procedures to
floodplain-dominated rivers.

km.

Box 3.1 Verysmall catchments
Catchment descriptors are provided forallsites draining anarea of 0.5 km2 (50 hectares)
or greater. This lower limit reflects the facts that:
• Very small catchments are poorly represented in thedatasets used to calibrate the
models for estimating flood frequency from catchment descriptors;
• Digital terrain and thematic data may not be well resolved on very smallcatchments.
While inconveniencing users wishing to estimate floods on catchments only slightly
smaller than 0.5 km2, the limit puts an important brake on inappropriate applications to
very small catchments.

3.1.3 Urban isation limits
Both the statistical flood estimation procedures (Volume 3) and the rainfall-runoff
meth od (Vo lu me 4) include allow ances for effects arising from catchment
urbanisation . The p rocedures can be used to estimate flood frequency at currentFLOODESTIMATIO
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day levels of urbanisation . With caution, the rainfall-runoff method can also be
used to assess the incremental effect of urban developme nt. How eve r, for reasons
introduced in $8.3 (and elaborated in 3 18), the urban adjustme nt model in the
statistical approach must not be so used. To do so w ould lead to systematic
underestimation of the aggravating effect of urbanisation on flood frequency.
No ne of the flood estimation procedures is recommended for use on
exceptionally heavily urbanised catchments. A suitable test is to query applications
w he n the FEH descriptor of urban exte nt, URBEXT, exceeds 0.5.
3.1.4 Frequency limits
Volu me 2 p resents a gene ral procedur e for estimating rainfall depth-durationfrequency for any site or catchment. The procedure is inte nded principally for
d uration s between on e hour and eight days, and return periods between 2 and
2000 years. With caution, it can be extrapolated for use at so mew hat shorter
durations e.g.30 or 15 minute s), at somew hat longe r durations (e .g. 12 or 16
days), and at longe r return periods (e .g. 5000 or 10 000 years) .
Volumes 3 and 4 present alternative methods for flood frequency estimation
for any catchme nt, gauged or ungauged . The statistical p rocedures (Volume 3) are
intended principally for use for return periods between 2 and 200 years. The
rainfall-runoff method (Volume 4) is applicable to a somew hat wider range of
return pe riods. In conjunction with Volume 2, it can be used to estimate floo ds for
return periods betwee n 2 a nd 2000 years. Because of the difficulty o f validating
the rainfall frequency estimation procedure at very long return periods, applications
o f the rainfall-runoff method to estimate 5000 and 10000-year floods require
circu mspectio n . In conjun ction w ith estimates of the p ro ba ble m a x im um
precipi tation, the rainfall- runoff method can be ap plie d to estimate the p robab le
ma x im um flood (see 4 4).

3.2

Basic concepts

3.2.1

Patterns in UK river flooding

Exce pt in tidal estuaries, the re is no strong regularity (i.e . periodicity ) in UK river
flooding. Floods occur irregularly, with the gap betwee n majo r events often long
but occasionally short. The re are , however, patte rns in flood occurre nces: most
notab ly, seasonal effects.
With few exceptions, the dominant UK floo d season is w inter. This reflects
the strong influence of soil w etness on flood formation . In winte r, soil we tness
co nditions are typically conducive to flood ge neration w hen heavy rainfa ll occurs.
In su mmer, soils are often d ry, there be ing a s o il mo is ture defi ci t . This means
that heavy rainfall may be absorbed , thus suppressing flood formation .
Antecedent wetness conditions are less rele vant o n he avily urb anise d
catchme nts, and on certain shallow -soiled ste e p catchme nts. The dominant flood
season in su ch catchme nts may be summer, reflecting the seasonal prefere nce of
inte nse thundersto rms.
Th e te ndency for wette r and drier epochs is a feature o f global and regional
climates. Thus some seque nces of years are unusually 'rich' o r 'poor' in te rms of
flood occurrences (see $7.3) . This natu ral variability is an obstacle to re liable flood
fre q ue ncy e stima tion , an d un u sua l succ e ssio ns o f flo o d ing ca n le a d to
misconceptions about flood risk.
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3.2.2 Risk and return period

Risk is a p robability that something undesired occurs. Flood risk assessment and
flood frequency estimation are intimately related (see §1. 1) .
The return period of a given flood is the average interval betwee n floods of
this magnitude or greater. Because there is no regularity in river flooding (see
$3.2.1), the key word in the above definition is "average". Variatio ns of the basic
definition are given in Appendix A. Section A. I also confirms the meaning of the
T-year flood; it is the flood magnitude that has a return period of T years.
Section A.2 introduces the risk equation . This relates risk to return p eriod,
by specifying the risk, r, of the T-year flood being exceeded in a period of M
years :
r = 1 - ( 1 - 1/ 7 )M

3. 1

Here , M may denote the intended design life of the flood defence structure .
3.2.3 Catch men t boundaries
The catchment boundary defines the area which potentially contributes to river
flow at the subject site . In flood applications, the catchment boundary is generally
defined by topograp hy, although embankments and drainage diversions may be
imp ortant (see $2.6) . Catch ments with highly permeab le strata - e .g . chalk
catchments or those with natural underground (i.e. karstic) drainage - present
particular problems.
In difficult cases, catchment layout and properties are best assessed from
detailed maps and site survey. The provision of digital catchment descriptors via
the FEH CD-ROM is intended to complement the traditional use of a variety of
paper maps, both topographic and specialist.

Warning

Catchment boundaries derived from paper maps, or from the digital terrain model
underpinning the FEHCD-ROM, may not represent the effective drainage area for flood
runoff. Where there is scope for the drainage area to be under or over-represented and a 5% error would certainly be considered unacceptable - the user should refer to
contour data at least as detailed as those shown (in Great Britain) on OS 1:25 ooomaps.
In cases of doubt, the site should be visited and, if appropriate, surveyed. Fenland
districts present particular difficulty. In some cases, detailed local knowledge may be
required to ascertain the direction in which floodwater would drain in a major event.

3.3

Selecting donor and analogue catchments

The Handbook recommends th at data transfers from gauged sites are used to
refine flood estimates at ungauged sites. Section 2.3 intro duces the concepts of
donor and analogue catchments . A donor catchment is a local catchment offering
gauged data that are particularly relevant to flood estimation at the subject site . An
analogue catchment is a more distant gauged catchment that is thought to be
hydro logically similar to the subject site .
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The FEH CD-ROM (see $2.4.2) displays gauge positions to help users to
identify potential donor catchments. However, it is important to check locally for
additional gauged catchments not in the FEH flood datasets. While designed
principally to support the statistical p rocedures for flood frequency estimation,
the WINFAP-FEH software (see $2.4.3) provides diagnostic displays of catchment
similarity, and brief descriptions of gauging stations and their catchments. These
are helpful in confirming donor-catchment suitability or in searching for a possible
analogue catchment. To benefit from this facility, it is worth applying the statistical
method on an exploratory basis, even in cases where the final estimate is to be
based on the rainfall-runoff method.

Box 3.2 Choosin
g a donor or analogue catchment
The search for a donor catchment is confined to gauges close to the subject catchment.
When choosinga donor, thecatchment descriptor values should indicate broad similarity.
Only smalldifferences should be tolerated forsoilsand wetness variables, e.g. differing
by no more than a factor of about 1.1. Greaterdifferences can be allowed in termsof
catchment size: generallytolerating a factor of twodifference and- where thedonor site
lies directly upstream or downstream of the subject site - sometimes a factor of five
difference. A donor catchment is sought when the subject site is ungauged or has only
a short record.
An analogue catchment is sought when the subject site is ungauged and there is no
suitable donor catchment. The assessment of hydrological similarity should be both
strict and comprehensive. The subject and analogue catchments should be similar in
terms of all descriptor values, and in termsof any special feature.
A prerequisite is that a donor or analogue catchment must offer gauged data of good
quality.

Extreme caution is required if the subject catchment is urbanised or includes
a major reservoir. Similarity in terms of URBEXT and FARL values -- the FEH
indices of urban extent and flood attenuation due to reservoirs and lakes - may
not guarantee similarity in terms of urbanisation and reservoir effects. The effect
of urbanisation on flood frequency depends on many factors - including soil
characteristics and drainage practice - and can be particularly variable for small
catchments.
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Chapter 4 Principal new features
Some readers w ill be familiar with procedures based on the Flood Studies Report
(FSR). This chapter highlights the principal new features of the Flood Estimation
Handbook (FEH).
Ove rview (Volume 1)
• Particular c6ncerns, such as flood risk map ping and climate change , are
reviewed;
• An interlude gives a candid account of pitfalls, and an appendix points to

technical guidance in related flood defence topics.
Rainfall frequency es timatio n (Volume 2)

• The 2-year rainfall depth (RMED) , rather than the 5-year rainfall depth
( M5), is used as the index variable;
• Users obtain estimates from an overarching model of rainfall depthduration-frequency rather than in a succession of calculation steps;
• The parameters of the rainfall frequency model are provided digitally on
a 1-km grid, rather than on paper maps at 1.625 000 scale;
• Mapping of the index rainfall for key durations reflects orography and
position by geostatistical analysis rathe r than by subjective interpolation;
• The estimation of rare rainfall depths is based on the FORGEX method;
this gives precedence to rainfall extremes observed close to the subject
site , while p ooling data from further afield when extending the growth
curve to long return periods;
• The rainfall frequency estimates show greater local variations, w ith
generally increased depths in parts of eastern England.
Statistical proc edures for flood fr eque ncy es timatio n (Volume 3)
• The median annual flood QMED, rather than the mean annual flood
QBA R, is used as the index variable; QMED is the 2-year flood;
• In the absence of flood peak data, QMED is estimated from catchment
descriptors based on digital data rather than derived manually from
maps;
• Pooling of flood peak data for growth curve derivation is flexible rather
than fixed, and is tailored to the subject site ; stations are selected to form
part of the pooling-group according to catchment similarity rather than
according to their Hyd rometric Area;
• Catchment similarity is initially judged in terms of size, wetness and soils;
flood seasonality, assessed from peaks-over-threshold (POT) flood data,
is one of several methods by which the hyd rological similarity of gauged
catchments is reviewed;
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• Frequency estimation is based on L-moment methods throughout; these
methods are also used for inspecting pooling-groups, and testing their
homogeneity;
• The Generalised Logistic (GL) distribution rather than the Generalised
Extreme Value (GEY) distribution is the default recommendation to
describe annual maximum floods in the UK.
Res tateme nt and ap plicatio n o f the FSR rainfallrunoff m etho d

(Volume 4)

• In the absence of flood event data, the parameters of the rainfall-runoff
model are estimated from descriptors based on digital data rather than
derived manually from maps;
• Explicit guidance is given on application of the rainfall-runoff method to
catchments with tributaries that are disparate in soil type or land use.
Catchment des criptors (Volume 5)
• Estimates of urban extent, URBEXT, derive from satellite data and provide
greater resolution, identifying non-built-up areas within urban
settlements; in consequence, URBEXT values are numerically smaller
than estimates of urban fraction made from OS 1:50 000 maps;
• · Estimates of URBEXT based on ITE's Land Cover Map have a nominal
date-stamp of 1990; the generalised models have been calibrated to
allow for typical urban expansion during the period of record;
• The FA RL index of flood attenuation due to reservoirs and lakes is
introduced; the index reflects the size and location of w ater bodies
show n on OS 1:50 000 maps relative to DTM-based drainage paths to the
subject site;
• The PROP WET index of soil moisture status is introduced ; this index
reflects the proportion of the time that soils are saturated, based on
estimates of soil moisture deficit.
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Chapter S Which method to use
5. 1 Introduction
The Handbook prese nts two approaches to flood frequency estimation : one based
on statistical analysis of flood peak data (Volume 3), the other on the FSR rainfallrunoff method (Volume 4). This chapter gives advice on the choice of method to
apply to a given problem.
Rainfall frequency estimation is relevant to flood estimation by the rainfallrunoff method . The Volume 2 p rocedure is simple to use, and can be applied
either to estimate the D-hour rainfall depth of a given rarity or to estimate the
rarity of a given D-hour depth. An extension allows calculations to be made for
catchment-average rainfall depth s. The general recommendation is that rainfall
frequency estimates should not be adjusted by reference to local rainfall data.
Thus, estimates provided by the p rocedure are unique and all users should obtain
the same results.
The choice of method for flood frequency estimation is both complex and
subjective . Different users w ill obtain different results, by bringing different data
and experience to bear. Though a difficult read, this chapter is important in setting
down some of the principles and ideas to follow when choosing a method. Box
5.1 exp lains why the choice of method is important.

Box 5.1 Why the choice of method matters
Flood frequency estimation is important. Theestimate usuallydrives the sizeor feasibility
of a flood alleviation scheme, or determines the assessed risk of inundation.
Flood frequency estimation is uncertain. The FEH suggests that a gauged record twice
as long as the target return period is required to be confident that a statistical analysis of
flood peaks provides a good estimate of the true flood frequency. In practical cases, the
statistical approach {Volume 3) callsfor data to be pooled from a group of catchments
judged to be similar to the subject catchment. However elegant, a pooled analysis will
not always represent flood behaviour at the subject site faithfully. Flood estimates by the
FSA rainfall-runoffmethod {Volume 4) aretypicallyrather more uncertain, in partbecause
of the assumptions necessaryinthe'designevent' approachtofloodfrequency estimation.
Inview of the above, it is important to reduce the uncertainty inthe statistical and rainfallrunoffapproaches by fullyincorporating gauged data intothe methods, and by exercising
hydrological judgement. This is advisable in all circumstances.

5.2

Prelim in ary considerations

Two sets of procedures are provided for flood frequency estimation: statistical
procedures (Volume 3) and th e rainfall-runoff method (Volume 4). In flood
frequency estimation, the recommendation is to adjust generalised estimates (i.e .
those based on catchment descriptors rather than gauged data) by data transfers
from nearby or similar catchments (see $2.3) . Thetype of gauged data available
may determine the choice of method. In addition, the choice of method sometimes
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interacts with the type of catchment and the purpose for which the flood estimate
is required. Thus, there are many possibilities and considerable judgement is
required in choosing a solution method. Because practical problems tend to be
multi-faceted , the less experienced user is encouraged to consider all the material
in Chapter 5 before choosing a method or methods. Preliminary questions to ask
are :
• Is the subject site gauged?
• Is there a gauged site nearby that will make a useful donor catchment?
• Can the flood series be brought up-to-date?
• Is one approach to be favoured, or should the final flood frequency
estimate be a hybridisation of estimates by the statistical and rainfallrunoff methods?

5.3

Choice of method within the statistical approach

The statistical approach constructs the flood frequency curve Q, as the product of
the index flood QMED and the growth curve x,.The choice of method for estimating
QMED depends on the length of gauged record, as summarised in Table 5.1.
Where the reco rd length is a lot shorter than 30 years, a period-of-record correction
(see 3 20) is recommended. This seeks to insulate the QMED estimate from the
effects of climatic fluctuation.
Table 5. 1

Recommended method for estimating index flood, QMED

Length of record

QMED estimation method

< 2 years
2 to 13 years
> 13 years

Data transfer from donor/analogue catchment
From peaks-over-threshold (POT) data
As median of ann ual maxima

The reco mmended method for estimating the growth curve x, depends on
both the length of gauged record and the target return period T. This is the return
period for which the flood frequency estimate is principally required. The guidelines
are summarised in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. The choice between tables depends on T.
Table 5.3 is relevant to most river flood design problems, w here the target return
period is typically longer than 27 years.
Table 5.2

Recommended methods for growth curve estimation: when T < 2 7 years

Length of record

Site analysis

Pooled analysis '

Shorthand description

< T/2 years
T/ 2 to T years

No
For confirmation
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes '
For confirm ation '

Pooled analysis
Pooled analysis prevails
Joint (site and pooled) analysis
Site analysis prevails

Tto 2 T years
> 2 T years

t Size of poo ling-group chosen to provide 5 T station-years of record

Subj ect site excluded from pooled an alysis
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Table 5.3 Recommen ded methods for growth curve estimation: when T > 2 7 years
Lengt h of record

Site analysis

Pooled analysis '

Shorthand description

< 14 years
14 to T years
T to 2 T years
> 2 T years

No
For confirmation
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Pooled analysis
Pooled analysis prevails
Joint (site and poo led) analysis
Site analysis prevails

Yes "
For confirm ation

°

1 Size of pooling-group chosen to provide 5 T station-years of record
' Subj ect site excluded from poo led analysis

In the FEH procedures, growth curve estimation is from flood data in annual
maximum form. In Tables 5.2 and 5.3, "for confirmation" means that the analysis
is undertaken for co mparison only; unless there are exceptional facto rs, the other
analysis should prevail. A detail - shown in a footnote - concerns w hether the
subject site is included in its own pooling-group for growth curve derivation . In
essence, if the site record is long enough for the site analysis to play a direct role
in growth curve estimation in its own right, the site is excluded from the pooled
analysis. However, such cases will not arise very often, because the gauged record
is rarely as long as the target return period. Typically, the growth curve will be
based on a pooled analysis.

5.4 Choice of method within the rainfall-runoff approach
The rainfall-runoff method uses a unit hydrograph/ losses model with three
parameters. One parameter controls the temporal characteristics of the runoff
response to rainfall: the unit hydro graph time-to-peak,
A second parameter
influences the volumetric characteristics of the runoff response: the standard
percentage runoff, SPR The third parameter represents the river-flow prior to the
flood event, termed the baseflow , BF : this parameter is important only on highly
permeable catchments. Wherever possible, estimates of Tp and SPR should be
based on gauged data rather than catchment descriptors.

Tp.

Table 5.4
Choice

Recommended method for parameter estimation in rainfall-runoff m ethod
Method

Data required

1st

Flood event analysis

Rainfall and flow data for
at least five flood events

Tp, SPR, BF

2°

Indirect analysis of
gauged data

Rainfall and water level data for
at least five flood events

Tp from LAG

Flow data for at least one year

SPR trom BF/

Parameters estimated
or adjusted

38

Data transfer

Flood event analysis for
donor/analogue catchment

Tp, SPR, BF

4e

Data transfer

Indirect analysis of gauged data
for donor/analogue catchment

Tp from LAG and/or
SPR from BF/

5

Last resort

Catchment descriptors

Tp, SPR, BF
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5.5

Factors influencing the choice between statistical and
rainfall-runoff approaches

Th e statistical and rainfall-runoff approaches can be use d in most situations. This
se ctio n highlights cases w here one of the approaches is sp ecifically preferred .
Guidance on re conciling estimates from the two approaches is give n in $5.6.
5.5.1 Type of problem
• Th e rainfall-runoff method sh ould ge nerally be used for res ervoir flood
es tima tion (see Chapte r 10 and 4 8) . Guidance by the Institution of
Civil Engineers implies that statistical flood frequency estimation should
not be used in dam-safety app raisal (4 8. 1.2). A p ossible exce ption is for
dams that the gu ide (ICE, 1996b) pla ces in Category D: "Special cases
w here no Joss of life can be foreseen as a result of a breach and very
limited additional flood damage w ill b e cau sed ."
• Estimation of the Proba ble Max imum Flood (PMF) requires use of the
rainfall-runoff m ethod ( 4 4). An upper bound on flood flows e stimated
by fitting a statistical distribution should ne ver be inte rpreted as an
estimate of the PMF.
• The rainfall-runoff method is favoured for proble ms invo lving sto rag e
routing because it provides a design hydrograph. Th is makes it possible
to examine storage and oversp ill effects in floodp lains, reservoirs,
balancing ponds e tc . Hybrid methods (3 10 and 4 7.3.1) are relevant
w hen use of the statistical approach is predisposed by other factors (see
be low ).

5.5.2 Type of catchment
• The statistical app roach should gene rally be used for large catchments,
e .g . w he n the drainage area exceeds 1000 km 2• The concept of a
catchment-w ide design storm is Jess realistic for large catchme nts,
making the rainfall-runoff approach le ss app ropriate .
• The rainfall-runoff approach is favou red w hen subcatchments are
disparate (4 9.2) . Tribut ary catchme nts to the su bject site may differ
markedly in the ir soil p roperties or degree of ur banisation . An
impounding reservoir w ithin the catchment may be large enough to exe rt
a strong unnatural influence on the flood regime at the su bject site .
• Use of the permeable-catchme nt variation ( 3 19) o f the statistical
app roach is favoured w hen the catchme nt is highly permeable .

5.5.3 Type of data
• The statistical app roach is favoured w hen the gauged recor d is longer
than two or three ye ars.
• The rainfall-runoff method is favoure d when there is no co ntinuous flow
reco rd but rainfall and flow data (or rainfall and w ater level data) are
available for five o r more flood events (4 2) .
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5.6 Reconciling estimates from the statistical and rainfallrunoff approaches
When the subject site has ample flood peak data to allow a direct estimate of
QMED, this should not in general be overrule d by an estimate from the rainfallrunoff method . In such cases, the estimate by the statistical approach should be
preferred at the shorter return periods (e .g. in the 2- to 10-year range).
More typically, the subject site is ungauged, and there is an uncomfortably
large difference between the catchment-descriptor estimates of flood frequency
obtained by the two approaches. The recommended procedure is to adjust QMED
(in the statistical approach), and Tp and SPR (in the rainfall-runoff method), based
on how the catchment-descriptor models of these variables perform on a donor/
analogue catchment (see $5.3 and $5.4).
It is reassuring if the effect of the adjustments is to draw the statistical and
rainfall-runoff estimates closer together. It is also informative if the adjustments
are synergetic, i.e . if the data transfer increases (or decreases) the flood frequency
estimate uniformly in both ap p roaches. In some cases, however, the effect of
app lying local data will be found to increase the gap between the statistical and
rainfall-runoff estimates, or to move the estimates in opposing directions.
It is currently beyond the state of the art to develop formal estimates of the
uncertainty of estimates by these recommended methods. Some value judgement
therefore has to be placed on the relative merits of estimates by the statistical and
rainfall-runoff methods. Individual circumstances differ. However, because it is
based on a much larger database of flood events, and has been more directly
calibrated to rep roduce flood frequency on UK catchments, estimates by the
statistical procedure will often be favoured. In other cases, an intermediate estimate
will be adopted .
Where a design hydrograph is required, various hybrid methods (see 3 10
and 4 7.3.1) can be used to derive a hydrograph with a peak value that matches
the preferred flood frequency estimate . However, in the design of flood storage
reservoirs, it is usually essential to recast the preferred flood peak estimate into
the rainfall-runoff method (see 3 10.2). This allows due account to be taken of the
attenuating effect of reservoir sto rage, which heightens sensitivity to long-duration
floods (see 4 8). As an aside to this discussion , it is important to note that less
formal storage of water (e .g. on floodplains) can also present a 'reservoir effect'.

5. 7 Choice of method when the catchment is urbanised
Table 5.5. distinguishe s six categories of catchment urbanisation defined according
to URBEXT, the FEH index of urban extent. This must not be confused with the
index of urbanisation used in the Flood Studies Report (see 5 6.5).

Table 5.5

Categories of catchmen t urbanisation

Class name

Range of URBEXT

Notes

Essentially rural
Slightly urbanised
Mod erately urbanised

0.000 - 0.025
0.025 - 0.050
0.050 - 0.125

}

Rural version of rainfall-runoff method applies

Heavily urbanised
Very heavily urbanised

0.125 - 0.250
0.250 - 0.500

}

Urban version of rainfall-runoff method applies

Extremely heavily urbanised

0.500 - 1.000

Do not apply FEH methods
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Statistical approach
In the statistical ap proach, the flood frequency estimate for an urbanised catchment
is obtained in stages. First, the index flood and the growth curve are derived as if
the catchment were rural. Both are then adjusted for catchment urbanisation,
before being multiplied together to estimate the flood frequency curve (see 3 18).
On essentially rural catchments (i.e . with URBEXT < 0.025), the adjustment for
urbanisation can be waived.
Rainfall-runoff approach
Allowances for catchment urbanisation are built into the rainfall-runoff method
(Volume 4). Two cases are distinguished, according to the degree of catchment
urbanisation: slight to moderate ( URBEXT < 0.125) or heavy ( URBEXT> 0.125).
The unit hydrograph/ losses model is the same in both cases; however, a different
set of de s ig n inp uts is used for heavily urbanised catchments (see 4 3.2).

Box 5.3 Transferring estimates froma donor catchment that is urbanised
Where the subject site is ungauged but there is a useful donor site nearby, an estimate
can exceptionallybetransferredfromone urbanisedcatchment to another. Inthis context,
a useful donor site is one draining a hydrologically similar, and similarly urbanised,
catchment.
In such a case, it can be helpful to unravel the effect of urbanisation before transferring
the estimate. The first step is to derivea best estimate of flood frequency at the donor
site. Then the relevant urban adjustment is applied in reverse, to estimate the as-rural
flood frequency curveat the donor site. Next,the estimate is transferred fromthe donor
site to the subject site, as if both catchments were rural. Finally, the estimate at the
subject site is re-adjusted for urbanisation. This approach can be applied to estimates
by the statistical procedure or by the rainfall-runoff method. However, the adjustment
model used to represent theurban effect at the subject site must be the same as that
used to remove the urban effect at thedonor site.
Particular circumspection is warranted before making such a transfer. It should be
attempted only when:
• The gauged data at thedonor site are of good quality;
• The donor and subject catchments are hydrologicallysimilar in their rural condition;
• Urbanisation and drainage provision in the catchments are of similar character,
and their layout relative to soil types is similar.

Judging the incremental effect of urban development
In development-control applications (see Chapter 8), it is often desired to assess
the incremental effect of an urban development on flood risk locally. This most
often concerns small or very small drainage areas, for w hich gauged data are
sparse. Flood frequency estimation is particular uncertain because such small
catchments are not well represented in the datasets on which the generalised
methods have been calibrated (see Table 8.1).
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Flood frequency estimates on urbanised catchments derived using the
statistical approach represent only the net effect of urbanisation: i.e. the residual
effect that flood attenuation measure s have typically failed to cater for. Thus, the
FEH statistical approach cannot be used to assess the incremental effect of
development. Because allow ances for catchment urbanisation are more fully
integrated into the method , with caution the rainfall-runoff method can be used to
assess the incremental effect of development. However, an apparently small
incremental effect does not justify neglecting practical measures to reduce or
offset the increased runoff arising from development.

5.8 Additi o nal possibilities
Less obvious situations arise when an unusually damaging flood event has occurred.
Can a satisfactory assessment of event rarity be made from rainfall data (see 4 5)?
If so, can this help to refine the flood frequency estimation? Other questions
concern the availability and relevance of historical flood data, e .g.:
• What is already known about the river's flood history?
• Can this be researched more fully?
• How re liable is the historical information and how is it to be interpreted?
• Is the flood history broadly supportive of the preferred flood frequency
estimate?
• If not, how should the preferred estimate be adjusted?

Ap pendix C encourages qualitative use of historical flood data in confirming or
querying flood frequency estimates. It is always helpful to be aware of previous
studies of the flooding problem. These may point to important site-specific factors
and to useful sources of additional information. However, conformitywith a previous
study is not a sufficient reason for choosing a particular solution method.

Box 5.4 Checklist when choosing a method of flood frequency estimation
•
•
•
•

Objectives of the study;
Flood data at subject site;
Flood data at nearby donor sites;
Flood data for similar, but more distant, analogue catchments; •

• Other relevant data (e.g. rainfall, soil moisture deficit, ...);
• Background flood history.
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Chapter 6 Finding data
6. 1 Extreme rainfall data
The FEH recommendation is that rainfall depth-duration-frequency relationships
be estimated using the generalised procedure presented in Volume 2. In exceptional
cases, the use r may wish to obtain and analyse extreme rainfall depths (e .g. daily
or hour ly totals) for a particular site or locality.
Th e research behind Volume 2 used annual maximu m series abstracted or
gathered fro m many sources. Copies of these data have been passed to the UK
Met. Office at Bracknell, under a tripartite (Met. Office/I nstitute of Hyd rology/
Natio nal Rivers Authority) Memorandum of Understanding agreed at the outset of
the research . Under these and other conditions, the Institute of Hydrology is not
allowed to communicate rainfall data supplied by the Met. Office .
The annual maximum rainfall records use d in the FEH come from a large
and relatively comprehensive set of daily and sub -daily raingauges, including the
more important national records computerised by the Met. Office . How ever, many
rainfall records prior to 1961 are he ld o nly in manuscript form, principally at the
National Meteorological Library and Archive , Bracknell. These can be particularly
valuab le in detailed studies of particular flood events. Other so urces of rainfall
data are discussed in Sections 6.3 and 6.4.

6.2

Flood peak data

The flood peak datasets used in the FEH research are supplied o n the flood data
CD-ROM accompanying Volume 3. Th ese comprise annual maximum series for
1000 stations and peaks-over-threshold (POD series for 890 station s. Th e annual
maximum series have a typical end-date in the mid 1990s. Th e POT series are less
up-to-date, with a typical e nd-date in the mid 1980s. There are, however, exceptions
- notably in Scotland, Northe rn Ire land and the Northumbrian area of north-east
England - w here more recent POT flood data have been abstracted to a stand ard
app roximating that defined in the Flood Studies Report (see 3 23). The University
of Dundee has continued a tradition , started at St. Andrews, of university researchers
lead ing the updating of Scottish flood series.
Th e major UK river gauging authorities are the Environment Agency (in
England and Wales), the Scottish Environment Protection Agency, and the Northern
Ire land Rivers Agency. General information about UK river gauging stations can
be obtained from the National Water Archive at the Institute of Hydrology.
Th e WINFAP-FEH softw are package provides a framew ork within w hich
the user can edit and extend the annual maximum and POT flood series published
w ith the Handbook. Where the sub ject site is at, or close to , a gauging station, the
flood series should be acquired or u pdated by obtaining peak flow data - or river
level data and rating equations -- from the relevant gauging authority. Ideally this
will be fully co-ope rative , with the gauging authority giving local information and
hydrometric guidance , and receiving a copy of any new ly abstracted flood serie s.
Regrettably, not all gauging authorities abstract annual maxima in water-year forma t
(see 3 23); this gives sco pe for confusio n w he n se ries are updated .
The Volume 3 p rocedure s for flood frequency estimation adopt a 'similar
site ' pooling sche me . This means that pooled analyses use flood se ries from
catchme nts judged to be hydrologically similar to the subject site . Usually, this
w ill include any flood records at, or close to , the subject site . However, in most
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cases, the pooled analysis w ill also include flood series from catchme nts that are
(geograp hically) distant from the subject site .
Th is aspect has a p rofound impact for the w ay that datasets are orga nised
to su pport the practical needs of those estimating design floods. Close co-operation
with the area or regional office of the gauging authority w ill continu e to be
important to e nsure that local and historical aspects of a particular flooding p roblem
are fully u nderstood . How ever, it w ill also be be neficial to gain access to up dated
flood series in other regions.
It is suggested that the re su lting w ide demand for up dated flood se ries will
precip itate a netw orked database of UK flood pe ak data , wi th upd ates compiled
or vetted by the relevant gauging authority. Notwithstanding the im portance of
flood peak data , their abstraction and validation are time-consu ming and require
considerable attention to detail (se e 3 23) . It is therefore desirable that a networked
database encourages effective use and expansion of holdings, w hile sustaining
data quality standards.
The flood p e ak data are p ublished he re as flows, in accordance w ith the
brief for the FEH research. Although a demanding task, there wou ld be considerable
merit in pub lishing both flood flow s and flood levels, together w ith the level-flow
re lationships linking the two. App lications such as flood risk mapping (Chapter 9)
call for a good appreciation of flow -depth relationships, and many historica l flood
data take the form of peak water levels rather than peak flow s.

Flood peak datasets
The new or occasional user should seek guidance to ensure that they do not overlook
important updates to national flood peak datasets.

6.3 Flood event data
Flood eve nt data are sets of (usua lly) hourly rainfall and rive r flow data for specific
floods. The acqu isition and ana lysis o f floo d event da ta are described in Appe ndix
A of Volu me 4. This appe ndix also su mmarises the flood eve nt data he ld at the
Institute of Hydrology, both in tables and on the accompanying floppy disk.
Rive r flow data are gene rally obtained from the gauging authority (see
$6.2). Rainf all and climate data are he ld by the UK Met. Office , w ith majo r offices
in Bracknell, Glasgow , a nd Belfast. Other sources of rainfall data include rive r
gauging authorities, water su pply utilities, and local authorities. Many organisations
and individuals measu re da ily rainfalls, and some monitor rainfall at a finer temporal
resolutio n or observe othe r climate variables. It can therefore be he lp ful to search
re latively w idely w hen see king to re construct data for a particular extre me eve nt
(see 4 5) . Weath er radar data, co-ordinated by the Met. Office , are valuable in
determining temporal and sp atial patterns, and - wh en used carefully- in validating
unusual rainfall obse rvations.

6.4 Historical flood data
Histor ical floods are floods prece ding the gauged period of record for w hich the re
is conte mporary informatio n, such as new sp aper re ports, o r visu al evide nce , such
as flood marks.
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Histo rical information about floods is often given in earlier studies of a
flooding problem. Various additional sources of information can be explored,
including:
• Abstraction of heavy-rainfall dates and data from: long-term rainfall
records (see $6.1); Bri tish R a inf a ll yearbooks; periodicals with a
particular UK emp hasis such as Meteor ological Mag az ine (and its
predecessor Symons's Monthly Meteorological Mag azi ne ), Weather
and the less-formal-than-it-soundsJ o u rnal of Meteorology ; and the
Clima te Obs ervers Link ;
• Searches of documents held in public libraries: local, district and
regional;
• Inspection of newspaper records for specific dates when - judged from
other evidence - floods may have occurred;
• Additional compilations and sources suggested by Potter ( 1978) and
Jones et al. (1984) .
Reports found often refer to earlier extreme events. A new source of information
is the British Hydrological Society Chronology of Bri tish Hy drologica l Events ,
with the World Wide Web address: http:// w w w. d undee.ac.uk/ g eog rap hy/ cbhe .
Pal::eoflood data provide information about more extreme flood levels and/
or velocities deduced from geomor phological evidence . Palo flood studies
comprise the sampling, dating and interpretation of old or ancient floodplain
deposits. These are highly specialised tasks. There is a tradition of such studies in
south-western parts of the USA (e.g. Baker, 1989). For those who believe in the
concept of a Probable Maximum Flood (PMF), pala oflood data are seen as
reinforcing the difficult interpolation between the 1000-year flood and the PMF
(e.g. Ostenaa et al., 1997). Oth erwise, they can be used to co mplement o r
extrapolate a flood frequency analysis based on single-site, pooled and/ or historical
analyses. The ir use in dam safety assessment is reviewed by USU and USBR
(1999). Carling and Grodek (1994) explore several aspects of pala oflood data,
and their interpretation, in UK conditions, including geomorphological evidence
of the largest flood that has passed through a well-defined river section.
The general applic abil ity of pala oflood methods in UK conditi ons is unclear.
One limitation is that, in some districts, plou ghing has disturbed the riparian zone
in which pala oflood evidence might be expected to l ie . However, the methods
have the pote ntial to inform the difficult problem of estimating very rare flood
magnitudes, and their use should be considered in suitable cases.
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Interlude: Asideways look at UKflood
frequency estimation
Handbooks aresometimes criticised for beingto_
o prescriptiveor for givingtheimpression
that methods always workwell. Despite praise from many quarters, the FloodStudies
Report (NERC, 1975) was roundly condemned by one practical exponent of flood
frequency estimation in the UK, who judged it a large step backwards (Bulman, 1984).
Presumably Bulman believed that, in experienced hands, the methods he was already
using were superior. Once clients insisted on use of the FSA, thescope for informed
improvisation extended only to those methods, disallowing others. Might Bulman have
been reacting against this exclusivit
y as much as themethods themselves? After all,a
good recipe book, the right ingredients and a well-equipped kitchen do not guarantee a
better meal.
This section of the Handbook tries to illustrate the dangers of simply adopting methods
and clicking calculate.Famili arity with the FEH is no substitute for practical experience.
The Interlude is deliberately unnumbered. It is intendedto provokethought anddiscussion:
not to act as a source of authoritative reference. Nevertheless, each item is rooted in a
real occurrence.

We're doing you a favour
Not many planning applications are submitted for building developments on iso lated
hill-tops . More typically, the proposal is to add to an established settlement, and
the site is not far from a wate rcourse or rive r w he re flood risk is dee med a
p rob lem locally. Rather than acknow ledging the basic truth - that incremental
deve lo pment increases runoff volumes increme ntally -- there is the cunning cry:
"We 're doing you a favour: the development will get the runoff aw ay before the
river flood peak arrives." If the regulator accepts this argument, there need be no
balancing pond and no special expe nse .
Any m ino r (and rather sp eculative) be nefit is strictly local. Allow ing a
develo p ment to discharge incre ased runoff-rates w ill aggravate flood risk low er
dow n the river system . Even if, through accentuating the phasing of runoff fro m
differe nt parts of the catchme nt, flood p eaks do not increase very m uch , overall
runoff volumes certainly w ill. O ne of the le ss obvious effects of urbanisation is to
w iden the p ro portion of the year w he n floods occur. Th is is large ly because
urb an isation - through the exte nsion of impervious and s emi-pervious surfaces reduces the beneficial buffering (i.e. abs orbi ng ) effect of seasonal soil moisture
deficits. If floods occur more often , that represents an increase in flood frequency,
at least at shorter return periods.
Environmental p rotectio n agencies in the UK are w ell attuned to taking a
basin-w ide view of flood risk, a nd to seeking to maintain the natural runoff regime
w he re possible . Nevertheless, for a variety of reaso ns, it can still be difficult to
e nsure that planning consents delive r balancing ponds, or other drainage works,
that meet basin-w ide as w ell as local objectives.
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We'll stick the balancing pond here
Techniques for dealing with increased runoff from development are now quite
varied. Both larger-scale strategic solutions and smaller-scale source-controlmethods
are co nsidere d, as well as balancing ponds. However, there was a period in
which balancing the increased runoff became the reflex action to all drainage
objections to development. The very word has a connotation of fairness that
forestalls criticism. If the developer were to say instead "We'll mitigate the increased
runoff by routing it through a reservoir with a controlled outlet that is designed to
fail only occasionally", one might be more inclined to argue .
Many questions can be p osed about a proposed balancing pond, including:
• Has the critical dow nstream site - where flooding will occur if balancing
is not p rovided - been identified?
• Is the storage encouraging the separation or synchronisation of the
natural and developed components of flood runoff to the critical site?
• What w ill the effects be - at the pond and at the critical site -- when the
design event is exceeded?
• Will the pond and adjacent works be onerous to maintain?
• Does the pond meet basin-wide as well as local objectives, or would a
larger storage reservoir, placed strategically, be preferable?
It may not be cost-effective to challenge or prescribe the detailed design of every

balancing pond . However, one question shou ld always be asked:
• Will the pond occupy part of the natural floodplain?
Siting a balancing pond on a natural floodplain can be a form of double-counting.
It presupposes that flood runoff from the development will not coincide with a
period when the river is in flood. Particular circumspection is w arranted before
siting a balancing pond in an area that is flooded frequently (e.g. by spring tides)
or for occasional extended periods (e .g. in the floodplain of a stream draining a
highly permeab le catchment).

Storing up problems
Given suitable local topography, diverting flood flows from constricted streams
into a strategic flood storage reservoir can provide a deft solution. In essence , the
strategy distils flooding problems on several adjacent streams into one decentsized p roble m . The ap proach can w ork p articularly well if the response
characteristics of the diverted subcatchments are rather more rap id than those of
the catchment chosen to house the storage reservoir. Gravity dictates that the
receiving stream will be the lowest lying, where there may already be a wetland
on which to focus a flood storage reservoir. Thus, it may just be a matter of raising
an embankment, and providing a flow-control device to regulate discharges to
within the carrying capacity of the channel downstream.
In one such scheme, design flood calculations correctly adopted a rainfallrunoff approach , and correctly applied a single design storm to the w hole area
contributing floodwater. Unfortunately, the design failed to allow for the reservoir
lag effect : namely, that the attenuating effect of storage always makes a system
sensitive to longer-duration events. As a generalisation, it seems that inspecting
engineers never make this mistake yet flood storage scheme designers sometimes
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do . Perhaps the paradox is explained by the inspecting engineer's focus on reservoir
safety, whereas the scheme designer may be preoccupied with flood alleviation.
In this instance, the designe r compounded the mistake by concentrating
resources still further. The scheme was varied to dispense with a troublesome
pumping station that helped the downstream channel (between the reservoir and
the estuary) to discharge at all states of the tide . The consequence was to halve
the effective discharge capacity from the reservoir at a stroke, making the system
sensitive to failure in exceptionally long-duration rainfall events. Having conceived
such an imaginative solution , it is regrettable that, when the flawed scheme failed,
the designer created a further diversion, by blaming the hydrologist.
Lengthy argument

In UK conditions, at least, it is fairly obvious that short wet periods occur more
frequently than long wet periods. More generally, a short-duration rainfall of
given rarity is more intense than a long-duration rainfall of the same rarity. Stating
the very obvious, catchments that are typically sensitive to long-duration rainfalls
are those that for one reason or another are rarely sensitive to short-duration
rainfalls. Examples include large catchments, flat catchments, and catchments with
a lot of storage .
Large catchments are usually insensitive to short-duration rainfalls because
their response to rainfall is long drawn-out, with runoff from distant parts of the
catchment taking a long time to reach the outlet. Unless runoff-producing conditions
persist for many hours, the flood effect felt at the outlet will fall short of the
catchment's full potential. This gives rise to the maxim that there is a critical
duration of heavy rainfall to which a catchment is sensitive . The name time of
concentra tio n (correctly defined as "the time required for rain falling at the
farthest point of the catchment to reach the outlet") might have lived on, had
drainage engineers adopted an estimation method that reflected the time taken
for runoff to reach the watercour se system, as well as travel times w ithin the river
system. A second reason w hy large catchments are generally insensitive to shortduration rainfalls is that short-duration storms tend to be spatially compact, and
rarely extend over the whole drainage area.
Flat catchments may nee d substantial channels and pumping stations to
drain them. Otherwise they will drain slowly and be typically sensitive to longduration rainfalls.
A featur e of catchments with large storage is that, in many rainfall events,
quick response runoff only arrives from part of the · catchment. On permeable
catchments (i.e . with large natural storage) , it will be that part of the catchment
where soils are saturated : the so-called contri buti ng a rea . Where there are
impounding reservoirs, runoff may only arrive from the unr eservoired parts of the
catchment. Both these cases p resent difficulty - in flood forecasting as well as in
flood frequency estimation - because the catchment response is strongly influenced
by the level of stored water in the soils, aquifer or reservoir, prior to the event.
Although circumstances will be site-specific, barrages that are designed to retain
water at all states of the tide are also likely to lengthen the typical duration of
rainfall giving rise to (fluvial) flood risk.
Something to blame

Urbanisation can have a marked adverse effect on flood frequency if it extends
over much of the drainage basin . Other land-use changes that are likely to have a
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high impact include quarrying and opencast mining. Specific amelioration works
are likely to be necessary in all these cases. Plantation-forestry drainage, and
moorland drainage, can also have pronounced effects. A particular feature of
forestry is that it typically occurs in units large enough to extend over much (or
all) of smaller catchments. These are major land-use effects, and must be taken
seriously. Se ctions 9.3 to 9.6 of Volume 4 provide a discussion, and point to some
specific research results.
From time-to-time and place-to-place , less dramatic land-use changes are
alleged to increase flood frequency. The list includes field under-dra inage (i.e .
subsurface d rainage), ploughing, over-grazing, the removal of hedgerows and the
filling of hollows. Several difficulties arise in trying to verify or discount effects. A
typical scenario is that:
• A qualitative argument from first principles, suggests that, at the very
local scale, the modification will increase runoff rates;
• The size of effect on flood frequency at the catchment-scale is uncertain,
but is expected to be moderated by the patchwork nature of catchments
(i.e . their mixed land covers and land uses);
• The effect at catchment-scale is difficult to monitor because of the natural
variab ility of climate.
In general, th e effect can be confirmed only by recourse to long-term p airedcatchment exp eriments, in which the land use is modified on one catchment and
unmodified on the other. Such experiments are expensive to mount and difficult
to sustain unaltered over the required period. Three to five years of data may
suffice to demonstrate the typical effect on catchment runoff, and five to ten years
to assess the likely effect on the median annual flood . But it is rarely practical to
sustain controlled experiments for the 25 to 50 years needed to detect the effect
on extreme flood be haviour empirically. For this reason, studies of the impact of
land-use change on flood frequency are more usually based on short-term plot
studies (to understand the processes involved) and catchment modelling (to
extrapolate to larger areas and more extreme events).
No less a practical difficulty can be that the person alleging the adverse
land-use effect on flood frequency simply kno w s that the catchment-scale effect
is large; th is re duces the likelihood of constructive dialogue . Where long-term
catchment experiments have been carried out, effects have seldom proved to be
as strong or as straightforward as hypothesised (Rodda, 1976; Whiteh ead and
Robinson, 1993).
Someone to blame
It is unclear wh ether the severe UK floods experienced in the 1990s have been
notably aggravated by land-use (or climate) change. Counter-examples are easier
to find: the Calderdale storm of 19 May 1989 would have had greater impact had
part of the runoff not been detained or delayed by water-supply reservoirs.
Certainly, where developments have been allowed on floodplains, those
land-use changes have increased the imp ac t of flooding. So too have social
changes: the sep aration of tow nhouses into flats, the carpeting of basements, and
reduced tolerance when the river calls in unannounced. Lax planning has played
a major part, an d is summed up by the Borough Council that proposed and
sanctioned a leisu re centre with an occasional water sports facility well know n to
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the river authority. On local government reorganisation, the council's new name
was christened w hen the river made its first visit in 1974. The leisure centre was
flooded twice more in 1979, and severely flooded in April 1998. On that occasio n,
the District Council admitted that the leisure centre had been built on the floodplain
- On a site that was known to have flooded in 1947 - and coolly b lamed its
predecessor.
This example is symptomatic of the planning problem. In many cases,
flood risk is accorded the attention it deserves only when a major event has
occurred within the last 20 or so years. When the intended level of protection is
against the 50 or 100-year event, it is inevitable that some communities will be
caught out by the failure to review, and heed, contemporary accounts of past
floods.
The view that there is alw ay s someone to blame is captured by the Chief
Emergency Officer who vo lunteered in a discussion of flood risk: "There is no
such thing as a natural disaster". One hopes that his department is lucky enough
not to experience a 1000-year flood on any river, or a 100-year flood in a major
community.
You call that a flood?
From a global perspective , flooding in the UK is small beer. The re have been few
dramatic incidents arising from landslide or debris dams, and their subsequent
overtopping and failure. Also, co mmunities at risk in the UK from large embanked
rivers traversing low-lying land are smaller or less vulnerable than in, for example,
the Netherlands, Bangladesh or China.
With many communities sited downstream of water-supply and amenity
dams in Pennine and other steep-sided valleys, the UK potential for flood-induced
catastrophe is, however, a significant one . Dam safety assessments seek to co ntrol
the risk of dam-failure due to an overtopping flood, but cannot eliminate it.
Landslides do occur on steepe r slopes and less stable strata; the potential for
exceptional occurrences is heightened following uncommonly wet periods. Severe
drought can increase sho rt-term flood risk on catchments where baked or cracked
soils promote rapid runoff. Othe r fears are associated with the possible occurrence
of exceptional convectional storms - both single and multi-cellular - or the freak
ingress of a storm of trop ical origin. No degree of sophistication in the type of
statistical or rainfall-runoff approaches covered in this Handbook can explicitly
allow for the unobserved . Other approaches must be considered to look at the
potential effect of unobserved conditions such as dam failure or bridge collapse .
Many communities lie in river corridors, and many UK towns and cities are
served by extensive flood defences. Most people and properties in vulnerable
areas are defended . With some exceptions - e.g. those with a direct view of the
river or the flood defence - most occupiers have little appreciation that defences
can be overtopped in an extre me event. Paradoxically, flood alleviation presents
an additional hazard: the hazard of unpreparedness when the defence is eventually
overtopped. One hopes that emergency planners and reinsurers understand that
large rivers - such as the Trent and Thames - present large flooding problems.
They too have the same risk of experiencing a 100-year event as any other: a 0.01
probability in any year. The conditions giving rise to an exceptional flood on a
large basin do not preclude the possibility of many basins being affected
simultaneously, as occu rred most notably in : November 1771 (north-east England,
in particu lar), early 1883 (mu ch of England), Octob er 1903 (mu ch of western
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Britain) and March 1947 (south and east Britain) . The re was spatially extensive
flooding in England and Wales also in 1852 and 1875, although different regions
w e re affected in d ifferent months. More rece nt sp atially extensive events include
Decembe r 1979 (South Wales and south-w est England) and April 1998 (centra l
England and mid Wales) . The scope for exce ptional losses in a metropolis is
illustrated by the high impact of the 10-11 December 1994 floods in and around
Glasgow .
The throw of the dice
A tow n at the confluence of two rivers experiences no flood for many ye ars, and
then two extreme events occur in quick succession, both from tributary A. Another
tow n expe rie nces a succession of floods, each one large r than the p receding one .
In such cases , it may prove difficult to convince those affected that it is a matter of
chance , rathe r than a signal of land-use or climate change , or mismanage ment of
defences. In the older urban ce ntres at least, contemporary records can be searched
for lo ng-forgo tten flo ods and their impacts. A precedent is always helpful to public
understanding of risk.
Rarely well done
Rainfall rarity e stimates help to describe the exceptional characteristics of a floodproducing rainfall event (Jack, 198 1). But, w ith few exceptions, it is w rong to
assume that ra infall rarity de termines flood rarity.
Four pe ople died in the Decemb er 1979 floods in South Wales. Tw o w ere
sw ept aw ay as main rivers in the region reached danger levels, but two others
drowned in th eir home near Merthyr Tydfil, as a resu lt of flooding from a small
steep catchme nt. During the eve nt, a culvert under a disused mineral railway
blocked , and some 20000 m3 of water w as inadvertently imp o unded behind the
emb ankment, to a de pth of ab out seven metres. The subsequent dam-burst flood
overwhelmed the watercourse . Part of the flood wave was diverted dow n a railway
cutting; the rem ainder shot dow n the watercourse , found a partial obstruction,
and je tted into housing. In reaching a verd ict of accidental de ath, the coroner
determined tha t the deaths resu lted from an exceptional stor m, refe rring to a
rainfall return-p eriod estimate of 80 years (Sou th Wales Echo, 19 March 1980).
How eve r, the stor m did not include any intense short-duration rainfalls of the
kind expected to be critical to flooding on a steep shallow-soiled 1.4 km? catchment.
A later assessme nt (se e Reed, 1987), using the method restate d in 4 5, in dicated
only a 5-year flood p ea k. Subseque ntly, those responsible for maintenance of the
culvert settled a compensation claim, w ithout admitting liability. There are pe rhaps
three lessons fro m the episode :
• Un less account is taken of catchment se nsitivities, an assessment of
rainfall ra rity can be a poor guide to flood rarity;
• If blockages occur (e .g. through landslides, debris, or poor mainte nance) ,
long-dura tion rainfall events present a particular hazard : even o n qu ickly
responding catchments;
• Even a reservoir or balancing pond smaller than 25 000 m? - the low e r
limit to statutory inspe ctions under the Reservoirs Act - can pose a threat
to life , if stream channels are steep and people are close by.
A rarity assessme nt from rainfall data is of greate r use w here the storm event is
exceptionally seve re and highly localised (e.g. Calderd ale , 19 May 1989; Llandudno,
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11 June 1993). If the assessed return period is, say, longer than a thousand years,
this will often be enough to suggest that the flood is too rare to be defended
against cost-effectively.
A particularly troubling case is w hen an unexceptional rainfall event yields
a flood of immense impact. This is possible on relatively permeable catchments,
if the rainfall event occurs when the catchment is u nusually ripe for flooding
following a prolonged wet spell. It is characteristic of permeable catchments that,
in lesser events, only part of the drainage area contributes to quick runoff. For a
highly permeable catchment underlain by deep aquifers, the stream response to
heavy rainfall is typically both slow and low . Flood behaviour on a moderately
permeable catchment, underlain by an aquifer with less extensive storage potential,
may be particu larly difficult to discern, even when 20 years of flow data are
availab le . A classic example is the Kenwyn at Truro which yielded not one but
two large floods in 1988, from rainfall events that were not, in themselves,
exceptionally rare (Acreman and Horro cks, 1990).
Outliers
A flood that is much higher than other recorded floods can be termed an o utlie r .
However, this does not mean that the flood can be deleted from the record , as if
it never happened.
Barnett and Lewis (1984) present almost 500 pages on the identification
and treatment of outliers. Some of the writing is surprisingly discursive for a
statistical text, though for good reason. Ferguson (1961) defines an outlier as an
observation that is "surp risingly far away from the main group". Surp rise is
conditioned on the extremeness of the incident and on one's experie nce or
expectation. Thus, w hen it comes to an outlier in flood data, the degree of surprise
depends on how different the value is to other values in the series, and on the
analyst's general experience of floods and flood data. Because different people
have different experiences and expectations, it is unsurprising that the treatment
of outliers can lead to strong emotion .
Barnett and Lewis suggested four possible treatments for outliers. They can
be:
• R ej ected as erroneous. This is appropriate if the outlier results from a
mistaken reading but inappropriate if it is simply poorly measured;
• Id entified as important. This treatment may be appropriate where a
series includes several outliers. If these are held to be most relevant to
the problem, the analyst concentrates on the outliers and pays less
attention to the main (non-extreme) data;
• To ler a ted w ithin the analysis. Barnett and Lewis call this
"accommodating" the outlier. This tactic assumes that the procedure is
r obus t ag a ins t o utliers , i.e . that the analysis will not be seriously
distorted by their presence;
• Incorpora ted into the analysis. In this case , the analysis defers to the
outlier. The p rocedure is varied in a manner that is consistent with the
outlier being not as extreme as implied by the standard analysis. As an
example, a different distribution or fittingmethod might be speciallyadopted.
It is reprehensible that some analysts delete an outlier from a gauged record , w ith

the quick comment that the event comes from a different population to that
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the outlier represents a different kind of flood; the bad practice lies in ignoring it.
Those who simply disregard an inconvenient flood, muttering "outlier", should be
chained to the river-bank.
In some parts of the world, it is possible to distinguish floods according to
their origin : for example, distinguishing floods produced by tropical cyclones
from those produced by other weather systems. The floods are segregated into
two sets of extremes, each being analysed separately. The results of the two
frequency analyses are then reassembled to provide a composite flood frequency
curve. Although less convincing, this kind of two-component analysis can also be
contemplated without prior segregation, if inspection suggests that there are ordinary
extremes (forming a normal eries)
s
and exceptional extremes (forming an outlier
series ). Pegramand Adamson (1988) do this for 1-day rain
f all extremes in southern
Africa.
But it's an extraordinary flood

The argument is made that an extraordinary flood has occurred within the gauged
period only by chance: surely, to accept it will lead to overestimation of the flood
frequency curve? The view deserves respect where the analyst has gone to the
trouble of demonstrating, by searching histo rical records, that the flood outstrips
anything expe rienced in a period several times longe r than that gauged .
Nevertheless, the view can still be something of an over-reaction. It overlooks
that flood frequency estimation procedures are designed to be robust against
outliers.
Several developments help to make the FEH statistical flood frequency
estimation procedure (Volume 3) relatively robust against outliers:
• Averaging data from many sites (i.e . pooled frequency analysis);
• Distribution fitting by L-moment methods;
• Less extravagant extrapolation of single-site analyses.
The recommendation to pool catchments according to hydrological similarity
provides further security against an outlier having undue influence . Because
catchments are no longer grouped regionally, the procedure is more robust against
spatially extensive extreme events (see Reed and Stewart, 1991).
Missing outliers

Exceptional events are difficult to gauge. It is important to note that data archivers
occasionally eliminate extreme events, or periods of reco rd which include an
extreme event, because of measurement uncertainty. It seemed good to hear (see
May, 1985) that the use of weather radar data had helped the Met. Office to
validate an isolated extreme raingauge reading. However, the unstated corollary
was unsettling: the quality control system w as judging isolated extreme values
guilty until proven innocent. Despite very severe impacts in Calderdale , and
geomorp hological evidence of exceptional runoff rates in the w orst-affected
tributary, the Met. Office rejected the rainfall depth of 193.2 mm gauged at Walshaw
Dean Lodge in the 19 May 1989 event: a decision challenged by Acreman and
Collinge (1991). Though missing from the national database , the observation w as
included in the ann ual maximum rainfall dataset used in the FEH rainfall frequency
analysis (Volume 2). Rainfall data are gathered and used for many purposes, and
their effective archiving is dependent on considerable public investment. If this is
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to be strength ened, hydrolog ists and e ngineers need to report back their
appreciation of the value of what is there , as well as regret at what is not.
Problems are not limited to rainfall data. The annual maximum flood series
for a gauging station damaged by a flood may simply appear to be disco ntinued,
or to have one or two values missing. During the FEH research, the annual maximum
series for the Hebden Beck at Hebden (statio n 27002) was queried because the 2year flood (QMED) estimated from flood data was very much lower than that
expected from catchment descriptors (see 3 Additi onal Note 13.1). An explanation
was found in the station description: much of the catchment is strongly karstic
(i.e. limestone terrain with unde rground drainage). Such situations are relatively
rare in the UK, and require special treatment. The station was therefore discarded
from analysis, but not before a search of manuscript records unearthed an account
P irt, 1975) of the exceptional flood of 13 August 1975, which severely damaged
the gauging station. This had an estimated peak flow of 27 m 3 s·1, more than seven
times QMED. However, the report identified that the flood peak had been inflated
by the bursting of an informal dam presented by an embanked access road across
the karstic part of the catchment. In consequence, the annual maximum value for
the1974 water-year was formally judged unknown.
The data archiver has a difficult task, and may not deserve the flood analyst's
opprobri um for excluding unc ertain or irre gular values. However, it is the ana lyst
who will be criticised if the flood risk assessment p roves to be a serious underestimate . These examples illustrate the value of database structures that allow the
storage and display of comments.
It's the software's fault

Inevitably, software packages - particularly those with a limited target market -w ill not provide the facilities that every user would wish. At the critical moment,
the cry will be heard: "Why doesn't it even do this?" One user wished to incorporate
a number of historical flood data into a frequency analysis of annual maximum
floods: something that the particular package did not cater for. The user solved
the problem by treating the reco rd as a very long gauged series, entering a zero
value whenever the annual maximum was unknown. This introduced a gross bias
into the flood frequency estimation. The mistake would have been Jess easy to
make if the package been designed to reject zero values. However, that might
have caused another user to rail: a zero value can represent a true annual maximum
o n an arid, or very permeable, catchment. The rights and wrongs are immaterial;
there may be good reason why the package does not provide the desired option,
or it may have been designed too narrowly. Either way, it is the user's responsibility
to understand the p ri ncip les of the methods well enough to realise when extra
clicking is not enough. Use of software may be necessary, but it is never compulsory;
there is always the option to contract the flood frequency investigation to someone
with greater expertise.
Minimising waste

Similar p rinciples apply when recycling a model from an earlier study of a
catchment. While it can be helpful to the client to build on previous work, the
approach can sometimes be mistaken. A rainfall-runoff model calibrated for design
use ca n (probably) be transformed into a flood forecasting model, but it will
require expertise in both topics to be done dependab ly. Just because a catchment
model is available, it should not necessarily be used. Apart from the possibility of
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misuse , recycling a model has the additional drawback of neglecting recent flood
data; moreover, it diffuses responsibility for the results obtained.
Economical reporting
A "Parkinson's Law " of flood frequency estimation might be : "That the truth is
never known, that what is known is rarely simple , and that what is known about
w hat is known is seldom reported".
A flood occurs and a flood defence scheme is proposed; another flood
occurs and the scheme is built; another flood occurs, the scheme fails and a
highe r defence is built; another flood occurs and the defence just holds. At each
successive review , things become more problematie:
• After each newly observed flood is incorporated into the analysis, the
perceive d best estimate of the T-year flood increases;
• As each extreme flood occurs, a new consultant is appointed.
If investigation reveals that an important mistake was made, w ill its divulgence:
• Contribu te to public understanding of flood risk?
• Lead to litigation?
Flood frequency estimation is such an uncertain business that the review er is only
likely to condemn the grossest of errors. A more likely outcome will be to pronounce
that:
• Some minor mistakes were made;
• The hydrology (a euphemism for theflood fr eq ue ncy es tima te )
changed;

has

• Approval is being sought to construct a higher defence .
Unfortunately, there is a dreadful consequence. Reports w ill blur what is known
or suspected. One or two floods down the line, those asked to investigate will
find it all very confusing. Flood frequency estimation is difficult enough without
having to cope with economical reports.
Taking centre stage
If there is a current trend in UK flood hydrology, it is perhaps that meteorology,
hydrology and hydraulics have stopped drifting apart. It is an exciting challenge
to draw them together in important applications such as flood warning and flood
risk mapping. Let us hope that neither scientific excellence nor operational
pragmatism is squee zed in the p rocess.
It is w ide ly recognised that pivotal factors in flood frequency estimation are
the length of available record, the extent to which it is up-to-date , and the quality
of flood flow measurement. Greater attention needs to be paid to measuring,
validating and updating flood flows, and ways found to apply corrections
retrospectively. Concern often centres on improving stage-discharge ratings: the
formulae by which observed water levels are transformed to river flows. Customarily,
thesefo o d ra ting s are refined by direct gauging of flow velocities during floods.
Hyd raulic mod elling of rivers and floodplains continues to advance, with greater
use of computational rather than physical (i.e . scaled) models. Hydrau lic theory,
w hether or not encapsulated within computational models, can provide useful
insight into the hydraulic behaviour of gauging stations, and guide the extrapolation
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of rating curves beyo nd their limits. However, hydraulic models, like other models,
need to be calibrated by reference to gauged data and experience. Experience
derives from past studies, and, ultimately, from past gauged data. Matching an
observed water surface profile dow n a river reach may be a good test of a hydraulic
model, but it should not be seen as a substitute for measuring flood flows.
We can't afford more than half a day

Flood frequency estimation is quite a complicated subject, with few clear-cut
answers. If there is good basic information to hand, half a day might just be
adequate for a preliminary assessment. But, if the flood frequency estimate is to
form the basis of an important decision, anything from five to 50 days w ill be
more app ropriate . The flood frequency estimate is usually instrumental in sizing a
flood defence scheme and in assessing cost-effectiveness. Unless it is acceptable
to the client and regulator to adopt a highly cautious design, the quality of the
flood frequency estimate will largely determine the quality of the design decision.
In this litigious age , it may be as important to be able to demonstrate that an
assessment has been carried ou t systematically - by train ed personnel, without
corner-cutting - than for the estimate , with the benefit of hindsight, to have proven
good . However great the cost of a thorough flood frequency appraisal, it is likely
to be more affordable than half a day in court.
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Chapter 7 Climate change
7.1 Backgr ound
There is evidence to suggest that human activity is influencing the world's climate .
The chief agent is thought to be increased emissions of greenhouse gases, in
particular carbon dioxide. The long time-scales governing the accumulation of
greenhouse gases in the atmosp here , and the response of the global climate
system to these accumulatio ns, suggest that important aspects of human-induced
climate change are effectively irreversible. In the w ords of the Working Group to
the Second Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(Houghton et al., 1996): The balance of evidence uggest
s
s a d iscernible huma n
influence o n g lobal climat e .
.
\
Modelling global climate change is difficult and subjective, and both the
techniques used and results obtained provoke controversy.Model-based projections
of the effect of greenhouse gas emissions on global surface temperatures are,
how ever, supported by observations that the global climate has warmed since the
late 19 centu ry (see Figure 7.1).
Global sea level has risen by between 10 and 25 cm over the past 100
years, and much of the rise is thought to be attributable to the increase in global
mean temperature. This justifies Government advice (e.g. MAFF,1993) to allow
for continuing sea-level rise in coastal flood defence design. Based on the Hadley
Centre climate model HadCM2 (see $7.2), Hulme and Jenk ins (1998) suggest that,
by the 2050s, mean sea levels around the UK will be 20 to 28 cm higher than in
1961-1990.
Implications of global warming for fluvial flooding are , in contrast, much
more speculative . Hulme and Jenkins (1998) suggest that UK mea n annual rainfall
will be about 5% higher by the 2050s. However, this is but one of a range of
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projections, some of which indicate much larger increases. The climate models
Suggest that winter D ecember to Febru ary) rainfalls will increase much more
than annual totals, and that summer J une to August) rainfalls will decrease in
south-east Britain. These projections in seasonal rainfall are relatively uncertain,
and those of changes in storm depths and storm frequencies are highly uncertain.
Box 7 .1 offers a more detailed interpretation of the effect of global warming on
UK rainfall regimes.

Box7.1 Aninterpretationof global warmingeffectsnoUKrainfallregimes, based
on Tabony (1999, pers. comm.)
The direct effect of global warming is to increase temperature and, allother things being
equal, to increase rainfall and evaporation. This effect arises because an increase in
temperature of 10°C is accompanied by a doubling in the amount of water vapour that
the atmosphere can hold.
The indirect effect of global warming is to change patterns of atmospheric circulation.
Computational model studies indicate that the mid-latitude weather belts will move
poleward, and that the prevailing south-westerly winds between themwillbecome even
more dominant. In the vicinity of the UK, this means that Scotland and Northern Ireland
willexperience an increase in thefrequency of south-westerly winds, while there willbe
a greater anticyclonic influence over south-east England. An outcome of this willbe that
annual rainfalltotals willincrease over western Scotland, with a possible decrease over
south-east England. Superimposed onthesechanges willbe an increase intheproportion
of rain that fallsin the winter half-year. Thecombined effect willlead to wetter winters in
western Scotland and drier summers in south-east England.
These direct and indirect effects of global warming suggest an intensific
ation of the
hydrological cycle, with an increased risk of winter floods and a greater propensityfor
summer drought.
The change in weather patterns means that there is potential for an increase in the
severityof convective stormsover much of England. However, with little or no increase
in total summer rainfall,the picture is one of any increase in severity being restricted to
rare events. This is consistent withthefrequency of convectivestorms beingsuppressed
by high pressure.

A second difficulty in understanding the implications of global change is that
rainfall regimes in the UK are naturally highly variab le. An underlying trend has
therefore to be strong and coherent - ap plying systematically to the particular
variable over a wide region - if it is to be detected with confidence ( 7.3). In the
case of detecting trend in extreme rainfalls, there will be a greater chance of
registering an effect if it app lies over a range of durations.
A final difficulty is that the factors giving rise to flood occurrence are complex
and non-uniform across catchments. Three examples hint at the variety:
• Some catchments in northern Britain are susceptible to flooding fro m rain
and snowmelt, either separately or in conjunction. The projected rise in
mean temperatures suggests that large snow-packs may accumulate
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rather less frequently, reducing the risk of snowmelt flooding in these
catchments.
• Intense convectional storms are responsible for much of the flood risk on
small urbanised catchments in lowland Britain. If global climate change
leads to less frequent but more intense thunderstorms, this will increase
the steepness of the flood frequency curves on these catchments.
• On many (essentially) rural catchments, extensive soil moisture deficits in
summer and autumn play an important role in moderating flood
frequency, particularly in drier and warmer parts of lowland Britain.
Because winter is the main UK flood risk season, increased winter
rainfall would be expected to increase flood magnitudes. However, this
co uld be partly offset by there being somew hat few er floods, as the
flood risk season is compressed by more persistent soil moisture deficits.
A complication when anticipating climate change impacts is that not all of the UK
experiences the same climate . There are important maritime , continental and
latitudinal effects, with particularly pronounced differences between north-west
Scotland and south-east England. Black (1996) speculates that climate change
may be responsible for increased flood frequencies in western Scotland since
1988.

7.2

Climate change impact assessment

Knowledge of climate change impacts on rainfall and fluvial flood frequency will
undoubtedly advance during the lifetime of the Handbook. As a guide to interpreting
new findings, some of the language and methods of climate change impact
assessment are briefly introduced.
Models
The main approach to assessing climate change impacts is through mo de lling .
Global climate modelling is mainly carried out in specialised climate research
centres. The leading UK group is focused on the DETR/Met. Office Hadley Centre
for Climate Prediction. The Hadley Centredevelops g loba l climat e mo de ls ( GCMs),
from which projections of global climate change can be made . These models are
also know n as g ener al ci rculation mode ls , with the same abbreviation. There
are different generations of models, which incorporate new or revised elements .
HadCM2 denotes the Hadley Centre climate model developed in the mid 1990s.
The next-generation model is HadCM3.
Many of the developments seek to improve the representation of f eedba ck
within the global climate system. Feedback occurs when the effect of a particular
change is accentuated or moderated by some consequential effect. For example,
a change in global surface temperature affects the prevalence of ice and snowcovered surfaces. These surfaces reflect solar radiation more strongly, being said
to have a high a lbedo . If global warming leads to reduced snow-cover, which, in
turn, leads to lower outgoing radiation, the warming is likely to be further enhanced;
this is an example of p os itive f eedb ac k . Feedback can also arise from changes
in terrestrial ecosystems - notably, vegetation and agricultural practice - consequent
upon climate change.
Ocean currents play an important role in transporting heat around the
globe. The most highly developed climate models are atmospheric and oceanic
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GCMs. So metimes, models of the oceanic and atmospheric circulations are
developed separately, and then combined. The upshot is a co up led GCM.
Scenarios

Certain assumptions or hypotheses are needed when using a global climate model
to project climate change . Some of the assumptions relate to how a particular
process is represented w ithin the GCM, while others relate to p rojections of
anthropogenic change . For example , a run of a GCM will make particular
assumptions about greenhouse gas and aerosol (i.e. microscopic airborne particle)
e mission rates over the period of projection: typically, the next 50 to 100 years.
This means that the climate impact modeller is presented with several sets of
projections. Each is a separate realisation of how the climate will evolve. These
are ge nerally referred to as climate change s cena ri o s . Sometimes seve ral
projections are made using a particular GCM but a key assumption is varied to
explore the sensitivity of p rojections to the particular assumption.
It is impractical to consider all possible scenarios, in which all combinations
of assumptions are explored. Thus, the climate impact modeller will generally use
a relatively small number of semi-standard scenarios. In the UK, these are currently
disseminated from the Hadley Ce ntre via the LINK project at the Climatic Research
Unit at the University of East Anglia. Thus, to an extent, climate change research
divides into two main activities: ( i) modelling the global climate and making
projectio ns, and (ii) assessing the impact of the projected climate change .
Nevertheless, much effort is being given to integration, to ensure that feedback
effects are better represented.
Impacts

Climate change impacts are potentially of huge significance , and research is
undertaken by many organisatio ns. The more advanced appraisals are ge nerally
based on modelling. For examp le, Reynard et al. (1998) simulate river flows for
the Severn and Trent using a catchment model operating at a daily time-step .
Each climate change scenario leads to a different generated flow series. These are
subseque ntly analysed as if they were gauged records. Given that river flows are
simulated continuously, it is possible to adopt a peaks-over-threshold (Pon
approach to flood frequency analysis. The impact of climate change on flood
freque ncy is then inferred by co mparing the flood frequency curve resulting from
the particu lar scenario with that for a bas eline condition. Often, a period draw n
from the obs ervationa l record wil l be used as the baseline, e.g. the 1961-1990
standard period. In other cases, the baseline will itself be a scenario, e .g. based on
no change in greenhouse gas emissions.
A particular challenge in global climate modelling is to infer changes at the
local or district leve l from climate changes projected at the regional or natio nal
level. This is sometimes referred to as the do w nsca ling p roblem. Wilby et al.
(1998) c onsider several approaches. One possibility is to use atmospheric circulation
indices (e.g . Lamb , 1972) as an intermediary variable , as co nsidered by Goodess
and Palutikof (1998). A goal might be to establish a link between the frequency
distribution of extreme rainfalls (locally) and the frequency of particular airflow
circulation patterns (regionally).
Simpler approaches to assessing climate change impacts are possible , but
are ge nerally co nsi d ered much less satisfactory. One is the sp a tial a na logue
technique , in which an analogy is draw n between the projected climate of the
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region of interest (e.g. southern England) and the current climate of another
region (e .g. southern France). Climate data are then transferred from the analogue
region to the subject region. A particular difficulty is the need to identifya region
that is in other respects (e .g. topograp hy, closeness to oceans) similar to the
subject region, and for which relevant data are available . Another simple approach
is the tempo ra l a na logue method. This works by selecting warm and cool periods
from the long time-span for which rainfall (or river flow) data are available.
Typically, the d ifference in mean temperature between the warm and cool periods
will be of the order of 1 or 2 °C. Rainfall frequency (or flood frequency) is
examined separately for the warm and cool periods, and a comparison made . It is
assumed that the difference in behaviour between the two periods is indicative of
the difference that might be expected due to a rise in mean temperature consequent
u po n glob al w arming. This ap proach has many limitations, includ ing the
requirement for very long records, and the difficulty of selecting contrasting periods
that are individually long enough to allow a frequency analysis of extremes.
However, the chief weakness is the assumption itself. Many climatologists reject
these analogue methods.

7.3

Detectin
g climate change impacts

It is sometimes argu ed that a climate change impact cannot be very serious if it is

not evident in data records. This view is comp lacent. There are two main reasons
w hy it is difficult to detect underlying trends in flood peaks: the large natural
variability of climate , and interference from other effects (notably, changes in
land use and measurement practice).
Climatic variability

The first obstruction to detecting trend is the large variability of climate on all
time-scales. Several types of variation can be distinguished. Yevjevich (1991) notes
four categories of temporal behaviour: tendency, intermittency, periodicity and
stochasticity. This is broadly the classification used here , distinguishing:
• Progressive change or trend ;
• Abrupt change or s tep cha ng e ;
• Quasi-p eriodic (i.e . cyclical) variation;
• Quasi-random variation.
It is suggested that this list places the four types of variation in their order of

importance in terms of detecting climate change impacts (and land-use change
impacts) and of disrupting flood frequency estimates. When the FEH refers to
non-s ta tionari ty it is primarily referring to trend and step-change effects. The
prefix "quasi" pays deference to chaos theory. Computational experiments
demonstrate that both behaviour that appears regular and behaviour that appears
random can have a complex determin istic origin.
There is evidence of periodic behaviour in some climate variables (e .g.
Currie, 1987) . However, there is controversy about both their origin and their
practical significance . One view is that the behaviour reflects solar disturbances,
with effects transported to the earth's atmosphere by the s olar w ind : solar particle
streams acco mpanied by strong magnetic fields emanating from the sun (Lamb ,
1972). There is the suspicion that some detected cyclic behaviour may be spurious,
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arising as an artefact of the relatively short records available . Burroughs (1992)
suggests that only an 18 to 20-year cycle - possibly corresponding to the 18.6year !uni-solar cycle in gravitational forces - is sufficiently prevalent in climate
data to suggest an important effect.
There is no evidence yet to suggest that cyclicity is important in understanding
short-duration rainfall extremes or river flooding in the UK, beyond the general
observation thatthere are flood-rc h and flood-poor
pe riods (Grew and Werritty,
1995). Such periods can extend over several years or even a decade . When
summarising flood behaviour in Scotland, Grew and Werrittysuggest that the late
1960s and early 1970s were flood-poor, with a flood-rich period beginnin g in the
mid 1980s. Crooks (1994) exam ines peak flood levels along the Thames for the
period 1 890-1990, notin
g a pre ponderance of high peaks in the first half of the
reco rd, i.e . before 1940.
Contaminating effects

The second obstruction to dete cting climate-change induced effects is that the
flood series presented for analysis may be contaminated by other changes: for
example , in land use , water use , or measurement practice . Land-use change such
as urbanisation or forestry is likely to lead to progressive change in flood behaviour.
Changes attributable to reservoir construction , dra inage diversion, or use of a
different flood rating are likely to be abrupt.
Methods and results

The analysis of trend and variation in flood data is explored in Volume 3. Methods
are presented for testing for trend and step change 3 21.2), with results summarised
for 1000 UK flood series (3 21.3 and 21.4). A national perspective is also draw n 3
21.5), based on Robson et al. ( 1998). While clear evidence is found of major
climatic fluctuations (i.e. flood-rich and flood-poor periods), no proof is found
that climate change is affecting UK flood behaviour. However, for the reasons
introduced above , this does not mean that such effects are not occurring. The FEH
recommends that estimates of the 2-year flood, QMED, derived from short records
should be adjusted for climatic variation by reference to long-term records from
nearby catchments, ideally from nearby catchments that are hydrologically similar
(see 3 20).
These findings can be considered provisional. They are conditioned as
much by the data analysed as by the methods used. Understanding would be
strengthened by the analysis of updated flood peak datasets, by more specific
(e .g. regional) studies, and by an auxiliary analysis of trend and variation in
rainfall depths. The latter would be assisted by w ider access to long-term
computerised records of UK rainfall.
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Chapter 8 Development-control applications
8. 1 Introduction
Extensive urbanisation has a marked effect on catchment flood behaviour (Packman,
1980; Hall, 1984). The FEH discusses this in the context of both statistical flood
frequency estimation (see 3 18) and the FSR rainfall-runoff method (see especially
4 9.3). In their development-control function, planning authorities need to be
satisfied that a development neither lies in a flood-p rone area nor will increase
flood frequency locally. In union with environmental protection agencies, they
also need to en sure that, in the longer term, progressive development does not
aggravate flood risk at the river basin scale; the general aim is to seek to alter the
natural runoff regime as little as possible . Other land-use change, such as quarrying,
agricultural drainage or deforestation, may also influence flood frequency (see 4
9.4 to 9.6). How ever, this chapter is specifically concerned with problems arising
from urban exp ansion .

8.2 Judging the extent of catchment urbanisation
The flood frequency estimation procedures presented in Volumes 3 and 4 are
calibrated on flood data from 873 and 204 catchme nts respectively. Table 8.1
indicates the b road range of catchment types used, and summarises the FEH
termin ology for different degrees of catchment urbanisation.

Table 8. 1

Num bers of ca tchments used in calibration of FEH methods: arranged according to
the degree of urbanisa tion

De gree of catchment
urbanisation

Essentially rural
Slightly urbanised
Moderately urbanised
Heavily urbanised
Very heavily urbani sed
Extremely heavily urbanised

Range of URBEXT

0.000 0.025 0.050 0.125 0.250 0.500 -

No. of catchments used
Tp modelling
OMED modellin
g
(Volume 3)
(Volume 4)

0.025
0.050
0.125
0.250
0.500
1.000

687
74
81
20
14
0

146
25
18
12
3
0

The table refers to the catchment descriptor URBEXT This is the principal FEH
index of urbanisation, and represents the fractional urban extent judged from
digital maps o f land cover at 50-metre intervals. These are adapted from the
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology CITE)land-cover map, based on satellite imagery
(see 5 6). It should be noted that:
• Volume 5 presents values of URBEXT for gauged catchments studied in
the FEH ;
• The accompanying FEH CD-ROM presents URBEXT values for all UK
catchme nts which drain an area of 0.5 km? or greater;
• The URBEXT values indicate urban extent in about 1990;
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• The FEH CD-ROM software provides an image of catchment development, distinguishing 50-metre grid-squares that are rural, suburban and
urban . The suburban category is an intermediate classification, used to
indicate a grid-square that is partially covered by urban-like surfaces;
• The ITE land-cover map does not extend to Northern Ireland; URBEXT
values there have been estimated from the less detailed CORINE
classification. These URBEXT values are less reliable, and refere nce to
OSNI 1:50000 maps is recommended (see 5 6).
• ITE is develop ing an updated land-cover map, due to be published in
2000/ 2001.
In catchments that have undergone notable urban development sinc e 1990, values
of URBEXT can be updated in any of three ways:
• Apply local knowledge to judge the factor by which catchment
urbanisation has expanded beyond that shown on the FEH CD-ROM
image;
• Apply, and extrapolate, a British-average model of urban exp ansion (see

5 6);
• Apply an adjustment judged by comparing OS maps of 1990 and current
vintage .
In catchments that are to undergo further development, it is necessary to anticipate
the urban expansion that is relevant to the flood risk assessment or scheme design .
In projecting the expected increase in URBEXT, account can be taken of the
nature of development by comparison with how a known development of similar
character has been mapped.

8.3 Discussion of methods
The statistical flood frequency estimation procedure (Volume 3) is applicable to
rural catchments and, with the appropriate urban adjustments, to urbanised
catchments. The urban adjustments are calibrated directly on flood peak data for
115 catchment s: those in the moderately urbanised, heavily urbanised and very
heavily urbanised categories (see Table 8.1). In consequence, the method provides
an estimate of flood frequency for urbanised catchments that have had a typ ica l
degree of flood amelioration works. It is essential to recognise that the urban
adjustment method represents only the net effect of urbanisation, i.e . that element
which drainage works have not ameliorated . Because allowances for catchment
urbanisation are more fully integrated into the method, Sectio n 5.7 suggests that
with caution the rainfall-runoff method (Volume 4) can be used to assess the
incremental effect of development.
Expe rimental studies (e.g. Holli s, 1974; Knight, 1979; Walling, 1979; Packman,
1980) indicate that the gross effect of urbanisation is generally very marked at the
small-catchment scale typical of many development-control ap plications. However,
these studies have not been fully generalised and it remains necessary to apply
engineering judgement to assess the expected gross effect of catchment urbanisation
on flood runoff. A pragmatic approach will be to sustain and strengthen current
practice to ameliorate flood runoff effects, both through flood storage reservoirs
and balancing ponds, and by greater use of source-control methods (Anon , 1993,
SEPA/EA, 1997) including infilt ration dra inage (Bettess, 1996).
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Section 12.6 advocates research on the flood runoff effects of developments
on greenfield sites. While urbanised catchments are present in the FEH flood
peak dataset (see Tabl e 8.1), these are typica lly much larger than, and of a different
cha racte r to , the drainage areas pertine nt to individual de velop me nt-control
ap plications. The FEH CD-ROM provides digital catchme nt data to allow flood
freque ncy estimation for any site in mainland UK (see $2.4.2) that drains an area
of 0.5 km 2 or greater. This lower limit reflects the reso lutio n of the basic digital
data, and me ans that the Handbook methods cannot be re adily app lied to flood
design for catchments smaller than 0.5 km? (i .e. 50 hectare s) .
Any valley bottom is a potential flood route that should not be ob structed
by ho using . Particular care is advised w hen designing drainage systems for
develo p ments on highly permeab le catchments that, in their natural condition,
lack any stream network. Unless the re are water quality implications, soakaway
systems may prese nt an attractive option . However, the possibility should be
borne in mind that runoff from a high-intensity storm could occur at a time w hen
groundw ater levels are high due to long-term or seaso nal wetness, or w he n the
so akaw ay syste m is d raining from an earlier storm. Such situatio ns p resent a kind
o f joint p robability p roble m (se e Appendix B) . Rather than atte mpting a formal
solutio n , it may be necessary to exercise e ngineering judgement, perhaps making
w hat is pe rce ived to be a fairly cautious assumption . In the longer term , the
difficulty may be sidestepped by app ropriate developme nts to the continuous
simulation app roach to flood frequency estimation (see §9.6).
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Chapter 9 Flo
odrisk mapping
9. 1 Requirement
The classic problem addressed by the Handbook is to estimate flood frequency
for a specific site . The result is usually an estimate of the peak flow that has a
specified probability of exceedance , such as an annual exceedance p robability of
0.01. The preferred method depends largely on the available data and the target
return period (see Chapter 5).
In flood risk mapping, the requirement is to identify areas at risk of
inundation. The requirement is met by estimating flood flows at many sites along
the river system, interp reting the flows in terms of resultant water levels, and
identifying riparian areas that w ill flood in consequence .
There is a strong demand for flood risk mapping from a range of stakeholders,
including agencies responsible for flood defence and flood warning, development
planners, insurers and solicitors. Flood risk mapping is at its most co ntentious
when carried into red -lining : i.e. when property is marked as being at such high
risk as to be uninsurable at no rmal premiums. The practice can affect property
values and ease of sale.
Flood risk mapping calls for flood frequency to be estimated for many
sites, each estimation providing a footprint of flood risk on the local landscape.
The basin-w ide flood risk map is then constructed by merging the results of the
individual analyses.

Box 9.1 Constructing a basin-wide map of floodrisk
The required map of areas at risk is constructed by merging results from individual
assessments for many sites down the river system. For example, a basin-wide map of
the100-yearflood risk zone is obtained by drawing an envelope around areas shown to
be suffering an annual flooding risk of 0.01 in specificassessments.

9.2

Indicative maps of flood risk and floodplain extent

IH Report 130 (Morris and Flavin, 1996) presents an indicative flood risk map of
England and Wales. The map is i nd ica tive (rather then definitive) in the sense
that it is highly generalised . The hydrological content is a 3-variable model of the
100-year water level, based on drainage area (AREA), average annual rainfall
(SAAR,, ) and the 5-class FSR index of w inter r a inf a ll accep tance p ote ntia l
( SOIL). The model was calibrated using flood data from 34 catchments (Naden
and McCartney, 1991). Its simple form is well suited to automated application
using catchment data based on th e IH digital terrain model. This allow ed Morris
and Flavin to present a first general solution to flood risk mapping, and an extension
to Scotland is in preparation. How ever, their method does not adjust the modelled
100-year water levels by reference to local flood data.
The IH Report 130 map is one ingredient of the Environment Agency's
1999 map of Indicative Floodplain Extent. This hybrid map combines historical,
modelled and IH Report 130 estimate s of areas that have an annual (fluvial) flood
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risk of 0.01 or greater. The EA map also shows areas having an annual tidal flood
risk of 0.005 or greater. In general, the indicative maps do not take account of
flood defences, and the probabilities quoted should be considered purely nominal.
Volume 3 of the FEH presents a comprehensive approach to peak flow
estimation at any site, calibrated against flood data from a thousand catchments.
Relatively sophisticated variants of the method are capable of full automation.
Thus, there is scope to develop an advanced automated method of flood risk
map pin g (see $9.5).

9.3 A flood risk myth
There is no such thing as a basin-wide 100-year flood event. An actual flood event
will be more severe at some locations than others, with river confluences reinforcing
or diluting event rarity. The effect at each confluence depends mainly on whether
both tributaries have experienced the particular storm, and the extent to which
their catchments are hydrologically similar.
Different sites have different sensitivities. A design flood assessment attempts
to provide a best estimate of the long-term flood risk, and must reflect these
different sensitivities. Thus, it is impractical to construct a design event that will
yield a flood of fixed rarity at all sites within a river basin (see Example 9.1). Any
attempt to estimate the T-year flood condition throughout a river system by
hydrological and hydraulic modelling of o ne design event should be shunned.

Example: 9.1 Urbanisation and floodseasonality
A heavily urbanised headwater catchment is generallysensitive to short-duration heavy
rainfalls, which are more prevalent in summer (Fig. 9.1a). Flood risk at a site further
down the river system (Fig. 9.1b) - where the urban influence has been diluted by
trib utaries - is likely to be sensitive to longer-duration rainfallsoccurring in winter, when
the catchment is already wet. Extreme floods at the twosites are clearly sensitive to
different conditions. Any attempt to combine the twoconditions within a single design
event is likely to lead to unreliable results.

Apr 1

Apr 1
URBEXT = 0.403

URBEXT = 0.174

Jul 1

Jon 1

Jon 1

Jul 1

Oct 1

Oct 1

Fig ure 9. 1 Flood season ality on the Ri ver Tame, east of Birmingham: (a) hea vily urbanised
hea dwater catchment, (b) mixed land-use catchment
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9.4 A workable approach
A typical approach to mapping flood risk in a particular basin is to combine the
FSR rainfall-runoff method (Volume 4) - applied on a subcatchment basis - with
a hyd raulic model of the main river system . For reasons explained above , flood
frequency estimates must be undertaken for a series of subject sites. Sites should
be chosen above and below each major confluence. This extends the computational
requirement very significantly (see Box 9.2).

Box 9.2 Overview of flood risk mapping by a design event method
Consider a trial site that lies part way down the river system forwhich flood risk is to be
mapped. The rainfall-runoff approach (4 9.2.2)constructsa design stormthat is relevant
to the whole catchment draining to the trial site. For modelling purposes, the stormis
applied separately to major tributaries within the catchment. The division into
subcatchments is sensibly made to coincide with any gauging stations, to give scope to
refine the rainfall-runoff model parameters by flood event analysis (Table 5.4) or - less
directly- by statistical frequency analysis(3 10.2).Thetributaryhydrographs synthesised
by rainfall-runoff modelling are then combined with that part of the hydraulic model
representing the river system above (and just below) the trial site. The footprint of
inundation is noted, and the whole process repeated for further trial sites.
Choosing trial sites above and below major confluences caters for river sections where
backwater effects are important. The required basin-wide flood risk map is constructed
by merging the flood footprints from the various trials. The area at risk is judged to be
either the envelope of allthe trial footprints, or an envelope drawn to respect the footprint
from each trial locally.

The hydraulician can provide a unique computational model of the river system,
which can be considered the model until new survey data or calibration data
arrive. However, it is much more difficult to document the flood estimates that
underpin a T-year flood risk map for the basin. Information to be recorded includes:
design storms, local data, flow s, water levels and inundated areas. With such
comp lications, clarity in reporting is difficult to achieve, leaving scope for errors
to pass undetected .

9.5 Automated flood risk mapping
Because its flood estimation procedures are capable of full automation, the FEH
offers an important advance towards comprehensive flood risk mapping. The
Handbook deals principally with flood flows. Hydraulic approximations are needed
to convert the T-year flood flow into a water level. Then terrain data are required
to spread the excess depth (above bankfull height) across the landscape so that
flood risk areas can be mappe d. There are several practical problems to be
overcome : including that of incorporating information about the location and
height of existing flood defences, so that protected and vulnerable areas can be
distinguished . To keep the approach manageable, it is probably necessary to
assume that the envelope of inundated areas - each inferred locally from the
estimated T-year flood peak in that reach - yields an acceptable estimate of the
required T-year flood risk area.
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9.6

Whole catchment modelling

The development of a framework within which hydrological, hydraulic and various
impact models can be integrated to provide w hole ca tchment mode lling is of
considerable importance. The approach (Naden et al, 1997) has particular relevance
to estimating the likely impact of land-use and/ or climate change on flood risk.
Whole catchment modelling recognises that decisions taken in respect of one site
have implications for sites downstream. There is also scope for the approach to
meet multiple objectives; for example , a comprehensive model developed for
planning strategic flood defences within a river basin may have application in
water resource or water quality planning.
Several points should be kept in mind . First, the ap proach requires
co ntinuo us s imulation of runoff, which is hungry for detailed rainfall and runoff
data (for model calibration) and for long-term rainfall records or generated rainfall
series (to allow inferences to be made about extreme events). Second, because
everything is modelled, it is possible for the risk assessment to be based on an
extreme value analysis of the variable of direct interest, such as water level at a
specific location. This feature of whole catchment modelling is potentially very
helpful in avo iding both the sweeping assumptions of design event methods and
the complications of joint probability problems (see Appendix B), provided that
the relevant processes and their interactions can be modelled reliably.
At the time of writing, the continuous simulation approach to flood frequency
estimation (e .g . Calver and Lamb , 1996) remains somewhat experimental. One
quandary to be resolved is how the approach can best exploit conventional flood
frequency analyses of long-term gauged records.
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Chapter 10 Flood frequency estimation for
publicsafety
10. 1 Impounding reservoirs
Impounding rese rvoirs p resent a latent threat to public safety. Factors aggravating
this in the UK are the p revalence of old earthen dams sited above the co mmunitie s
they we re built to se rve, and a lack of public aw areness of the hazard . Factors
offsetting this are the strong lead set by institutio ns, not least the formulatio n and
su stenance of procedures for reservoir supervision and inspection (including ICE,
1996b), and the re latively mild meteorological and geophysical regimes experienced
in the UK.
Flood freq ue ncy estimatio n in su pport of dam safety is, ne verthe less ,
problematic. The estimation of design floods that have a very low probability of
exceeda nce , e.g. an annual exceedance probability of 10 , relies on an act of
faith . The re are too few data to allow a purely empirical app roach , and a modelbased appro ach - w heth er statistical or rainfall-runoff - has to assume that the
chosen mode l is applicable in ex trema. It is tempting to see k so lace in the conce pt
of a p roba ble ma x imumflood (PMF) . However, a procedure for PMF estimation
can be as much a product of the hydrologist's fertile imagination (about w hat
unfavo urable conditions might conce ivably concur) as a p roduct of p hysical
reasoning. The consequential requirement for an estimate of p ro bable ma x im um
p r ecip ita tio n p laces a similar burden on the me teorologist.
These difficu lt circumstances encourage the adoption of fairly regimented
me thods for estimating design floods in dam safe ty assessment. Faced w ith
inadequate information , it seems sensible to follow a standard method and to
eschew any specia l adjustment that might inadvertently lead to und ere stimatio n .
Co nservatism is no rmally to be avoided in flood frequency estimation for fe ar of
distorting benefit-cost ratios. How ever, economic factors are less do minant w he n
p ublic safety is at stake . There is an understandable re luctance to ap p ly criteria
for inco rpo rating local evidence (e .g. from gauged o r historical flood data) eve nhandedly. Whe re data transfers su pport a higher flood estimate , they w ill be
heeded ; w he re they suggest a low er estimate , they w ill be ignored . This p ractice
has much to comme nd it. However, it would be disap pointing if those re cognising
the bias interp reted it as a discouragement to gathe r and analyse local data . The
inspecting e nginee r appointed under the Reservoirs Act is able to specify data to
be gathe red in su p port of safety assessments. Th ese need not be restricted to
me asure ments at the da m.
Rainfall-runoff method
Recom mended practice in UK dam safety assessme nt is to synthesise the extreme
flood fro m an estimate of extreme rainfall, using the FSR rainfall-runoff method
(se e 4 8).
Statistical analysis
Unless the re is an exce ptionally rich source of historical or palz oflo od data (see

$6. 4), st atisti cal analysis of peak flow s should play, at most, a mino r su pporting
role in rese rvoir safety design in the UK. Some relaxation of this reco mme ndation
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may be possible for minor dams falling in Category D of the ICE guide to floods
and reservoir safety (ICE, 1996b) . These are : "Special cases where no loss of life
can be foreseen as a result of a breach and very little additional flood damage
would be caused".
Statistical analysis of gauged flood data sometimes yields a flood frequency
distribution that is bounded ab ove (see 3 15). An example is p resented in Figure
10.l a. In general, the upper bound to the flood frequency curve should be treated
as an artefact of the extreme value analysis. It should never be interpreted as
providing an estimate of the PMF.
There are several ways in which an extensive record of flood peaks can be
used to refine flood frequency estimates by the rainfall-runoff method (see 4 7.3.2
and 3 10), one of which is suitable for use in dam safety assessment. This adjusts
key parameters of the rainfall-runoff model by trial and error, until the flood
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Figure 10. 1 Single-site flood frequency curves for the River Thames at Eynsham (39008) fitted by the method of Lmoments:· (a) Generalised Logistic distributio n, (b) Logistic distribution. The broken line in (a) is the upper
bound of the fitted GL distribution. This is illustrative only: refer to Volume 3 for the recommended
procedures for statistical flood frequency analys is.

Box 10.1 Flood frequency curves that imply an upperbound
When a fitted flood frequency curveimplies an upper bound, it is not uncommon to find
that this is only slightly larger than the largest flood observed in the series. There is no
reason to expect that, even within a relatively long period of record of (say) 50 years,
conditions should have approached those of the probable maximum event. Examples,
such as Figure 10.1, illustrate that extrapolation of a statistical analysis of a gauged
record cannot be trusted to provide a sensible estimate of the extreme design floods
required in damsafetyassessment. Even in less taxing applications (e.g. estimating the
SO-year flood), some analysts will feel uncomfortable with the fit provided in Figure
10.1a, and willchoose to fita simpler frequency distribution that avoids the imposition of
an upper bound (e.g. Figure10.1b).
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frequency curve synthesised by the rainfall-runoff method is in broad agreement
with that derived by statistical a nalysis. The parameter chosen for adjustment w ill
normally be either the standard percentage runoff ( SPR) or the unit hydrograph
time-to-peak ( Tp) . A catchment for which there is an extensive record of flood
peaks may also be amenable to flood e vent a nalys is (4 2.2 and 4 Ap pendix A),
providing a more direct means o f refining estimates of these paramete rs. Particular
judgement is required in case s where there is a large unresolved discrepancy
between rainfall-runoff and statistical flood frequency estimates, both of which
are based on gauged data . In dam safety applications, the default is usually to
adopt the model parame ters that yield the higher estimate.

10.2 Other sensitive sites
Special precautions are needed where flooding might lead to a catastrop hic loss
of control in sensitive operations such as power generation or chemical processing.
When supplying a design flood calculation to a client with limited aw areness of
hydrology, it is important to exp lain that the meteorological conditions giving rise
to an extreme flood will themselves be exceptional, and may disable communication
links and stand-by systems.
Other sensitive sites are those that give scope for appreciable ponding of
floodwater in extreme conditions, e .g. against an embankment o r waste tip , o r at
a culvert entrance . While it may not always be practical to estimate the risk of
flooding leading to structur al failure , it is important to assess likely failure modes
in the event of an exceptionally extreme flood, and to anticipate their consequences.

10.3 Short -term forecas ting of flood risk
It is sometimes necessary to undertake construction/ repair works during which an

extreme flood presents a specia l hazard. Knowledge of the seasonal distribution
of flood events (see 3 Additi on al Note 16.1 can be helpful in scheduling works.
For most major rivers in the UK, the dominant flood season is October to March,
w ith June and July the least floo d-prone months. It is, however, important to note
that, on small to medium-sized UK catchments, the mo s t extreme floods typically
occur in April to September, in consequence of intense convectional storms or
mesoscale convective systems (e .g. Gray and Marshall, 1998). Reed and Field
(1992) note that, of eight occasions on which heavy rainfall is known to have led
to dam safety incidents in the UK between 1875 and 1990, five occurred in the
month of July.
It is helpful if work-plans allow the flexibility to advance or defer sensitive
stages of the works accord ing to the prevailing river flow conditions. Ettrick et al.
(1987) and Futter et al. (1991) p resent methods for assessing short-term flood risk
to aid such decisions.

10.4 New approaches to reservoir flood estimation
Reed and Field (1992) review several aspects of reservoir flood estimation, and
report summary calculations for a subset of UK reservoirs. Reed and Anderson
(1992), And erson and Nadarajah (1993), and Anderson et al. (1994) develop an
approach to reservoir flood estimation based on joint probability analysis. However,
application of the approach demands both a detailed understanding of multivariate
statistics, and exte nsive site-sp ecific datasets of relevant hyd rometeorological
variables. Joint probability problems are discussed in Appendix B.
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Book VI of Australian Rainfall and Runoff (IE Australia, 1999) recomm ends
using a flood event model (i.e. a rainfall-runoff approach) in reservoir flood design.
The book notes that:
The level of uncertainty of these [ext rem e flood] estimates can only be
reduced by long -term fundamental research. Accordingly, it is important
that the p rocedures related to this class of floods be reviewed p eriodically
to ensure that any advances in our understanding of extreme hy drological
and hy drom eteorological processes are incorporated into design p ractice.

A wide-ranging review compiled for the US Bureau of Reclamation (USU and
USBR, 1999) p roposes a new framework for characterising extreme floods for
dam safety assessment. The framework seeks to embrace and reconcile different
approaches to estimating extreme floods.
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Chapter 11 Checklists
New users of the Handbook procedures are encouraged to consult the following
boxes as checklists on ideas and understanding.

Box 11.1 Checklist when choosing a method of flood frequency estimation

•
•
•
•
•

Objectives of the study;
Flood data at subject site;
Flood data at nearby donor sites;
Flood data for similar, but more distant, analogue catchments;
Other relevant data (e.g. rainfall, soil moisture deficit, ...);

• Background flood history.

Box 11.2 An informal checklist of ideas, issues and resources in flood frequency
estimation

Allowance for climate change?
Audit trail

Analogue catchment

Checking for non-stationary behaviour

Catchment comments
Critical duration of rainfall

Digital catchment data
Donor catchment

Disparate subcatchments
Flood defence changes

Flood event data
Flood rating curves

Flood peak data
Historical information

Land-use change
Permeable catchments

OS maps
Previous studies

Reservoir effects

Station comments

Updating flood series

Urban growthsince 1990

Box 11.3 Why an audit trail is required

A feature of the FEH flood frequency estimates is that they are dynamic. Estimates by
particular methods will change as additional gauged data become available: most
obviously, updated flood peak or flood event data for the subject site. However, because
of the pooling system used, estimates by the statistical procedure willalso change as
UK flood peak datasets expand and evolve. This means that it is essential that users
provide an audit trail of how they arrived at their final flood frequency estimate.
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Chapter 12 Looking ahead
The Handboo k sets out p roce dures to cater for most situations in w hich flood
frequency estimates are required . Much of the material is new , and there is potential
for further deve lop ment, both in the methods themselves and in the ir ap plication
to particular p roblems.

12. 1 Statistical flood frequency estimation
Use of historical data
There is scope to develo p better ways of using historical flood data in flood
frequency estimation . Combining gauged and historical flood data is somewhat
out of fashion , a tre nd that the Handbook accentuate s by typically giving greater
emphasis to p o oled analyses of flood data than single-site analysis (see $5.3).
Ne verth eless, considerable attention is rightly paid to researching flood
histories (see Appe ndix C) . Information technology is contrib uting he re , as access
and searching facilitie s become ever more powe rful, and libraries and e nthusiasts
bring local histories and o ld newspape rs into digital form . Archive material from
the 18 and 19" centuries is typically both bound and bounded, and it is conceivable
that most p ub licatio ns of ge neral inte rest (for those ce nturies) will be co me
searchable w ith in the next two decades.
Not coun ting the number killed, the most reliable historical flood information
usually comprises the date and the maximum wate r le vel re ached . It is suggested
that a major initiative is required if historical data are to contribute mo re fully to
flo od freque n cy estimatio n. Princip al requ ire ments a re to co llate histo rical
information systematically, and to overhaul the theory and p ractice of re lating
flood flow s and maximum w ater levels.
Uncertainty
Flood frequency estimatio n is an inhere ntly unce rtain activity. So me guidance to
assessing unce rtainty in flood freque ncy estimation is p rovided in Volume 3.
However, the use of pooled freque ncy analysis methods make s it difficult to
assess ove rall u nce rtainty in the final estimates. Because of the ir flexibility,
res a mp ling me tho ds (see App endix A) may help in p roviding approximate
co nfide nce inte rvals for estimates deriving from complicated p rocedures.
It is recognised tha t drainage e nginee rs often make an allow ance for
uncertainty w he n assessing whether a floo d defe nce will, in pe rformance , mee t
the inte nded de sign standard . The practice is to add a safe ty margin to the design
he ight of a structure - the so-calledfre eboard allowance - although the amount
can be contentio us (Kirby and Ash , 1999). Some engineers interpre t freeboa rd as
an allowance for defence settleme nt, errors in co nstruction or wave attack, rathe r
than as a ge ne ral allowance for uncertainty.
It is to b e ho ped that those w ho call for researchers to deve lop bette r
methods for assessing uncertainty w ill e nsure that, when they arrive , the refineme nts
are we ll used . O ne of the ir most potent uses is in choosing between rival methods
of estimation . A more doubtful application is to justify over-design in defiance of
be nefit-cost efficiency. One hopes that uncertainty measures a re not used to justify
reductions in da ta gathering.
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Pooling data
It seems likely that the Handbook's advocacy of new methods based on pooling

flood peak data from hydrologically similar catchments will stimulate further
comment and research.

12.2 Rain fall-runoff methods
A subtext

Users well versed in Flood Stud ies Report (FSR) methods will recognise that
development of the rainfall-runoff method of flood frequency estimation slowed
in the 1980s . The technical w riting in Volume 4 has striven to make a co mplicated
method easier to understand, and to give clear guidance on best practice in
applications. A comprehensive re vision of the approach has not been attempted
for the Handbook. Such a revision could be quite onerous. A necessary task will
be to re-calibrate the 'design package' against best estimates (of flood frequency)
for sites with extensive flood peak data. Once procedures are more fully automated,
this might be attempted using the new statistical procedures (Volu me 3) as a
yardstick. However, an important subtext is that the FSR rainfall-runoff method
has lost favour w ith some research ers. Controversy centres on whether the designevent concept (see 4 3) is convenient and valuable , or constricting and unrealistic.
Some researchers favour an entirely different rainfall-runoff approach to
flood frequency estimation, based on the concept of continuous simulation and
whole catchment modelling (see $9.6). Othe rs are happy to persist with the design
event approach, and to give greater emphasis to hybridisation: combining statistical
and rainfall-runoff methods to make the most effective use of availab le data (see
$5.6).

Storm-sewer design and reservoir flood estimation

There are two important applications in which the design event approach remains
largely unchallenged: s to rm-sew er d es ig n and res ervo ir flood es tima tio n . A
princip al argument in favour of continuous simulation is the ability to rep resent
soil moisture effects realistically. This avoids the arbitrary assumption about
antecedent (i.e . pre-event) wetness that is necessary in a design event method.
However, antecedent wetness - or antecedent dryness - is less influential in
storm-sewer systems, where the response is typically dominated by runoff from
artificial surfaces.
In reservoir flood appraisals, it is pragmatic to assume that the driving force
behind the 10000-year flood is the 10000-year extreme rainfall, and to question
whether this is reasonably estimated, rather than worry about antecedent wetness
effects. It is not so much that the design event approach is well suited to extreme
flood estimation as that it is difficult to be convinced that the labour of continuous
simulation will be rewarded by a better estimate. Estimating the magnitude of an
event with an annual exceedance probability of 10 is a tough assignment (see
Chapter 10). The FSR rainfall-runoff method has the considerable merit of using a
unit hydrograp h/ losses model whose ingredients and workings are reasonably
transparent.
A furthe r feature is that flow attenuation effects are important in both stormsewer and reservoir safety applications. This fits well with the rainfall-runoff
method's provision of a design hydrograph, and typically rules out a purely statistical
approach to flood frequency estimation.
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Both applications are of considerab le importance , with flood estimation
often underpinning major capital investment in storm-sewer systems and pu blic
safety in reservoir flood appraisals. In this context, the current lack of enthusiasm
for further research an d development of the design event method might be
considered a weakness.

12.3 The digital revolution
There is scope to automate flood frequency calculations. This is already possible
for basic cases, and it is feasible to develop automated calculations for advanced
cases, where best estimates are obtained by combining flood data from many
sites. A related opportunity is to develop images that summarise results or help to
stimulate fresh thinking about catchment flood behaviour.
The index flood used in the statistical procedures (Volu me 3) is the median
annual flood, QMED. It is the 2-year flood, w ith an associated annual exceedance
probability of 0.5. The blue lines in Figure 12.1 summarise generalised estimates
of QMED obtained from catchment descriptors (see 3 13). The position of th e blue
lines is determined by the digital terrain model, IHDTM, lying behind the FEH
catchment descriptors (Volume 5). The blue-line width is proportional to the estimate
of Q MED, ob tained from five catchment descriptors. Estim ates of QMED obtained
by direct analysis of gauged flood data are indicated by red dots, with diameter
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p rop ortio na l to Q MED. The figu re sugge sts that the ge ne ralise d m od e l
unde restimates QMED values in this part of south Devon .
Figu re 12.2 show s stream ne tworks constructed using the catchme ntdescriptor mode l for QMEDrurarThe stream network show n is the union of all
nodes for w hich the QMED, e stim ate exceeds a given threshold . In Figur e 12.2a,
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the threshold is a pre-set discharge . This is analogous to the type of stream network
that ap pears on a conventio nal map , whe re the main criterion for marking or
omitting a stream is its perennial width. In Figure 12.2b, the threshold is a pre-set
fraction of th e estimated M ED, for the give n catc hment. Th is device provides
a level of de tail in the stream network that is tailored to the catchment under
investigatio n . The fraction chose n in Figure 12.2b leaves the stream network
unchanged o n the large r catchme nt but provides a more detailed network on the
smaller catch ment.
There is potential to make rapid p rogress in these topics, although the most
important ad vance will be to distinguish the useful from the pretty. Judgeme nt
w ill come as experience is gained of the stre ngths and limitatio ns of auto mated
procedur es, a nd of the d igital terrain data on w hich they rely .

12.4 Catchment description
Floodplain stor age is know n to influence flood frequency in the midd le and low er
reaches of larger UK rivers. An outstanding issue is to develop an e ffective index
of floodplain storage , and to consider its use in floo d frequency estimation . The
index co uld he lp to interpret flood growth curves and design hydrograp hs, and
w ould p rovid e an additional criterion on which to assess catchme nt sim ilarity
w he n se lecting catchments for pooled analysis (see 3 16).
Section 12.3 suggests a way of summarising stream networks fro m digital
data in a manner independent of the scale at w hich maps are draw n . This might
lead to me asu res o f stre am topo logy and d rainage de nsity re -e nte ring the
characterisatio n of catchments.

12.5 Trend detection
Trends in UK flood peaks have been examine d by Robson et al. ( 1998), and
findings are su mmarised in Box 12.1. Related studies indicated the greater p ow e r
of peaks-over-thresh old (Pon series, in compariso n w ith annual maximum series,
for detecting n on-stationary behaviour.

Box 12.1 Trends in UK flood peaks (Robsonet al., 1998)
• No significant trends were found in the annual count of peaks-over-threshold (POT)
events for 1941-1980 andannual maxima for 1941-1990;
• The confounding effect of climatic variation means that trends associated with landuse change can neither be easily identified nor readilydismissed;
• Even though trend has not been detected, the observed year-to-year fluctuations in
the data could have important consequences for flood design and trend analyses;
• Although the study provided no conclusive proof that climatic change has affected
fluvial flood behaviour in the UK, this does not mean that effects are not occurring;
• The sensitivity of assessments to climatic conditions in the period of record provides
a strong reason for continuing data collection.
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Current opinion is that global climate change could lead to significant changes
in UK rainfall regimes (see $7.1). Robs on et a l. (1998) have shown the importance
of long records, and the value of POT data series, in attempting to detecting
underlying trends in the frequency and magnitudes of UK flood peaks. There is
scope for a similar study of daily rainfall extremes. This would be facilitated if
researchers had unfettered access to UK rainfall records when undertaking strate gic
studies in the national interest. The power to detect climate change effects on
extreme rainfalls would be strengthened by the further computerisation of pre1961 UK rainfall record s.
The ability to anticipate the likely impact of a projected trend in climate or
land-use is an important strength of the continuous simulation approach to flood
frequency estimation (see 9. 6).

12.6 Flood runoff effects of development
Most land-use change has an adverse effect on flood frequency, with urbanisation
(4 9.3) the most widespread and dramatic. Current flood frequency estimation
methods are not well su ited for use in catchment planning and development
control (see Chapte r 8). While w hole ca tchme nt mod elling ($9.6) wi ll assist
w ith the former, there is an urgent need for research to underpin design methods
for local control of increased runoff arising from development. There is little
doubt that greater use should be made of source-control methods, including
infiltration drainage (Bettess, 1996). However, research is needed to determin e
the conditions under which particular remediation techniques succeed or fail.

12. 7 Closure
Section 12.1 discusses uncertainty in flood frequency estimates. There is uncertainty
also in the political weight attached to flooding and flood risk. Single episodes are
capable of changing public perceptions and expectations overnight, as severe
flooding in central England and mid Wales demonstrated in April 1998.
To end with an aphorism : extreme events sometimes change p er cep tions
of flood frequency, and often change es tima tes of flood frequency. However,
only a change to the catchment itself (e.g. land-use change), or a climatic trend or
shift, changes the a ct ua l flood risk. As more data arrive, and better methods
evolve , we expect our estimate to approach the actual flood risk more closely.
If there is one factor that acts against this expectation, it is the caprice of
climate . At the most basic level: how does one distinguish a river with an inherently
volatile flood regime, from one that has simply had a bad run of floods? By
introducing pooling-groups based on hydrological similarity rather than geographical
region - and providing diagnostic tools - the FEH allows the user to judge whether
a catchment may be intrinsically unusual, rather than unusual only in its largest
observed floods. Thus, the change of methodology strikes directly at the big issue :
"Does the catchment have an unusual flood regime , or has it won the lottery?"
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Appendix A Return period, risk and resampling
This appendix introduces some statistical termin ology and concepts used in the
Handbook. Sections A. l and A.2 discuss the meaning of return periods and how
to assess the risk of expe riencing a rare flood within a given timeframe. Section
A.3 intro duces the less familiar topic of resampling methods.

A. 1 Return period
The return period is a measure of the rarity of an event: the longer the return
period, the rarer the event. The return period is sometimes referred to as the
recurrence interval. Formally, there are two definitions of the return period of a
flood peak Q
• The return period on the peaks-over-threshold (POD scale,
average interval between floods exceeding Q;

T

is the

• The return period on the annual maximum scale, T, is the average
interval between years containing one or more floods greater than Q.

T..o
Tis the more p recise definition of flood rarity, since it co nsiders all large
floods. However, for many purposes, it is conv enient to use T,,
The difference betw een T,, and T,, is generally unimportant for return
periods longer than about 20 years. When required at shorter return periods,
values can be exchanged using Langbein's formula, which can be written:
or

1/ T

= - In

a - 1/ T,)

It is important to remember that I,,, repre sents the average interval between
years containing large floods, not the average interval between large floods. There
is always an interval of one year between one year and the next. Thus, T,.M
never
takes a value less than 1.0. The recipro cal, 1/ T,, can be interp reted as the annual
exceedance probabili ty. For UK conditions, there is generally no serial dependence
in annual maxima, i.e . floods in one year are unrelated to floods in the p revious
year. Thus, the a nnua l ex ceeda nce p robab ility (AE P) defines the probability
that a flood greater than Q will occur during any one year.
In the FEH, return period is generally measured on the annual maximum
scale, and the notation T,, is abbreviated to T. The flood peak with a return
period of Tyears is denote d by , , and referred to as the T-yea r flood .

A.2 Risk equation
In assessing flood risk, it is helpful to be able to relate the design standard -expressed as a return period T - to the risk of a d es ig n ex ceeda nce w ithin a
lifetime of interest. Usually, this will be the intended working life of th e structure ,
but evaluations using the intended working life of its designer may also be of
interest! It can be shown (see 3 Additi ona l Note 11.1) that the risk, r, of experiencing
one or more exceedances of the T-year flood in a period of M years is:
r = 1 - ( 1 - 1/ 7)%

(A .1)
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The risk equation reveals some curious p roperties. A risk of 0.5 represents an
even chance . Thus, the rarity of the flood that has an even chance of being
experienced at least once in M years is found by solving:

0.5 = 1 - 1 - 1/ 7 %
This yields:
T = 1/ 1 - 0.51/09

For example, the flood with an even chance of being experienced at least once in
50 years is the 73-year flood . In general, the expected largest flood in a period of
M years has a return period about 1.45 to 1.50 times M years, for the record
lengths typically of inte rest 1 .5 applie s when M = 10, 1.45 applies whenM>50).
The probability of experiencing the 100-year flood a t lea st o nce in 100
years can be found by setting T=lO0 and M=lO0 in Equation A.1, yielding:
r = 1 - ( 1 - 1/ 100)100

0.63

For most values of Tof interest, there is a risk of nearly two-thirds of experiencing
a flood worse than the T-year flood in a period of T years.

A.3 Resampling methods
The conventional app roach to assessing uncertainty is to make a distributional
assumption (e .g. that the logarithms of annual maximum floods are Normally
distributed) and to estimate the uncertainty in the statistic of interest (e .g. the
mean) using a theoretical formula. This approach can have disadvantages: the
assumption may be unreasonable, it may not be uniquely appropriate (i.e. another
assumption might be equally reasonable) , and the user needs to know the relevant
theoretical formula. In some situations, there may not be a workable theoretical
solution.
Res amp ling me thods offer an alternative approach to assessing uncertainty.
The methods include p er m uta tion tes ting , boot-s trap p ing and j ac k-k nifing ,
and have potentially wide application in hydrology. They can also be used to
explore the significance of differences between datasets, and to test for possible
trend . They have three particular merits: the basic concept is relatively simple ,
they require relatively little specialist skill to apply, and they are non-parametric.
The last feature means that no assu mption is required about the parent distribution
from which the data sample is thought to derive . Although not a cure-all, resampling
methods allow the non-specialist to get some idea about uncertainties. The
resampling app roach does not feature in older statistical textbooks because the
methods w ere impractical before the advent of very powerful computers.
A.3.1 Where resampling methods can help

Exp lori ng uncert a inty Consider the case where a measure, such as the.median
annual flood (QMED) or the average unit hydrograph time-to-peak ( Tp) , has been
estimated from a relatively small or highly variable sample of data. Resampling
can explore the s amp ling error , i.e. the uncertainty in the estimate that arises
from evaluating the measure from a relatively small or highly variable data sample
(see $A.3.4).
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As ses si ng d ifferences Another question that can arise is whether two catchments,
or two sets of flood data, exhibit a significant difference. Resampling cannot judge
whether the aspect of hydrological behaviour selected is the most relevant, or
whether the chosen measure has characterised it adequately. But resampling can
allow a test to be made of w hether, in terms of the chosen measure, the two data
samples are significantly different (see $A.3.5).
Check ing f or trend A further question is whether time-series data exhibit trend.
Resampling cannot judge whether a trend reflects natural variab ility or systematic
change . However, permutation methods can test whether an ap p a rent trend
could have arisen by chance (see $A.3.3).
A.3.2 Balanced resampling in brief

Resampling methods assume that the sample of data provides all that is known
about the variable. Each observation is assumed to be of equal importance . The
basic idea of resamp ling is to use the observed sample to generate additional
hypothetical samples, or res a mp les . The uncertainty in the statistic of interest for
the observed sample is then judged by looking at the variability of the statistic
across all the resamp les.
Resamp les are formed by random selection from the observed sample .
There are several ways of arranging this. In balanced re s a mp ling , the N values
comprising the observed sample are replicated B times. A typical choice for B is
199 or 1999. The replicated datasets are then merged to provide a super-sample
of BN values. These values are randomly re-ordered (i.e. mixed up) and redivided into B samples of size N. Balanced resampling gets its name because ,
when the resamples are considered as a batch, each of the observed da ta values
appears the same number of times. This evenhandedness is not achieved in simpler
resampling schemes such as s amp ling w ith r ep lacement , in which the resamples
are obtained by repeated sampling from the actual dataset of size N, the selected
observation being immediately returned to the pool so that it is available for
reselection.
The analysis proceeds by deriving the statistic of interest for each resample
in turn. A confidence interval for the statistic is obtained by ordering the derived
statistics by magnitude , and counting in from either end . For example , the 95%
confidenc e interval is delimite d by the 5" smallest and 5" largest of 199 values, or
by the 50 smallest and 50 largest values of 1999 resamp les (but see also $A.3.6).
A strength of the resampling approach is that it can be applied to co nstruct
a confidence interval for an unusu al or unfamiliar statistic, in circumstances where
a theoretical solution may be difficult or impractical.
A.3.3 Checking for trend by permutation testing

Consi der a flood series that provides annual maxima for m years {g, , ,, ... g, ...
2,), wh ere the subscript t reminds that the values are in time sequence rather
than ordered by magnitude . An example is provided in Figure A. 1. Does the timeseries exhibit long-term trend?
One app roach is to fit a le ast-squares regression line, and to test whether
the gradient is significantly different from zero. The test requires several assumptions,
one of which is that the residuals from the regression line are Normally distributed.
P e rmuta tion testing avoids ma king this last assumption. The null hy p othes is
is the default behaviour to be tested . In this case, the null hypothesis is that there
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Time-series of annual maximum floods, Welland at Ashley (3 102 1); the fitted
line is derived by ordinary least-squares regression

is no trend . If this is true, any permutation of the data is as equally likely to have
occurred as the actual observed se quence .
In the permutation approach , the observed sequence of d ata values is
permuted at random, and the regression analysis repeated. By making many su ch
experiments (perhaps analysing 199 or 1999 pe rmuted samp les), it is possib le to
judge w hethe r the regression gradie nt for the observed seque nce is unusu ally
high or low . If a 95% significance level is used, the gradient w ou ld be judged
significantly d ifferent from ze ro if it lies in the top 2.5% or the botto m 2.5% of
those found in the pe rmutation experime nts. Whe re 1999 pe rmutations have been
used, the rele vant compariso ns are with the 50" highest and the 50 lowest of the
1999 experim ental gradie nts.
The avo idance of having to assume that the residuals about the regre ssion
line are Normally distributed seems to be a relatively small prize . In the case of
the 12-year annu al maximum series for the We lland at Ashley (Figure A. l ) , the
trend is judged to be statistically insignificant (at the 95% level, by either approach.
The exam ple illustrates the exte nt to which the eye sees a tre nd but does not
readily re giste r that it may have arisen by chance .
Th e pe rmutation app roach comes into its ow n w hen testing a group of data
series for joint evidence of long-term trend . For examp le , Robso n et a l. ( 1998) test
for trends in the number of peaks-ove r-threshold (POT) flood eve nts in the UK as
a w hole . Th is is achieved by permuting the data in year-blocks: a device that
preserves the inter-site dependence evide nt in the real data.
The pe rmutation ap proach can also be used to test the significance of a
su dde n change , o r s tep -cha ng e , in a time-series. In this case , the statistic of
interest might be taken to be the differe nce between the me ans o f the first and
second halve s of the time-series. This is a slightly less-w ell be haved proble m . If
the apparent step-change has arisen by chance , its p osition in the se que nce is o f
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no significance . Thus, choosing to break the time-series into two at the position of
the apparent break-point introduces a small bias which means that the null
hypothesis w ill be rejected slightly too easily.
A.3.4 Exploring uncertainty in a flood statistic

The flood reco rd for the Bourne at Hadlow (40006) is 29 years long. This sounds
to be long enough to provide a relatively good estimate of the mean annual flood
QBAR, but how good?
For this station , annual maximum flood peak data are available for 29 years
(see Appendix B of Volume 3). The mean annual flood is estimated as the arithmetic
mean of the 29 values, yielding QBAR = 9.41 m?s ' . Figure A.2 illustrates the
values of QBAR obtained from 199 balanced resamples (see $A.3.2). The 5 smallest
and 5 largest values provide an approximate 95% confidence interval for the
estimate 0f (6.92, 13.56) m?s ' or 9. 41 - 2.49, 9.41 + 4.15) m?s' . For somewhat
obscure reasons (see $A.3.6), it is appropriate to reverse the confidence intervals
to yield 9. 41 - 4.15, 9.41 + 2.49) m?s' or 5. 26, 11.90) m?s' .
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Figure A.2

Empirical distribution of resampled OBAR values for the Bourne at Hadlow (40006);
the estimates derive from a 29-y ear annual maximum series; the five highest and
five lowest of the 199 resampled values are shaded.

Confidence intervals obtained by resampling are not unique . Table A l
illustrates the confidence intervals obtained in three different trials using 199
resamp les, and a fourth trial using 1999 resamples.
The right-hand column of Table A.1 p resents 95% confidence intervals for
the median annual flood, QMED. This is the index flood adopted in the FEH. For
records longer than 13 years, QMED is generally estimated as the samp le median
of the ann ual maxima. In this example, there are an odd number of annual maxima,
and the median always coincides with one of the flood values in the observed
series. In consequence, so too do the upper and lower confidence limits. This
explains the limited variety of confidence intervals found in the four trials.
The Bourne at Hadlow flood series illustrates one of the reasons why the
FEH prefers to use QMED rather than QBAR as the index flood. The series includes
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Table A. 1 Confidence in tervals tor QMED and OBAR, Boume at Hadlow (40006), derived by
balanced resampi n g and reversal technique (see $A.3. 6); in the 'varied 4th' trial, an
excep tional annual maximum is omitted.

Number of
resamples

Trial

Estimate and 95% confidence
interval for QBAR(m?s ')

Estimate and 95% confidence
intervalfor QMED(m' s' )

1st

199

9.41 (5.26, 11.90)

6.77 (3.8 1, 8.02)

2nd

199

9.41 (5.39, 12. 18)

6.77 (3.8 1, 8.02)

3rd

199

9.4 1 (5.34 , 12.01)

6.77 (3.8 1, 8.16)

4th

1999

9.4 1 (5.44 , 12. 10)

6.77 (3.8 1, 8.02)

Varied 4th

1999

7.73 (6.38 , 9.03)

6.64 (5.52, 9.73)

the exceptional flood of 15 Septemb er 1968 (estimated peak of 56.6 m?s '). The
bottom row in the table shows the estimates (and confidence intervals) when
QMED and QBAR are evaluated from 28 annual maxima, omitting the excep tional
value of 56.6 m?s' . Whereas the sample mean (QBAR) changes from 9.41 to
7.73 m?s ', the sample median ( QMED) changes only from 6.77 to 6.64 ms'. This
reflects the fact that the median is an intrinsically more stable (o r robust) measure
than the mean; i.e . it is less sensitive to unusual data values.
A.3.5 Assessing differences in flood seasonality

The flood record for the Skerne at Preston le Skerne (25020) is 16 years long.
There is a much longer record for the nearby Browney at Burn Hall (24005). Are
the catchments sufficiently similar to justify using stati on 25020 as a donor catchment
(see 3 .3) when estimating flood frequency at Preston le Skerne? One w ay of
assessing the similarity of flood behaviour is to compare the seasonality of flooding
at the two sites.
Figure A.3 illustrates the dates of the 48 largest floods recorded in the 16
water-years commencing 1 Octob er 1976. This is the period of record in common
between the two stations. The cross-hair in each diagram denotes the centroid of
24005 Browney @ Burn Hall

25020 Skerne

@

Pr eston le Skerne

Apr 1

Apr 1
URBEXT = 0.038

URBEXT = 0.027

e,

·.°
•

Jul 1
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Figure A.3
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the flood dates for the observed sample (see 3 Additional Note 16.1) . The other
symbols denote the ten most distant centroids for 199 balanced resamp les (see
$A.3.2), and indicate an informal 95% confidence zone for the centroid of flood
dates. Neither centroid falls ou tside the confidence zone constructed for the other
station . Thus there is no evidence to suggest that the flood seasonalities are
significantly different, encouraging use of station 24005 as a donor catchment for
estimating floods at Preston le Skem e.
A more formal approach would derive a confidence interval for the difference
in centroids expressed as a vector, using balanced resampling across years.
A.3.6 Interval reversal when constructing confidence intervals by
balanced resampling

The argument for interval reve rsal is as follows, based on Faulkne r and Jones
(1999). Analysis of the original sample yields the value x..m for the statistic being
considered . The resampling experiments suggest that, if X w ere the true value,
95% of sample values would lie in X,, X,,), where X, and X,,are the lower and
upper percentile values derived from resampling. Hence, 95% of errors are
expected to lie in therang e (X,', - ' , ). However, for the original dataset,
the real error is X sam - X true . Hence, in 95% of cases, X sam - X Lue lies in
- X sam,
X,, - X sam) . It follows that in 95% of cases, X true - X sam lies in X sam - y¥ , X sam - «Y ) ,
confirming that the intervals are reversed to that intuitively expected. When
follow ing this approach , it is convenient to construct the confidence interval as

2X. - , 2X. - X2
A.3.7 Further information

Efron (1982) introduces resampling methods. The concept of balanced resampling,
and app lications to circular data (e .g. Figure A.3), are discussed by Fisher (1993).
Balanced resampling is used in Volume 2 to derive confidence intervals for rainfall
growth estimates, b ased on Faulkner and Jone s (1999) .
Permutation sampling is used in Volume 3 Chapter 21 to check for nonstatio nary effe cts (i.e . trend a nd step -changes) in individual flood series.
Recommendations are also made for testing for regional trend in flood behaviour,
based on Robson et al. (1998).
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Appendix B Joint probability problems
Jointp robability is a convenient label for a difficult type of problem in engineering
design in which a critical condition depends on two or more input factors.
Hydrological examples include extreme water level estimation in a tidally influenced
river and flood frequency estimation downstream of a confluence . Where possible,
it may be sensible to avoid joint probability problems (see Section B.5) or to
engage an expert. This appendix seeks to illustrate why joint probability problems
are difficult to so lve, and to introduce something of their language and properties
to a w ider audience . Pugh and Vassie (1980), Ibidapo-Ob e and Beran (1988),
Coles and Tawn 1 994), Dix on and Tawn (1994) and Jon es (1998) provide important
treatments, but none is both definitive and digestible .

B. 1 Some examples
In the more obvious joint probability problems, the critical co ndition has more
than one prime cause . For example , an extreme water level at a co nfluence of
tributaries arises when one or both rivers are in spate . Another example is in a
river's tidal reach, in which flooding arises from a river flood, a surge tide, or a
combination of high river-flow and high tide . A less familiar example is river
flooding on a catchment prone to snowmelt, where floods arise from rainfall,
snowmelt or a combination of rainfall and snowmelt.
In other joint probability problems, the critical condition has only one
prime cause but the impact is strongly influenced by secondary factors. For example,
maximum water levels in a tide-locked storm-sewer system are produced by
heavy rain in the drainage area. The state of the tide has an important influence
on the maximum water level reached but cannot alone cause a flood. Another
exa mple is wind-induced wave run-up on the shore of a lake. While an extreme
wind speed is required for a critical condition, the wind direction strongly influences
the impact. A slightly less familiar example is river flooding on a highly permeable
catchment, for which the flood impact of heavy rain is strongly influenced by
concurrent groundwater, and/ or soil-water, conditions.

Table B. 1 A classifica tion of j oint probability problems
Type A: More than one prime cause

Type B: One prime cause but one or
more secondary factors

Water level at a river confluence

Wind-induced wave run-up on a lake

Water level in a tidally influenced river

Water level in a tide-locked sewer system

River flooding on a ca tchment prone to

River flooding on a highly permeable

snowmelt

catchment

Where there is a long record of the variable representing the effect typically a river flow or water level - its bivariate origin (i.e. the two ca us a l
variables) may appear to be of little consequence . However, even in such a
fortunate case , a joint probability study may be important to understand the range
of scenarios under which extreme values have occurred or might occur.
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B.2 Dice problems
The risk of experiencing a flood can be likened to the throw of a die . In any one
year, there is a 1/ Tp robability of experiencing one or more floods bigger than the
T-year event (see Section A.1). The fundamental difficulty with joint probability
problems is that nature is throwing more than one die.
It is sometimes said that the key to solving joint probability problems is to
determine w hether the input factors act independently. Certainly, it is helpful if
they are know n to act indepe ndently, o r can be shown to act effectively
independently. However, even where the input factors are truly independent,
solutions are rarely straightforward.
The throw of two dice

Dice experiments provide readily understood examples which highlight some of
the principles of solving joint probability problems, as well as their pitfalls. Example
B.1 introduces the concept of the structure fu nction. This is the function that
defines the relationship that the output variable (e.g. water level at site of interest)
takes to the input variables (e .g. tide level and rive r flow) . The examp le
demonstrates how the risk can be evaluated by considering all the possible
combinations of input values. The method is often called the mat ri x me thod .
This is a somewhat misleading name, since two matrices are always involved .
Hence , it is here termed the do ub le matrix me thod . The two matrices for Example
B.1 are given as Table s B.2 and B.3.

ExampleB.1 What is the risk of scoring 11or more witha dice pair?
Letx,denote thethrowof thefirst die, x,the
throwof theseconddie, andy theircomb
i ned
score. The relationship betweenthe inputvariables,x,andx,, andtheoutputvariable, y,
is known as the structure function. In this case it is:

y=x,+2,
The problem is solved by considering all the possibilities. In this case there are 36
(62) possible outcomes of the throw of the dice pair (see Table B.2), each of which is
equally likely (see Table 8.3). The three outcomes of interest are highlighted in the
tables. Using Pr(...) to denote probability:
Pr(y > 11)

= Pr(y = 11) + Pry = 12)
= Pr(x, = 6 & x, =5)+ Pr(x, = 5 & x, =6) + Pr(x, = 6 & x, = 6)
= (1/6).(1/6) + (1/6).(1/6) + (1/6).(1/6)
= 1/12

Thus, a combined score of 11 or more is a 1-in-12 event. Strictly, to distinguish an
unusuallyhigh score from an unusuallylow score, this should be referred to as the 1-in
12 maximum event. To recap, only three of the 36 possible outcomes of shaking two
dice yield a score of 11 orgreater. So the risk of scorin
g 11 ormore is 3/36 or 1/12.
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Table 8 .2

, =1
, =2
x, = 3
x, = 4

x, = 5
x, = 6

Table B.3

, = 1 (1/6]
, = 2 (1/6]
, = 3 (1/6]
, = 4 (1/6]
X, = 5 (1/6]
X, = 6 (1/6]

Ma trix of output values, y. where y = x, + X, and
defines the structure function for Example B. 1

x, an d x,

are dice inputs; this

x,=1

x, = 2

x, = 3

x, = 4

x, = 5

x, = 6

y
y
y
y
y
y

y=3
y=4

y=4
y=5
y=6
y=7
y=8
y=9

y=
y=
y=
y=
y=
y=

y= 6
y= 7
y= 8
y= 9
y = 10
y = 11

y= 7
y= 8
y= 9
y = 10
y = 11
y = 12

=2
=3
=4
=5
=6
=7

y=5
y=6
y=7
y=8

5
6
7
8
9
10

Ma trix of probabilities; indep endent and unbiased ca se, where x, and x, are
random integer variables uniformly distributed between 1 and 6; the p robabilities
of the individual input values are shown in square parentheses.

x, =1 (1/6]

X,

1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36

1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36

=2 [1/6]

x, =3 (1/6]

x, = 4 (1/6]

x, =5 (1/6]

x, = 6 (1/6]

1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36

1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36

1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36

1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36
1/36

Example B.2 (opposite) shows that there are no short-cut formulae for choosing
input events to ob tain an output event of desired rarity - even for the simple case
of summing two independent and identically distributed variab les. In particular,
the example show s that the product of the rarities of the input events does not
define the rarity of the resultant output event. In general, the product of the input
rarities overestimates the resultant output rarity. A corollary of this false app roach
is that design values of the output variable will be underestimated.
Some terminology

The p robabilities w ritten along the top , and down the side, of the matrix in Table
B.3 define the probability density function of x, and x, respectively. These are
often referred to as the ma rg ina l de ns ityf unctions . The matrix of probabilities
itself defines the Jo int de ns ityf unction of x, and x,. Note that the column-sums
of the matrix of probabilities make up the marginal density function of x,, and the
row-sums make up the marginal density function of x,. In the ab ove example, the
marginal density functions are identical and uniform, w ith prob abiliti es [1/ 6, 1/ 6,
1/ 6, 1/ 6, 1/ 6, 1/ 6).
The throw of two interdependent dice

Example B.3 illustrates that the effect of dependence - here defined as the tendency
for critical values of the input variables to occur together - is to increase the
frequency w ith w hich a given extreme magnitude of the output variable is
experienced . This means that dependence increases the magnitude of the outp ut
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Example 8.2 Erroneous multiplication of input-event rarities: 1-in-12
maximum score for a dice pair
lt is someti
mes mistakenl
y thoughtthat inputevents of 1-in-T, and1-in
- T,raritiescan be
comb
i ned to obtainan output eventof1-in-T,7,a
r rity.
A convenient factorisation of1/12is:
1/12 = (1/6).(1/2)
The 1-in-6 maximumscore fromone die is 6, because one out of six throws is expected
to be greater or equal to 6. The1-in
- 2 maximumscore is 4, because one intwothrows (or
three in six) will typicallybe greater or equal to 4. Thus, summing the 1-in-6 and 1-in
-2
maximum scores for theindividual dice yields a score of 10. This is less than the 1-in
- 12
maximum score for the throw of a dice pair, which Examp
l e B.1shows to be 11.
Another factorisation is:
1/12 = (1/4).( 1/3)
The 1-in
- 3 maximumscore fromone die is 5, because twoout of six throws score 5 or .
more. A 1-in-6 maximumscore is 6. The1-in
- 4 maximumscore can be thought of as 5%,
sin
c e 1-in
- 4 (i.e. 3/12) is intermediate to 1-in-3 (i.e . 4/12) and 1-in
- 6 (i.e . 2/12). Thus,
summing the1-in-4 and1-in-3 maximumscores yields 1O½. Again, this result is less than
the 1-in-12 maximumscore for the dice pair.
It transpires that the1-in-12 maximumscore of 11couldbe synthesised by summing the
1-in-3 maximum event for one die and the 1-in-6 maximum event for the other. This
conclusion is reached by considering all thecombinations. Note that theproduct of the
input rariti es (1-in-3 and 1-in
- 6) overestimates theresultant output rarity (i.e. yieldin
g 1-in
18 rather than1-in-12).
Even in cases where a particular combination of input rarities can be found that yields the
required output rarity,the approach is stillflawed. This is simply demonstrated. In the
above examp
l e, thediethro ws,x,andx,,areidentically distr
ibuted.Thedice aretherefore
interchangeable, and there is nojustttication forsynthesising the extreme event from the
dice pair in a manner that attaches greater importance to one die than the other.

variable of a given rarity. If the de pendence structure is known, and there are no
additional complications (such as serial dependence in the input values), the risk
assessment p roceeds as in the independent case ; but these are two big ifs in
practical problems.

8 .3 How flooding problems differ from dice problems
B.3.1 Setting up the joint probability problem

The first task is to choose an output variable to represent the critical eff ect . In the
dice problem (Section B.2), the effect - a high score - is represented directly and
unequivocally. In a flooding problem, the output variable is often the maximum
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Example B.3 What is the risk of scoring 11 or more with unbiased but
interdependent dice, in which the twodie scores never differby
more than one?
The first step is to determine the matrix of probabi
liti es (Table 8.4). In this case, the
matrix is tridiagonal rather than uniform (contrast with Table 8.3). The problem is again
solved by considering all the possible outcomes. As before:

Pry 2>1) = Pry = 11) + Pry = 12)
= Pr(x, = 6 & x,=5) + Pr(x, = 5 & x, = 6) + Pr(x, = 6 & x, = 6)

However, for the interdependent dice pair, this yields:

Pr(y> 11) = 1/18 + 1/18 + 2/18 = 2/9
Thus, a combined score of 11 is now a much morefrequent event than in the independent
case, with a risk of 2/9 rather than1/12.
Note that evaluation of the2-in
- 9 (i.e. 8-in-36) maxim
um event involvesjust thethree
highlighted elements of thematrix inTable 8.4, whereasrtinvolves eight or moreelements
in the independent case. FromTable 8.3, the 2-in-9 maximumevent in the independent
case can be assessed to be a score of 9½. This illustrates that the effect of dependence
is to concentrate theprobability of occurrence into particular partsof the matrixof output
values.

Table B.4

x, = 1
,
x,
x,
x,
x,

=2
=3
=4
=5
=6

Matrix of probabilities: a dependent but unbiased ca se, where x , and x, are integer
variables uniformly distributed between 1 and 6 but are constrained to differ by no
more than one

=4

x, = 1

x, = 2

x, = 3

X,

2/ 18
1/18
0
0
0
0

1/18
1/ 18
1/18
0
0
0

0
1/ 18
1/18
1/18
0
0

0
0
1/ 18
1/ 18
1/18
0

X,

=5

0
0
0
1/18
1/18
1/ 18

x, = 6
0
0
0
0
1/18
2/18

w ater level, w hich acts as a surrogate for the undesired effect (e .g. inundation of
property).
The in put variables are chosen to represent the ca us es of the undesired
event. In the dice problem, the causes of the extreme output value are fully
specified by the inp ut variables (i.e . the individual die scores) . The causes of a
flooding problem are, in contrast, difficult to specify precisely. In a fluvial-tidal
reach , the peak magnitudes of the river flow and sea level are clearly important but so too are the shapes of the fluvial and tidal hydrographs, and the relative
timing of their peaks.
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If a joint probability analysis is to be feasible , it is necessary to represent
the causes of the flood within a small number of summary variables. For some
fluvial-tidal p roblems on slowly responding catchments, Jones (1998) suggests
that the 6-hou r mean river flow and the 6-hour maximu m sea level can suffice as
the primary input variables. The choice of six hours reflects the time over which
most UK tidal basins alternately fill and empty.Jones refers to this as time -blocking ;
the formal input and output variables represent summaries of more complicated
behaviour within time-blocks (see $B.3.5). Some exploratory analysis may be
necessary to understand the prototype system before choosing the input variables.
A particular concern is to ensure that the chosen inputs adequately rep rese nt all
the situations under which an extreme output value can occu r. How eve r,
compromises may be necessary to match the study to the type of data available
for analysis.
B.3.2 Structure functions and system models

Consider a joint probability problem in which an extreme value of the outp ut
variable , y , arises if one or both of two input variables, x, and x,, are high. As in
all joint probability methods, it is necessary to know or develop a model that
represents the relationship that the output variable takes to the input variables.
This is the structure function:
( B .l )

In the dice problems (SB.2) , the structure function provides an exact model
of the system: y = x , + x,.In flooding problems, the structure function has to relate
the chos en output variable to the chos en input variables, as emphasised by
Ibidapo-Ob e and Beran ( 1988). A detailed model of the prototype system - e .g. of
time-varying flows and water levels in a fluvial-tidal reach - is not itself the
structure function. Occasionally, the structure function may be derived by regression
modelling using direct measurements from the prototype system. However, this
approach will be sensitive to the particular samp le of triplets (a,, 3,, y ) observed,
and may not extrapolate satisfactorily to more extreme events. More typically, the
structure function is derived by regression analysis of results obtained from extensive
runs of a hydraulic model. In fluvial-tidal probl ems , the system model may be a
trusted computational model of the entire reach : from the (fluvial) section where
river flows are measured to the (tidal) section at which sea levels are measured or
can be inferred. In other cases, a scaled model in a hydraulics laboratory may be
used. It is possible to exte nd the structure function formulation (Equation B. l) by
including an error term to allow for the fact that an exact relationship does not
hold.
An example of a structure function for a fluvial-tidal problem is given in
Figure B.1. The lines indicate maximum water level at a site subject to fluvial-tidal
influence . The levels are conditional on a given peak sea-level x and daily mean
river-flow x, and derive from a computational hydraulic model of the tidal Thames.
The diagram also shows paired observations of the input variables (x, , 2, ) .
B.3.3 Failure regions
It is instructive to plot th e structu re functio n for the threshold value of y

corresponding to failure (see Figure B.2). Combinations of input values that yield
an output value greater than the critical threshold define the f ailure reg io n .
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Fig ure B. 1

Structure function for p eak water-level (m) at Eel Pie Island, London, conditional on p eak
sea-level (m) at Southend and daily mean river-flow (m3 S"') at Tedding ton; paired
observations of sea le vel and river flow are also shown.

The structure function is a summary model that relates the output variable to the input
variables chosen for use in the joint probabilityanalysis. It will often derive from a
detailed model of the prototype system: perhaps, one formulated and calibrated in a
prior study.
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Shap es of failure regions: in the shaded zone, paired inp uts p recipita te failure
(adap ted from Coles and Ta wn, 1994)

Cases A and B are p erhaps most typical of joint p robab ility p roblems in flood
estimation. In Case A, failure occurs readily if both variables are moderate ly extreme ,
so any dependence betwee n the variable is likely to be influ ential. De pendence is
like ly to be less impo rtant in Case B, where failure arise s if e ither variab le is
sufficiently extreme . Cases C and D represent exceptional situations. Dependence
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would be highly influential and damaging in Case C, where an extreme value of
both variables is required to trigger failure. In Case D, an extre me value of x, or
xc, always precipitates failure ; in this situation, inte rvariable depend enc e would
beneficially reduce the freque ncy with which failures occur.
B.3.4 Event definition

Interest in extremes
In dice problems, it is reasonable to consider all the possible values of the input
variables. The extreme values are essentially of similar character to the main body
of values, only higher. The throw of a five or six does not demand any special
treatment in the analysis. Flooding problems p resent several differences. First, the
input variables can take a very wide range of values, many of which are ordinary
while only a few are extreme . There is particular interest in the few extreme
values, and in their individual magnitudes.
The interest in extremes leads naturally to extreme value analyses, in which
all independent events above a threshold are examined (see Volume 3). Annual
maximum analysis is less suitable in joint probability problems, because annual
maxima of the input variab le s often come from entirely different (i.e . nonconcurrent) events. An exception may lie in some confluence problems where
there is strong dependence between the input variables. More generally, a type of
peaks-over-threshold (Po n approach to defining independent extreme events is
needed .
Ordering and serial independence
Ordering and serial independence are central concepts in the analysis of extremes.
In the univariate case, the POT events are o rdered by the magnitude of the
variable of interest, often the instantaneous peak value. In joint probability problems,
the events are ordered by reference to the structure function. The ordering cannot
be made from the input data alone , since this would not reflect features arising
from their interaction .
In the dice example, each observation is se ri ally indep ende nt : there is no
carry-over or memory effect. This is not the case with most environmental data,
and serial dependence in hourly rainfall, river-flow and tidal data complicates the
interpretation of the frequency of extreme values. In the univariate case , it is
possible to app ly relatively simple criteria to ensure that POT events selected for
analysis are (serially) independent (see 3 23).
Defining independent events is less straightforward in the multivariate case.
Consider that both tributaries in a confluence flood estimation problem respond
to an intense storm, and that the flood peaks arrive at different times. In
conseque nce, they yield a sustained high flow , rather than an extreme flood, at
the subject site . How is this to be represented in the joint probability analysis?
One possibility is to use three input variables: two primary variables defining the
peak e .g. 3-hour) flow s on each tributary, and a secondary variable defining their
relative arrival times at the confluence . In this example , it is possible to tum to
rainfall data to confirm that the tributary floods are associated with the same
meteorological event. A minor complication is that the secondary variable is
undefined w hen a flood occurs on only one tributary. Fluvial-tidal flood problems
give rise to somewhat different considerations, principally because one of the
input variables (sea level) is periodic.
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B.3.5 Time-blocking

For flood estimation at river sections where the tidal influence is strong, it is often
known that peak water levels occur close to high tide . Along most of the UK
shoreline, high tides have a dominant periodicity of 12.4 hours.
Ibidapo-Obe and Beran (1988), and Jones (1998), suggest that fluvial-tidal
problems can often be treated by allowing one potential flood event per high
tide. Flood events defined under this arrangement can in many cases be deemed
to be serially independent. It is then possible to infer the frequency of an event in
terms of the mean number of times per year that the condition is exceeded , there
being about 705 potential events (i.e. high tides) per year. On slowly responding
river systems, or where drainage from the rive r reach is constrained by gates or
barriers, flood events may extend over two or more high tides, complicating the
definition of serially independent events (e .g. see Thompson and Law , 1983).
Although also useful in other approaches e. g. B. 5.4), the concept of timeblocking is particularly helpful when applying the double matrixmethod to fluvialtidal problems. This is illustrated next. Section B.6 points to more advanced methods
based on the analysis of multivariate extremes (e.g. Coles and Tawn , 1994).

B.4 Summary of the double matrix method
The double matrix method is summarised, with brief reference to steps in the
solution of a fluvial-tidal flood estimation problem. The p res enta tion is not
defi nitive a nd s ho uld no t be interpreted a s a reco mme nda tio n to us e the
me tho d. The discussion reveals facets of joint probability problems that are also
relevant when seeking to apply more formal statistical treatments (see $B.6).
B.4.1 Choosing the output variable and the input variables

The first task is to set up the joint probability problem, by choosing the output and
input variables (Example B.4a).

Example B.4a

Setting up the problem

Consider as an example a fluvial-tidal problem for which 20 years of concurrent river
flow and sea level data are available at hourly interval. The peak water level at the
subject site is taken as the output variable. Using the time-blocking approach of Jones
(1998), the input variables are taken as the6-hour mean river flow and the 6-hour
maximum sea level. A 20-year record yields 20 x 365¼ x 24/12.4 = 14139 6-h
o ur
periods centred on tidal peaks.

B.4.2 Converting from continuous to discrete variables

In flood problems, a,, 3, and y will usually be con tinuous variables, capable of
taking any value, or any non-negative value . To invoke the double matrix method
the input variables are first converted from continuous to discrete form.The simplest
approach is to represent x, by its emp irical density fu nction,
i.e. the distribution
of values observed in the data sample . This can be formed by choosing regular
class intervals on x,, e .g. allocatin g all river flows between 0.5 and 1.5 m?s ' to
one interval (to which a value of 1 m?s ' can be assigned), all values between 1.5
and 2.5 m?s to the next interv al, and so on. However, it can be advantageous to
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Example B.4b

Evaluating the marginal density function via the cumulative
distribution

The6-hourmeanriver flowthat is exceeded in0.01%of high-tide periods can be estimated
dir
e ctly fromthedata,as a weighted average ofthelargest and2° largestvalues, since
14139/10000 = 1.4. Percenta ge points of the remainder of the (cumulative) distribution
function can be obtained insim
i lar fashion; for examp
l e, the 14 largest value provides
an estimate of the value exceeded in0.10%ofhigh tides, since 14 139x10/ 10000 = 14.
The marginal densityfunctionsthus derived have irregular class intervals but observations
in each interval are equiprobable, with a probabilityof 0.0001. Thesame procedure can
be used to obtain percentage points of the empirical distribution of tidal peaks.

transform the data w hilst forming the marginal de nsity fu nction .
For illustrative purposes , Example B.4b transforms the marginal de nsities
to a discrete uniform distributio n, so that observations in each class interval are
e quiprobable . Th is sustains the analogy w ith die throws. In some joint p robability
p roblems, the re lative import ance of the input va riables is in itially u ncle ar.
Transforming the margina l density functions to uniform has the benefit of bringing
the inpu t variables to a common base , helping to avoid preconceptio ns.
A technique such as ker ne l de ns ity es tima tio n (e .g. Scott, 1992) can be
used to smooth the e mpirical de nsity function. This is a d is tribution -free method ,
in the sense that it avoids making a specific assumption that the variable follow s
a particular type of distribution .
O ptio nally, a theo retical distribution, such as the Normal or Log-Normal
distribution , can b e fitted as part of the process of converting the inp ut variables
to discrete form . In add ition to smoothing the marginal density function, this
assists in representing in p ut va lues more extreme than sampled in the dataset.
Coles and Taw n ( 1994) transform the input variable s to a unit Frechet d istribution
in a more formal approach than the double matrix method (see B. 6).
8 .4.3 Sett ing up the matrix of probabilities
Th e matrix of probabilities can be based either on the empirical joint density
function, or on an assu med or fitted theoretical model. Unlike the marginal density
functions, derivation of the joint density demands concurre nt records of the input
variab le s (see Example B.4c).

ExampleB.4c

A fluvialti dal probl
em:setting up the matrix of probabilities
empirically

The percentage points of the cumulative distribution of x,areused to define class intervals
to run across the top of the matrix. Those forx,define class intervals to run down the
side. This defines a 100 x 100 matrix or a 10000 x 10000 matrix, according to whether
wholepercentage poin
t s or 0.01% poin
t s have been used. Pair
e d observations(x,, X,)
in the common period of record are assigned to cellsof the matrix and a joint frequency
histogram constructed. The empirical joint density function is then obtained by dividing
the counts by the total number of paired observations.
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If it can be show n that the input variables act indep endently, the matrix of
p robabilities can be compiled very much more easily: by simply multip lying the
marginal p robab ilities (see $B.4.8). Thi s must not be confused w ith the e rroneous
multiplication of input-event rarities (recall Examp le B.2).
B.4.4 Sett ing up the matrix of output values
The matrix of output values is set up by applying the structure function (see
$B.3.2) to each combination of input values. In practice , attention can focus on
those paired values of x, and x, that yie ld a y value near to the thre shold of
interest (see $B.3.3), avoidin g the need to set out the whole matrix.The requirement
is to dis tinguish those pairs a,,x,) which yield y values gre ater than the thresh old
from those w hich do not.
B.4.5 Assessing inter-variable dependence
Dependence is a tende ncy for potentially critical values of the input variables to
occur together more fre que ntly than by chance alone . The opposite te nde ncy can
be termed co unter-dep ende nce .
A natural way to check for dependence is a scatter-plot of the input variables,
using paired va lues a,,3, ) draw n fro m the comm on perio d of record . The
co rrelation coefficient provides a simple measu re of dependence . For some structure
functions, the failure region is such that extreme values of the output variable are
typically trigge red by an extreme value of o ne input variable only (e .g. Case B in
Figure B.2) . In su ch situations, the ordinary correlation coefficient may be something
of a blunt instrument. First, its value w ill be influe nced by the transformations
chosen for the input variables. Second, the correlation coefficient evaluated ove r
all observations provides a very broad measure of association w hereas the feature
influencing the extremal behaviour of the output variable may be the degree of
dependence w hen one or both input variables is extreme . The corre lation de rived
for variables tra nsformed to uniform marginal distributions is equivale nt to the
Spearman rank correlation .
B.4.6 Evaluat ing the distribution of output values
In p rincip le , th e output value that is exce eded w ith a give n freque ncy can be
evaluated in th e same w ay as for the dice examples, irresp ect ive of w hether
the inp ut va ri ab les a re indepe ndentor dep endent.
Ele ments in the matrix of
output values are cou nted in desce nding o rde r of magnitude , accumu lating the
probabilities o f occurrence along the w ay, until a value of y is found that is
exceeded w ith the required frequency. The p rocess is repeated for d ifferent target
frequencies, and the relevant section of the frequency distribution of the o utp ut
variable derive d . In p ractice , only the extreme part of the distribution is of inte rest.
Unfortunately , this is not quite the final answ er. The frequencies have to be
converted from exce edance probabilities in the total distribution of y values to
exceedance p robabilities in the distribution of extremes, most usually to annua l
excee dance probabilities (see Section A.1) . Dete rmining an app ropriate freque ncy
adjustment is not straightforward. This reflects fundamental difficulties in solving
joint probability problems : ( i) the identification of (serially) indepe nde nt eve nts
and (i i) the precise definition of the input values associated w ith a given output
event. Proble ms can sometimes be compounded by important seasonal effects.
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B.4.7 Inf erri ng the distribution of extreme output values

In order to infer the distribution of ex treme uotput values from the distribution of
a ll output values, it is necessary to know or specify the r ate of oc cu rr ence of
independent output events. In a slowly responding catchment such as the Thames
at Kingston (39001), high rive r flows are sustained for many days, and there is
scope for only about 50 indep endent events per year. In practice, this is reduced
further by seasonal effects associated with groundwater and soil moisture conditions.
In contrast, on a quickly resp onding catchment such as the Beverley Brook at
Wimbledon (39005), flood eve nts last for only a few hours. Thus, there is scope
for several thousand independent events per year and , on such a heavily urbanised
catchment, the flood p otential is ever-present. These are relatively extreme
examples. Nevertheless, in joint probability problems that seek to estimate flood
frequency at a confluence - eve n of tributaries with similar response characteristics
- the rate of occurrence of independent output events is known only rather
approximately. For example, if the rate is known only to within a factor of five ,
flood frequency at the confluence will be known only to within a factor of about
five . This is a very considerable drawback.
The derivation of an appropriate fre q u ency adj ustme nt f acto r is Jess
problematic for fluvial-tidal flood estimation problems, if it is known that a flood
can occur in any high-tide period but not otherwise . For most UK estuaries, there
are about 705 high tides per year. It is then possible to convert non-exceedance
probabilities in the double matrix method into non-exceedance probabilities per
year by taking the 705" power. On this basis, the 50-year extreme corr esponds to
a non-exceedance probability of 0.93 /70 0. 99997 in the full distribution of outp ut
values.
In practice, application of the double matrix method typically requires
extensive computations but meets no fundamental obstacle. The main concerns
about the approach are :
• Whether the choice of input variables is too restrictive;
• Whether the final freque ncy adjustment is simplistic;
• Whether the method adequately exploits w hat is known about the
extremal behaviour of the input variables.
B.4.8 Additional considerations: the independent case

Where the correlation coefficien t (or the rank correlation) between input values is
not significantly different from zero, it is reasonable to assume that the input
variables act indepe ndently. Rather than using the empirical values, the matrix of
probabilities (representing the joint density function) can be populated by the
product of the marginal probabilities. This has the important advantage of allowing
use of best estimates of the marginal density functions, rather than those based
only on paired obse rvatio ns (a,, x,) . If the input variables have been transformed
to uniform, the matrix of probabilities will be uniform, imitating the matrix in the
independe nt dice example (see Table B.3).
Where the input variable s can be shown to act independently, it may be
practical to allow the refinement of introducing a secondary variable that represents
the relative timing of the two primary inputs (e .g. Thompson and Law , 1983) . This
adds a third dimension to the matrices (of output values and probabilities) in the
double matrix method, but does not fundamentally alter the solution method.
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8 .4.9 Additional considerations: the dependent ca se

Where there is significant correlation, it is necessary to estimate the bivariate
density function for x, and x. If extensive concurrent records are available, the
empirical joint density can be used, as in Example B.4c. Otherwise , it may be
necessary to select and fit a theoretical model. These are specialised tasks, requiring
considerable statistical expertise.
In some applications, there may be little alternative but to adopt the joint
density function derived in some earlier study of a similar flooding problem blessed
with extensive records. That such an assumption may be implausible can be
illustrated for joint probability studies of coastal flooding. Once account is taken
of shoreline bathymetry and exposure , the phenomena giving rise to storm surge
and wave attack - principally, low-pressure weather systems - are likely to make
the degree of dependence between surge and waves highly site-specific.
The unce rtainty of assumptions about inte r-variable dependence - and the
typical sensitivity of results to the assumption made (e .g. Anderson et al., 1994) highlight a further underlying difficulty of solving joint p robability p roblems. The
degree of dependence between the input variables can usually only be judged
from the analysis of concurrent records. Typically, these record lengths are relatively
short in comparison to the target return period for which flood estimates are
required . Results are likely to be highly sensitive to the chance occurrence (or
non-occurrence) of one or two extreme events in the period of record in which
the input variables are jointly extreme .

B.5 A voiding j oint probability problems
Because their solution is difficult, and not always convincing, joint probab ility
problems are worth avoiding. Where possible, it is usually p referable to carry out
the extreme value analysis directly on the variable of interest, e .g. water level at
the subject site . There are several possibilities.
B.5.1 Direct analysis of output variable

A long-term record of the relevant variable is the ideal. It is worth checking for
any gauged records close to the subject site .
8 .5.2 Continuous simulation of output variable

An emerging approach to flood frequency estimation is to use hyd rological and/
or hydraulic models to simulate the variable of interest continuously s ee $9.6)
based on obse rved input data. The simulated record is then analysed as if it had
been observed . The approach has much to commend it as a w ay of avoiding joint
probability p roblems. However, it is necessary to have concurrent Jong-term records
of the relevant input variables, and a trustworthy system model.
For w ater-level estimation in a tidal river, the ideal would be to have longterm hourly records of sea level in the estuary and river flow above the tidal limit.
For water leve l estimation at a confluence , tributary flow records are needed . In
either case, it is possible to consider using hydrological models to simulate river
flow from long-term rainfall records. In the confluence p roblem , it would be
important to use rainfall records from different gauges when synthesising river
flows on the two tributa ries; oth erwise , their simulated hydrogra phs w ill be
unn aturally similar.
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Where the input variables are known to act independently, stochastic models
(e.g. Metcalfe, 1997) can be used to generate long-term data series for one or both
input variables. Techniques for generating time-series data for interdependent
variables are , however, not yet well established.
B.5.3 Episodic simulation of output variable

A variant on the above app roach is to restrict the simulation to those periods
when an extreme value of the output variable is possible . Thus, for water-level
estimation in a tidal river, simulations would be carried out only if river flow or
sea level is conducive to an extreme event. This reduces the data extraction and
computational tasks.
B.5.4 Historical emulation

There are variously named methods - e.g. trigger f unctions (Reed, 1992) and
d irect hindc a s ting (Haw kes and Hague, 1994) - which avoid both continuous
simulation and an explicit joint probability analysis. Coles and Tawn (1994) refer
to the univa ri a te s tructure va ri able ap p roac h whereas Jone s (1998) refers to
histo ri ca l em ulation .
Rather than using the syste m model to simulate the output variable
continuously, the historical emulation method initially formulates the p roblem in
a similar way to the double matrixmethod (see Section B.4). Input and output
variables are chosen and time-blocked (see $B.3.5), and the structure function is
derived based on extensive trials with the system model. The method differs from
the double matrix method by applying the structure function model to potential
flood events drawn from the historical period of record , and uses it to construct a
series of extreme output values. These are then subjected to a classical univariate
analysis.
In essence, the approach reduces the dimensionality of the estimation
problem by specifying a formula that summarises the way that the input variables
co mbine to influence the output variable . This is, of course , the structure function
$ B.3.2). The structure function model is applied throughout the pe riod of concurrent
record , e ither co ntinuously or episodically, to provide a series of output values. A
classical univariate extreme value analysis is then undertaken. R.L. Smith (discussion
to Coles and Tawn , 1994 and pers. comm.) points out that this approach is wasteful
when the input variables are independent. This is because use of the structure
function gives precedence to particular p a ired values of a,,x,) that have occurred,
when none is warranted . Put another way, the amount of information available
when analysing the set of single values f a,, x,) is reduced compared to that in the
full set of data.
The historical emulation method is relatively straightforward to ap ply, and
makes effective use of available data and resources. It is at its most useful when
understanding of the prototype system allows a confident choice of input and
outp ut variables, and provides a well-defined structure function.

B.6 Further guidance
This appendix has introduced some of the principles and pitfalls of solving joint
probability problems. The double matrix method (Sections B.2 and B.4) provides
a relatively understandable solution approach if the input variables are independent.
However, there can be uncertainty in interpreting the frequency of the extreme
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output values (see $B.4.7). Appro aches based on continuous simulation ($B.5.2)
and histo rical emulation (§B.5.4) are also worth considering.
More formal statistical methods for solving joint p robability problems have
been developed. Coles and Tawn (1994) present a multivariate extrememet
hod ,
which can be thought of as a considerable extension to, and formalisation of, the
double matrix method . One of the particular strengths of the multivariate extreme
method is that it is able to exploit best estimates of the extremal behaviour of the
input variables, rather than being limited to that judged from the period of common
record . Thus, solution of a fluvial-tidal problem could use considered estimates of
river flood frequency (e .g. by FEH Volume 3) and extreme sea level (e.g. by
Dixon and Tawn, 1994). The multivariate extreme method has also been applied
to reservoir flood safety assessment (Anderson and Nadarajah, 1993; Anderson et
al., 1994). A feature of the approach is to distinguish primary and secondary input
variables (Reed and Anderson, 1992). The secondary variables - such as antecedent
reservoir level and wind direction - have an important influence but do not in
themselves create the extreme output value . The approach allows due account to
be taken of the secondary variables without increasing the dimensionality of the
joint probability problem.
The drawback of the multivariate extreme method is that it is highly
specialised , and is not yet fully insulated from the difficulties of defining extreme
events discussed in $B.3.4. However, Coles and Tawn (1994) point to a potentially
redeeming advantage of explicitly multivariate approaches compared to univariate
methods such as those summarised in Section B.5. The latter suffer the drawback
that there is little information to help with the selection of an ap propriate extreme
value distribution to aid extrapolation to long return pe riods - a serious consideration
when the output variable is known to reflect a combination of input factors. Coles
and Taw n suggest that the simple r methods are mo re like ly to le ad to
underestimation of extreme values than to overestimation.
Jones (1998) provides further guidance on the solution of joint probability
problems, and presents a detailed case study of flood design in fluvial-tidal reaches
of the Thames. Jones demonstrate s how a structure function approach can be
modified to take account of tidal barrier operation; a further problem is to assess
the uncertain ty arising from the need to base barrier-closure decisions onf ore ca st
sea level.
In some joint probability problems, there can be a co ncern that interdependence in the primary input variables may intensify in the most extreme
weather conditions: for example , in exceptionally sustained wet spells. Specific
ways of indexing inter-variable dependence in extreme values can be based on
the concept of an effective numb er of indep ende nt va ri ables . This is analogous
to the effective number of independent sites used by Dales and Reed (1989) and
the extremal coefficient used by Coles and Tawn (1994). Although Coles and
Tawn promote its wider use, the concept of an effective number of independent
variables is more convincing, and less site-specific, when the input variables are
of the same kind: e.g. two river flows in flood frequency estimation at a confluence .
Reed and Dwyer (1996) attempt to relate extremal behaviour of the output variable
directly to extremal behaviour of the input variables, without reference to a system
model. This would appear to be simplistic. However, their attempted short-cut
approach might be revisited once experience has been gained of many joint
probability problems of a given type.
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Appendix C Augmenting flood estimates by
historical review
C. 1 Why carry out a historical review?
There are several reaso ns why it is helpful to augment a flood frequency analysis
by examining evidence of floods prior to the period of gauged record . Most
studies call for estimation of the magnitude of infrequent floods: for example , the
so-called 100-year flood. This is the flood peak having a probability of 0.01 of
being exceeded in any year. Such a flood is not certain to have occurred within
the gauged period. For example , there is only an even chance of having experienced
the 100-year flood at least once within a 69-year period. This is verified by
substituting T = 100 and M = 69 in the ri s k eq ua tio n (see $A.2)
r = 1 - (1 - 1/ 7 )

(C. 1)

where r is the risk (i.e. the p robability) of experiencing one or more exceedances
of the T year flood in an M-year period (0 <$r <$1).

Return period
It is important to think clearly when using the termreturn period. There is no regularity in
flood occurrences. A very long period may elapse without an extreme event occurring.
The occurrence of an extreme flood does not make a further extreme flood any more or
less likely to occur. However, it may lead to a change in perceptions and estimates of
flood risk.

A small sample

Attention inevitably focuses on the largest floods in the period of gauged record.
Floods in March 1968, January 1982, Febru ary 1991 and February 1995 were large
enough to have a significant general impact on communities vulnerable to flooding
from the River Ure in North Yorkshire . In this example, deductions about the 100year flood inevitably pivot on the peak flows recorded in these four floods. Yet
four numbers represent a very small sample . One wou ld not be co nfident in
judging the height characteristics of drainage engineers - is there natural selection?
- by sampling the first four in a membership list. The average of a sample of four
might provide a reasonable estimate, but it might not. Given the natural variability
of climate , it is not unusual for a gauging station to have experienced no major
flood, even in a 20 or 30-year period of record . Thus, the first reason why a
historical review is helpful is that the gauged sample of major floods is usually
very small.
An unusual sample?

Particular concern arises when a community has experienced a sequence of floods.
There is u ndoubtedly an element of misfortune in experiencing four major floods
within 30 years (on the Ure at Boroughbridge, see above) or two within a calendar
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year (o n the Kenwy n at Truro in 1988). Anoth er view is that there may be so me
factor leading to major floods becoming more frequent, e ither generally or in the
particular rive r basin . Climate change , urbanisation and drainage w orks are the
factors most ofte n me ntioned . A histo rical review can he lp to put rece nt flood
experiences into a lo nge r-te rm pe rspective (Acreman and Horrocks, 1990). A
flood-rich
period (Grew and Werritty, 1995) w ill stimulate public calls for flood
risk to be ameliorated . Just as significantly, reside nts and planners may lose sight
of vu lne rabilities in conseque nce of aflood-poo r
perio d.
Uncovering forgotten information
In addition to putting the statistical analysis of floods into a longer-term persp ective,
uncovering forgotten information adds credibility to an investigation, and contributes
to the pub lic understanding of flood risk. Knowledge that a comparable or worse
flood has occurred previously can be a very valuable piece o f information in the
afte rmath of a major flood , encouraging public debate to focus on assessing risk
rather than apportioning blame .

C.2 Sources of historical information
Historical information about floods is often given in earlier studies of a flooding
problem . Various add itional sources of information can be explored , including:
• Abstractio n of heavy-rainfall dates and data from: long-term rainfall
re cords; Bri tish Ra inf all yearbooks; periodicals with a particular UK
e mphasis such as Meteo rologica l Mag azine (and its p redecesso r
Symo ns 's Monthly Meteo rological Mag az ine ), Wea ther and the lessformal-than-it-soundsJ o u rnal of Meteo rology ; and the Clima te
Obs ervers Link ;
• Se arches of documents he ld in public libraries: local, district and
regional;
• Inspection of newspape r records for specific date s w hen - judged from
other evide nce - floods may have occurred ;
• Additional compilatio ns and sou rces suggested by Pot ter ( 1978) and
Jones et al. ( 1984).
Re ports found often re fer to earlier extreme events. A new source of information
is the British Hydrological Society Chronology of Bri tis h Hy d rological Events ,
with the World Wide Web address: http:// w w w.d undee.ac.uk/ g eog rap hy/ cbhe .
"La n d of Si ng i ng Waters" (Arche r, 1992) comprises a remarkab le review of
historical floods in north-east England , from the Tees northw ards. Archer finds
several 19 ce ntu ry co mpilations that give sp ecific information on flood date s and
levels in the region. Th e book is notable both for the richness of information
gathered and the lucid intertwin ing of floa ds research and local history. In addition
to the so urces listed above, Archer considers flood-stones and flood-marks , diaries,
parish registers and reports of County Quarter Sessio ns. The latter often record
floo d damage to impo rtant bridges (see Je rvoise, 1930, 1931a , 1931b) . Arche r sets
particular value on archive material gathered by catchment boards , river authorities
and local autho rities, such as notes of contemporary inte rviews w ith those w ho
expe rienced or w itnessed flooding.
Accounts of the impact of flooding are inevitably conditio ned by w hat was
conside red exceptional at the time . The subjective account of a ge ne ral d iarist
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inevitably carries less weight than a referenced flood level quoted by an o rganisation
w ith a defined inte rest in rive r levels. Local newspaper reports - e xcept those
w ritte n in se nsational style - can pe rhaps be conside red neare r to the latte r in
terms o f re liability. However, it is w orth checking subseque nt issu es for corrections
and le tte rs . Daily rainfall measureme nts are freque ntly quoted . Histo rical map s
can in ce rtain cases be highly informative , showing wate rco urse p o sitions and
(so metimes) explicitly lab elling areas "liable to flood ". The rece nt tre nd tow a rds
p ublicatio n of books of local photographs o f historical interest can provide anothe r
so urce of information .
The process of historical review is messy, and can be likened to solving a
jigsaw for which an unknown n umbe r of pieces are missing, others a re damaged ,
and so me belo ng to a different puzzle . To keep subjectivity to a minimum , and
facilitate checks, the sources of historical information should always b e re co rde d .
Whe re possible , original d ocum e nts should be inspected .
In some loca lities there may be little information existing, a nd the refore
little to find . But in as many cases, the p rincipal difficulties w ill lie in d e termining
a cost-effective stra tegy - for fin ding, organising and digesting information - and
in inferring w hat the informatio n reveals about flood frequency at the subject site .
Whe n the re is a customer paying for an assessme nt of flood risk, histo rical review
must stre ngthen or illuminate th e flood freque ncy estimation rather tha n be come
a goal in itse lf.

C.3 Interpretation
C.3.1 Introduction
Historical information varies greatly from case to case . The revie w may yie ld
impo rtant informatio n abo ut the typical characte r of the largest floods. It is he lpful
to uncover the p ropo rtion of eve nts in w hich antecedent wetness o r concurrent
snow me lt was an influentia l factor on flood formation . Earlier flood-rich p eriods
can be a po inte r to the phases w hen flood risk has been a major issue , and the
re vie w can he lp to chart the e volution of both tow n develo pment and flood
de fe nce .

Folklore
It is not uncommon torlocal opinion to assertthat extremefloods are always/only triggered
by a particular combination of conditions: forexample, heavy rainfallwith melting snow,
heavy rainfallwith a spring tide, or heavy rainfallwhen soils are hardened by drought. A
historical review can help to broaden perceptions- orat least throwlight ontheorigin of
the belief.

In a histor ical review , two questions are ofte n uppermost: "Has flood
be haviou r changed?" and "Can a te ntative ranking of floods be constructed for a
usefully lo ng period such as the last 100 to 200 years?" The first questio n may be
easy to answ er if the re have been major alterations to the floodplain, emba nkme nts,
o r cha nne l constrictio ns, o r if a majo r reservoir has bee n constructed w ithin the
catc hme nt. If the re is evide nce of syste matic change , it may be p rudent to d iscard
the historical flood data and to fall back on other methods (see Chapte r 5) . If the
seco nd challenge can be met, the re is scope to take the analysis furthe r, a nd to
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seek to reconcile the historical flood data with a flood frequency analysis of
gauged data.
C.3.2 Formal methods

Based on research by Leese ( 1973), the Flood Studies Report (FSR) includes specific
methods for co mbining gauged and historical flood data in a censored analysis of
annual maxima (FSR 1.2.8). In the his tori c flood -ma r k case, all floods rising
above a known high threshold are thought to have been marked , and peak flow
magnitudes have been estimated by a flow-level relationship . In the his toric
flood-da te
(o r 'missing peaks') case , only the number of floods exceeding the
high threshold is known.
A preliminary step in either situation is to infer the period of record over
which historical floods have been noted. If, as is usual, the earliest-marked flood
is large , a judge ment has to be made of the prior date at which a lesser flood (but
one greater than the chosen threshold) would have been marked , had it occurred.
The easy op tion - of defining the period of historical record to begin on the day
of the earliest-marked flood - leads to bias, since the samp le period from which
large floods are drawn cannot then be considered random. The d ifficulty is
widespread be cause the first flood to be marked is usually one considered
exceptional at the time: the proverbial "largest flood in living memory" or "flood
of the century". This introduces the related bias that a flood of given level is more
likely to be noted once a system of flood-marking has started . These features are
a considerable disincentive to mechanistic incorporation of historical flood data.
Formal solutions to the two cases can be sought by iterative methods based
on maximum likelihood estimation (see FSR I.1.3). However, the methods are
reasonably specialised : varying according to the statistical distribution chosen to
describe flood freque ncy. For some datasets and distributions, the iterative scheme
may fail to converge .
C.3.3 Informal methods

The Handbook recommends a less formal approach to incorp orating historical
flood data. Some reasons for this have already been given. However, the principal
reason for rejecting formal solutions is that the preferred estimate of flood frequency
- with which the historical data are to be reconciled - is itself likely to be based
on a combination of methods. Often, the preferred estimate will be based on
flood peak data pooled from several sites. In other cases, the preferred estimate
may combine statistical and rainfall-runoff methods. Given the many possibilities
indicated in Chapter 5, it is not thought practical at this time to develop formal
procedures for inco rporating historical flood data.
A more intuitive approach is therefore reco mmended, in which a prefe rred
flood frequency curve is derived conventionally (see Chapter 5), and then reviewed
in the light of the historical information. The largest historical floods are superposed
on a plot of the preferred flood frequency curve, using the custo mary Gringorten
plotting-position formula s ee 3 15.3.5). Where there is uncertainty about the
historical flood magnitude , this can be indicated by sketching an interval about
the plotted magnitude (see Figure C.1). Similarly, uncertainty about the length of
period from w hich the extremes are draw n can be indicated by sketching an
interval about the plotting position.
Particular care is recommended in cases when the historical flood data
suggest that the preferred frequency curve is too high. Could the historical flood
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series be incomplete? Might the same flood level today represent a higher flow ,
because the e ffective floodplain has been reduced by embanking or infill?
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Fig ure C. 1

Informal incorpora tion o f historical flood data: the flood frequency curve shown is a
preferred estimate obtained without reference to historica l data; the symbols denote the 12
largest floo ds in 2 00 years, plotted at Gringorten plotting positions; the solid symbols
denote gauged estimates; the open symbols represent historical floods in estimated rank
order but of unknown m agnitude; an informal estimate of the highest flood is indica ted by a
vertical bar. In this example, the historical flood data do not suggest that the preferred flood
frequency curve is an underestimate.
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Greater respect for historical flood da ta is recommended when they suggest
that the p referred frequency curve may be too low . The fined distribution should
be adjusted in acknowledgement of the historical data. Where the preferred flood
frequency curve is a 3-parameter statistical distribution such as the Generalised
Logistic (see 3 15.3), this might be done by increasing the L-skewness experimentally. How ever, a subjective sketched adjustment is possibly more honest.
The position of an inflection in the sketched curve might be chosen to reflect the
flood magnitud e or return period at w hich floodplain storage is thought to begin,
or cease , to have a major effect.
Being keener to allow estimates to be increased than reduced appears
somewhat unscientific. However, the uneven treatment can be justified on two
grounds. First, there is greater scope for the historical series to overlook the
occurrence of a real flood than to accidentally include a false one . Second, in part
because floods are bounded below (i.e. are non-negative), and - at least within
the typical return-period range of interest - unbounded above , there is generally
greater scope for underestimation than overestimation.
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Appendix D Bibliography of related technical
guidance
D. 1 Introductio n
The Flood Estimation Han dbook is less compre hensive in subject coverage than ,
for examp le , A ustralian Rainf all and Runoff P ilgrim
, 1987). Th at text is notable
in p roviding guidan ce in hydraulic calculations for the design of structures including channels, culverts, em bankme nts and bridge w aterways - and in urban
stormwate r drainage design methods . Some texts that p rovide a UK pe rspective of
these and othe r topics are now noted .
Most of the pu blica tions a re textbooks or su bstantial technical re ports that
are re lative ly accessible . Scientific pap ers are listed only exce ptionally, w here
they provide imp ortant practica l gu ida nce that is not available e lsew here .
When re ferrin g to these texts it is, of course , important to keep in mind that
so me of them use (o r cite) methods of rainfall and freque ncy estimatio n that predate the Flood Estimation Hand book.

Listings
For brevity,publications are listed where possible by series or institution. In this case,
the author and date are given in square brackets. Other publications are grouped by
topic and cited more conventionally.

D.2 Series and institutions
ADAS
RB 345

The desig n of f ield drainage p ipe systems

BHS (British Hydrological Society, c/o ICE, 1 Great George Street, London)
Occasio nal Pap er No. 7

Paleohy drology: contex t, components and app lication.

[ed . Branson , J., 1996]
Register of inde pendent consultants.
Chrono logy of British Hydrolo gical Events:
web site: http://www.s
alford.ac/uk/civil/BHS cbhe

BRE Digests (Building Research Establishment, Garston, Watford)
365

Soakaways [1991)

BSI (British Standards Institution, London)
BS 6367 Code of p ractice f or drainage of roofs and p aved areas (1983)
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Floods and reservoir saf ety [3" editi on, 1996]
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a uthorities [Honno r, J. 1994]
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45
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